From: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
To: Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] Hello ...
Date: Fri, 5 Oct 2012 22:13:15 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
....is anybody there?
LOL - hi everyone; Becky Newborough here. Joined the mailing list to see
what's going on. Not much it seems since April 2011!
Hopefully be able to join you all for the monthly round up show at the end
of October.
Cheers
Becky
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken@falllon.ie>
To: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hello ...
Date: Fri, 05 Oct 2012 23:27:00 +0200
Hi Becky,
We do use the list. However the list archiver is broken (and the redirects apparently) since
the server move. It has been reported a few times but I don't have access to fix it.
Ken
Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org> wrote:
....is anybody there?<div><br></div><div>LOL - hi everyone; Becky Newborough here. Joined the
mailing list to see what&#39;s going on. Not much it seems since April 2011!</div><div><br></
div><div>Hopefully be able to join you all for the monthly round up show at the end of
October.</div>
<div><br></div><div>Cheers</div><div><br></div><div>Becky</div>
....is anybody there?
LOL - hi everyone; Becky Newborough here. Joined the mailing list to see
what's going on. Not much it seems since April 2011!
Hopefully be able to join you all for the monthly round up show at the end
of October.
Cheers
Becky
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Klaatu <klaatu@straightedgelinux.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hello ...
Date: Fri, 5 Oct 2012 17:32:21 -0400
Reply-To: klaatu@straightedgelinux.com
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: KMail/1.13.6 (Linux/2.6.38.4; KDE/4.5.5; x86_64; ; )
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

....is anybody there?
LOL - hi everyone; Becky Newborough here. Joined the mailing list to see
what's going on. Not much it seems since April 2011!
Hopefully be able to join you all for the monthly round up show at the end
of October.
Cheers
Becky

I think this is an active list...I've definitely seen messages come through
this year.
Feel free to hit many of us up on IRC, as well. We kind of officially
unofficially hang out on irc.freenode.net #oggcastplanet
Welcome.
- klaatu
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hello ...
Date: Fri, 05 Oct 2012 17:55:42 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Fri, 05 Oct 2012 17:13:15 -0400, Rebecca Newborough
<bobobex@bobobex.org> wrote:
> ....is anybody there?
>
> LOL - hi everyone; Becky Newborough here. Joined the mailing list to see
> what's going on. Not much it seems since April 2011!
Welcome, Becky.
The activity on the list can be up and down, but there's definitely recent
activity.
Glad to have you here.
-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
To: Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hello ...
Date: Fri, 5 Oct 2012 23:18:23 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
On Fri, Oct 5, 2012 at 10:13 PM, Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

....is anybody there?
LOL - hi everyone; Becky Newborough here. Joined the mailing list to see
what's going on. Not much it seems since April 2011!
Hopefully be able to join you all for the monthly round up show at the end
of October.
Cheers
Becky

LOL, thanks for the welcome guys!
Bex
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hello ...
Date: Sat, 6 Oct 2012 13:34:27 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Fri, 5 Oct 2012 22:13:15 +0100
Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

....is anybody there?
LOL - hi everyone; Becky Newborough here. Joined the mailing list to
see what's going on. Not much it seems since April 2011!
Hopefully be able to join you all for the monthly round up show at
the end of October.
Cheers
Becky

Hi Becky,
As klaatu said, we mostly hang out in #oggcastplanet on freenode. The
mail list is alive but is mostly used as the HPR parliament for when
there is something that needs to be decided by the community. A classic
example was when we changed from cc-by-sa-nc to cc-by-sa.
The reason that you don't see anything in the archive after April 2011
is that the archive process stopped working in the move. I've tried to
fix it but to do so I think there needs root access which I don't have.
I have reported it a few times but the admin guys are busy.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] More Shows
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 07:24:44 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Hi All,
If you have been procrastinating about whither to send in a show to
HPR, then now is the time to press record.
Thanks.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
Date: Tue, 09 Oct 2012 08:55:42 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: KMail/4.9.2 (Linux/3.6.0-1-ARCH; KDE/4.9.2; x86_64; ; )
I might be able to get another into the queue in the next few days.
Is there a shortage coming up?
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 15:30:11 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Tue, 09 Oct 2012 08:55:42 -0400
epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
> Is there a shortage coming up?
>
Let's just say that I'm happier when there is a nice flow.
Also reminding folks of the "one show a year" karma.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Kevin O'Brien <zwilnik@zwilnik.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
Date: Tue, 09 Oct 2012 12:18:13 -0400
Reply-To: zwilnik@zwilnik.com
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64;
rv:15.0) Gecko/20120907 Thunderbird/15.0.1
Organization: Boskone
On 10/9/2012 9:30 AM, Ken Fallon wrote:
> On Tue, 09 Oct 2012 08:55:42 -0400
> epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
>
>> Is there a shortage coming up?
>>
> Let's just say that I'm happier when there is a nice flow.
>
> Also reminding folks of the "one show a year" karma.
>
> Ken.
>
> _______________________________________________
> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
Well, now that OLF is completed for another year I should be able to
record more shows. I had planned to do a series on LibreOffice, in fact
a show you already played and one that is in the queue now kind of set
the stage (they are both about separating Content from Presentation). I
figure this series ought to be good for another 8 shows or so, maybe
more if I try to be like Dann.<g> When Dan did the first show on "top"
my response was "Rats, I was going to do one on that." But by the fourth
show he had totally left me in the dust. Dude definitely knows his
command line stuff.
I might even make the monthly roundup show this time since OLF and US
holidays are not in the way.
Regards,
-Kevin B. O'Brien
zwilnik@zwilnik.com
"A damsel with a dulcimer in a vision once I saw."
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: HPR Hacker Public Radio Mailing List <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: [Hpr] I'm taking suggestions...
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 14:37:25 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
If all goes as planned, I'll be interviewing RMS tonight for an HPR
episode. I'm taking suggestions for questions to ask him. If you have
anything you'd like me to ask him, please let me know. I don't know how
much of his time he's going to give me, (nor do I intend to ask him
anything rude or offensive) so I can't promise to ask everything I'm sent,
but I will do my best.
-Thank You,
Patrick Dailey
Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
hipster device.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] I'm taking suggestions...
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 20:49:42 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Tue, 9 Oct 2012 14:37:25 -0400
Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If all goes as planned, I'll be interviewing RMS tonight for an HPR
episode. I'm taking suggestions for questions to ask him. If you have
anything you'd like me to ask him, please let me know. I don't know
how much of his time he's going to give me, (nor do I intend to ask
him anything rude or offensive) so I can't promise to ask everything
I'm sent, but I will do my best.

He'll probably require that the mp3 version isn't put out and if so
then we can put a "see the ogg file for episode" message"
Can you ask him, if he lived in the world where propitiatory software
didn't exist what career path would he liked to have taken ?
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 2
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 15:06:13 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Definitely.
On Tue, Oct 9, 2012 at 3:00 PM, <hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org> wrote:
>
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Send Hpr mailing list submissions to
hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org
You can reach the person managing the list at
hpr-owner@hackerpublicradio.org
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of Hpr digest..."
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

More Shows (Ken Fallon)
Re: More Shows (epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net)
Re: More Shows (Ken Fallon)
Re: More Shows (Kevin O'Brien)
I'm taking suggestions... (Patrick Dailey)
Re: I'm taking suggestions... (Ken Fallon)

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Cc:
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 07:24:44 +0200
Subject: [Hpr] More Shows
Hi All,
If you have been procrastinating about whither to send in a show to
HPR, then now is the time to press record.
Thanks.
Ken.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Cc:
Date: Tue, 09 Oct 2012 08:55:42 -0400
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
I might be able to get another into the queue in the next few days.
Is there a shortage coming up?

>
>
>
>
> ---------- Forwarded message ---------> From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Cc:
> Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 15:30:11 +0200
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
> On Tue, 09 Oct 2012 08:55:42 -0400
> epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
>
> > Is there a shortage coming up?
> >
>
> Let's just say that I'm happier when there is a nice flow.
>
> Also reminding folks of the "one show a year" karma.
>
> Ken.
>
>
>
>
> ---------- Forwarded message ---------> From: Kevin O'Brien <zwilnik@zwilnik.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Cc:
> Date: Tue, 09 Oct 2012 12:18:13 -0400
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
> On 10/9/2012 9:30 AM, Ken Fallon wrote:
>
>> On Tue, 09 Oct 2012 08:55:42 -0400
>> epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
>>
>> Is there a shortage coming up?
>>>
>>> Let's just say that I'm happier when there is a nice flow.
>>
>> Also reminding folks of the "one show a year" karma.
>>
>> Ken.
>>
>> ______________________________**_________________
>> Hpr mailing list
>> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>> http://hackerpublicradio.org/**mailman/listinfo/hpr_**
>> hackerpublicradio.org<http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/
hpr_hackerpublicradio.org>
>>
> Well, now that OLF is completed for another year I should be able to
> record more shows. I had planned to do a series on LibreOffice, in fact a
> show you already played and one that is in the queue now kind of set the
> stage (they are both about separating Content from Presentation). I figure
> this series ought to be good for another 8 shows or so, maybe more if I try
> to be like Dann.<g> When Dan did the first show on "top" my response was
> "Rats, I was going to do one on that." But by the fourth show he had
> totally left me in the dust. Dude definitely knows his command line stuff.
>
> I might even make the monthly roundup show this time since OLF and US
> holidays are not in the way.
>
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Regards,
-Kevin B. O'Brien
zwilnik@zwilnik.com
"A damsel with a dulcimer in a vision once I saw."

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: HPR Hacker Public Radio Mailing List <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Cc:
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 14:37:25 -0400
Subject: [Hpr] I'm taking suggestions...
If all goes as planned, I'll be interviewing RMS tonight for an HPR
episode. I'm taking suggestions for questions to ask him. If you have
anything you'd like me to ask him, please let me know. I don't know how
much of his time he's going to give me, (nor do I intend to ask him
anything rude or offensive) so I can't promise to ask everything I'm sent,
but I will do my best.
-Thank You,
Patrick Dailey
Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
hipster device.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Cc:
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 20:49:42 +0200
Subject: Re: [Hpr] I'm taking suggestions...
On Tue, 9 Oct 2012 14:37:25 -0400
Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If all goes as planned, I'll be interviewing RMS tonight for an HPR
episode. I'm taking suggestions for questions to ask him. If you have
anything you'd like me to ask him, please let me know. I don't know
how much of his time he's going to give me, (nor do I intend to ask
him anything rude or offensive) so I can't promise to ask everything
I'm sent, but I will do my best.

He'll probably require that the mp3 version isn't put out and if so
then we can put a "see the ogg file for episode" message"
Can you ask him, if he lived in the world where propitiatory software
didn't exist what career path would he liked to have taken ?

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

>
-Thank You,
Patrick Dailey
Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
hipster device.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: dosman <dosman@packetsniffers.org>
To: "Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org Mailing List" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] I'm taking suggestions...
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 16:01:54 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.1084)
Also, if you have the time, you might ask him some questions about his role as an activist and
other movements he is involved in, that could get him going. Just my 2 cents.
-dosman
On Oct 9, 2012, at 2:49 PM, Ken Fallon wrote:
> On Tue, 9 Oct 2012 14:37:25 -0400
> Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> If all goes as planned, I'll be interviewing RMS tonight for an HPR
>> episode. I'm taking suggestions for questions to ask him. If you have
>> anything you'd like me to ask him, please let me know. I don't know
>> how much of his time he's going to give me, (nor do I intend to ask
>> him anything rude or offensive) so I can't promise to ask everything
>> I'm sent, but I will do my best.
>>
>
> He'll probably require that the mp3 version isn't put out and if so
> then we can put a "see the ogg file for episode" message"
>
> Can you ask him, if he lived in the world where propitiatory software
> didn't exist what career path would he liked to have taken ?
>
> _______________________________________________
> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: dg <dg@deepgeek.us>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] I'm taking suggestions...
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 17:09:00 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.7.6 (GTK+ 2.20.1; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
Can you ask him for his current opinion on the position of the computer
language "LISP" in the world of programming? I understand some of his
projects in the past were written in it...
yours,
--DeepGeep
PS, what kind of question do you expect from a guy who calls himself
"DeepGeek"
On Tue, 9 Oct 2012 14:37:25 -0400
Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If all goes as planned, I'll be interviewing RMS tonight for an HPR
episode. I'm taking suggestions for questions to ask him. If you have
anything you'd like me to ask him, please let me know. I don't know
how much of his time he's going to give me, (nor do I intend to ask
him anything rude or offensive) so I can't promise to ask everything
I'm sent, but I will do my best.

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 2
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 23:08:39 -0500
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Ken,
I don't know what to say (though I have made what I thought were humorous
comments on other podcasts). I submitted a full week's worth of content in
July (3 original shows and two syndicated I was involved in) that are
still a good two weeks out of showing up on HPR. I loved all you original
stuff from OggCamp, and catching up on everything from last year, but I
think we are getting a rep for stale shows you can find elsewhere (no
intended offense to our syndication partners).
Expect a show on my
ODroidX (which I am sure many folks are tired of hearing about) AND gv-20
very soon
5150
.
On Tue, Oct 9, 2012 at 2:00 PM, <hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org> wrote:
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Send Hpr mailing list submissions to
hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org
You can reach the person managing the list at
hpr-owner@hackerpublicradio.org
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of Hpr digest..."
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

More Shows (Ken Fallon)
Re: More Shows (epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net)
Re: More Shows (Ken Fallon)
Re: More Shows (Kevin O'Brien)
I'm taking suggestions... (Patrick Dailey)
Re: I'm taking suggestions... (Ken Fallon)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 07:24:44 +0200
From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] More Shows
Message-ID:
<
CAK-oqQYqLPndpA0MbdJRV8eraat5+2mgEVH4BKYPrvreNDx05g@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8
Hi All,

>
>
>
>
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>

If you have been procrastinating about whither to send in a show to
HPR, then now is the time to press record.
Thanks.
Ken.

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Tue, 09 Oct 2012 08:55:42 -0400
From: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
Message-ID: <8132451.CTyAkM3Djd@bunnies>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I might be able to get another into the queue in the next few days.
Is there a shortage coming up?

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 15:30:11 +0200
From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
Message-ID: <20121009153011.5b02dee3@dell>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
On Tue, 09 Oct 2012 08:55:42 -0400
epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
> Is there a shortage coming up?
>
Let's just say that I'm happier when there is a nice flow.
Also reminding folks of the "one show a year" karma.
Ken.

-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Tue, 09 Oct 2012 12:18:13 -0400
From: Kevin O'Brien <zwilnik@zwilnik.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
Message-ID: <50744E45.8060904@zwilnik.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed
On 10/9/2012 9:30 AM, Ken Fallon wrote:
> On Tue, 09 Oct 2012 08:55:42 -0400
> epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
>
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>> Is there a shortage coming up?
>>
> Let's just say that I'm happier when there is a nice flow.
>
> Also reminding folks of the "one show a year" karma.
>
> Ken.
>
> _______________________________________________
> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
Well, now that OLF is completed for another year I should be able to
record more shows. I had planned to do a series on LibreOffice, in fact
a show you already played and one that is in the queue now kind of set
the stage (they are both about separating Content from Presentation). I
figure this series ought to be good for another 8 shows or so, maybe
more if I try to be like Dann.<g> When Dan did the first show on "top"
my response was "Rats, I was going to do one on that." But by the fourth
show he had totally left me in the dust. Dude definitely knows his
command line stuff.
I might even make the monthly roundup show this time since OLF and US
holidays are not in the way.
Regards,
-Kevin B. O'Brien
zwilnik@zwilnik.com
"A damsel with a dulcimer in a vision once I saw."

-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 14:37:25 -0400
From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: HPR Hacker Public Radio Mailing List <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: [Hpr] I'm taking suggestions...
Message-ID:
<CAHHhTUz6wffgB2WbVNPhSut0ibO=ttZ8vrO7bBCuw=
NtGSQqpQ@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
If all goes as planned, I'll be interviewing RMS tonight for an HPR
episode. I'm taking suggestions for questions to ask him. If you have
anything you'd like me to ask him, please let me know. I don't know how
much of his time he's going to give me, (nor do I intend to ask him
anything rude or offensive) so I can't promise to ask everything I'm sent,
but I will do my best.
-Thank You,
Patrick Dailey
Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
hipster device.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <

> http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/
attachments/20121009/4e3d503a/attachment-0001.html
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 6
> Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2012 20:49:42 +0200
> From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] I'm taking suggestions...
> Message-ID: <20121009204942.08a0699b@dell>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
>
> On Tue, 9 Oct 2012 14:37:25 -0400
> Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > If all goes as planned, I'll be interviewing RMS tonight for an HPR
> > episode. I'm taking suggestions for questions to ask him. If you have
> > anything you'd like me to ask him, please let me know. I don't know
> > how much of his time he's going to give me, (nor do I intend to ask
> > him anything rude or offensive) so I can't promise to ask everything
> > I'm sent, but I will do my best.
> >
>
> He'll probably require that the mp3 version isn't put out and if so
> then we can put a "see the ogg file for episode" message"
>
> Can you ask him, if he lived in the world where propitiatory software
> didn't exist what career path would he liked to have taken ?
>
>
>
> ----------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>
>
> End of Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 2
> **********************************
>
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 2
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 08:16:15 +0200
On Tue, 9 Oct 2012 23:08:39 -0500
Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Ken,
I don't know what to say (though I have made what I thought were
humorous comments on other podcasts). I submitted a full week's
worth of content in July (3 original shows and two syndicated I was
involved in) that are still a good two weeks out of showing up on
HPR. I loved all you original stuff from OggCamp, and catching up on
everything from last year, but I think we are getting a rep for stale
shows you can find elsewhere (no intended offense to our syndication
partners).
Expect a show on my ODroidX (which I am sure many folks
are tired of hearing about) AND gv-20 very soon
5150

hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Hi 5150,
I appreciate where you are coming from but if you look at the queue
you'll see that it's made up of shows from what I'd consider HPR
regulars.
Ahuka will have released 12 shows this year.
Frank_Bell 7 shows this year
mrgadgets 4 shows this year (21 last year)
Seetee 5 shows this year
sigflup 6 shows this year
5150 5 shows this year, not counting your appearances on the HPR
Community news
Which leaves two episodes from Door2Door Geek and another from
BuyerBrown. Neither can be classified as 'unknown' in the podcasting
community.
I also heard the comments about the "stale" shows on /dev/random and
when I contacted them about it they said they were happy to have their
shows come out as and when.
The majority of HPR content is timeless, in so far as
they are as valid today as they were when they were submitted. If any
show is time sensitive, we can and do bump them up. The fact that your
shows have not come out yet are as a result of a feast of shows been
submitted after the new year and been processed according to the
scheduling rules.
Since our last discussion on this topic we have dropped the Sunday
Morning Linux Review. Which leaves:
Linux in the shell
This is HPR only content and I consider it a perfect example of
informative podcasting done right. I think Dan has a feed setup on my
request but it just filters the HPR feed.
HPR Community News
At one show a month, I think this show brings some value to the
community. I'll admit the host is a bit crap but now that it's

scheduled at a regular time (see the website), anyone can pop in and
run it.
I would be very reluctant to remove either of those shows. So basically
we are left with: Syndicated Thursdays
"A chance to showcase other Creative Commons works. We try to expose
podcasts, speeches, presentations, music, etc that you may not have
heard."
I think the name is confusing people so I suggest we rename it to remo
and we should rename it to
something else.
I think your main issue is with TGTM News
If I'm stuck between chosing between a feast and a famine then I'll
Comments about late - asked said ok
stale - valid now as entered the q and permission to be later and prio
to timely shows

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: [Hpr] Canceled Event: HPR Community News Roundup (OggCamp Special) @ Monthly from
20:00 to 22:00 on the last Saturday (hpr@hackerpublicradio.org)
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 07:20:36 +0000
Reply-To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
This event has been canceled and removed from your calendar.
Title: HPR Community News Roundup (OggCamp Special)
It helps if you have listened to all the shows :)
And this time with the right time - thanks Dave
Mumble settings
Server Name: Anything you like
Server Address: mumble.openspeak.cc
Port: 64747
Name: Your name or alias is fine
Don't have mumble, setup instructions can be found on our wiki http://linuxbasix.com/tiki-index.php?page=Linux+Basix+Mumble
When: Monthly from 20:00 to 22:00 on the last Saturday Rome
Where: mumble.openspeak.cc Port: 64747
Calendar: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Who:
* Ken Fallon - organizer
* hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
* corenominal@corenominal.org
* dave.morriss@gmail.com
* computa_mike@hotmail.com
Invitation from Google Calendar: https://www.google.com/calendar/
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account
hpr@hackerpublicradio.org because you are an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future notifications for this event, decline this event.
Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for
your entire calendar.
[invite.ics

application/ics (2861 bytes)]

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: [Hpr] Canceled Event: HPR Community News Roundup (OggCamp Special) @ Monthly from
20:00 to 22:00 on the last Saturday (hpr@hackerpublicradio.org)
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 07:20:52 +0000
Reply-To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
This event has been canceled and removed from your calendar.
Title: HPR Community News Roundup (OggCamp Special)
It helps if you have listened to all the shows :)
And this time with the right time - thanks Dave
Mumble settings
Server Name: Anything you like
Server Address: mumble.openspeak.cc
Port: 64747
Name: Your name or alias is fine
Don't have mumble, setup instructions can be found on our wiki http://linuxbasix.com/tiki-index.php?page=Linux+Basix+Mumble
When: Monthly from 20:00 to 22:00 on the last Saturday Rome
Where: mumble.openspeak.cc Port: 64747
Calendar: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Who:
* Ken Fallon - organizer
* hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
* corenominal@corenominal.org
* dave.morriss@gmail.com
* computa_mike@hotmail.com
Invitation from Google Calendar: https://www.google.com/calendar/
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account
hpr@hackerpublicradio.org because you are an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future notifications for this event, decline this event.
Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for
your entire calendar.
[invite.ics

application/ics (2861 bytes)]

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: [Hpr] Canceled Event: HPR Community News Roundup (OggCamp Special) @ Monthly from
20:00 to 22:00 on the last Saturday (hpr@hackerpublicradio.org)
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 07:22:24 +0000
Reply-To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
This event has been canceled and removed from your calendar.
Title: HPR Community News Roundup (OggCamp Special)
It helps if you have listened to all the shows :)
And this time with the right time - thanks Dave
Mumble settings
Server Name: Anything you like
Server Address: mumble.openspeak.cc
Port: 64747
Name: Your name or alias is fine
Don't have mumble, setup instructions can be found on our wiki http://linuxbasix.com/tiki-index.php?page=Linux+Basix+Mumble
When: Monthly from 20:00 to 22:00 on the last Saturday Rome
Where: mumble.openspeak.cc Port: 64747
Calendar: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Who:
* Ken Fallon - organizer
* hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
* corenominal@corenominal.org
* dave.morriss@gmail.com
* computa_mike@hotmail.com
Invitation from Google Calendar: https://www.google.com/calendar/
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account
hpr@hackerpublicradio.org because you are an attendee of this event.
To stop receiving future notifications for this event, decline this event.
Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at
https://www.google.com/calendar/ and control your notification settings for
your entire calendar.
[invite.ics

application/ics (2861 bytes)]

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 10:39:17 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
TOPIC CHANGE from "Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 2"
On Tue, 9 Oct 2012 23:08:39 -0500
Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Ken,
I don't know what to say (though I have made what I thought were
humorous comments on other podcasts). I submitted a full week's
worth of content in July (3 original shows and two syndicated I was
involved in) that are still a good two weeks out of showing up on
HPR. I loved all you original stuff from OggCamp, and catching up on
everything from last year, but I think we are getting a rep for stale
shows you can find elsewhere (no intended offense to our syndication
partners).
Expect a show on my ODroidX (which I am sure many folks
are tired of hearing about) AND gv-20 very soon
5150

Hi 5150,
I appreciate where you are coming from but if you look at the queue
you'll see that it's made up of shows from what I'd consider HPR
regulars.
Ahuka will have released 12 shows this year.
Frank_Bell 7 shows this year
mrgadgets 4 shows this year (21 last year)
Seetee 5 shows this year
sigflup 6 shows this year
5150 5 shows this year, not counting your appearances on the HPR
Community news
Which leaves two episodes from Door2DoorGeek and another from
BuyerBrown. Neither can be classified as 'unknown' in the podcasting
community. My email was a request to get new hosts or to get previous
dormant hosts to send in new shows.
Personally I think that the comments about stale content are unhelpful.
The majority of HPR content is timeless, in so far as they are as valid
today as they were when they were submitted. If any show is time
sensitive, we can and do bump them up. The fact that your shows have
not come out yet are as a result of a splurge of shows been submitted
after the new year and been processed according to the scheduling rules.
The only way to eliminate the queue quicker is to open the flood gates
and let everything out as soon as it comes in. Which would mean a flood
of shows a few times a year.
The other option is to remove syndicated content. Since our last
discussion on this topic we have dropped the Sunday Morning Linux
Review. Which leaves:
Syndicated Thursdays, providing 25 shows. And TGTM News HPR Tech
Edition which is a subset of TGTM News itself, providing 21 shows. That
is a total of 46 shows minus the 13 non syndicated shows in the queue,

means that we would have run out of shows on the 20th of August.
Following the discussions last time, I understood that the community
wanted to maintain both shows but I may have been mistaken. I don't
want to go over this again and again so if no-one objects I would like
to have the community vote on whither to drop ST and/or TGTM news.
I suggest that we open a poll starting at the beginning of the October
HPR Community News recording (2012-11-03T19:00:00Z), running for a
month and ending at the start of the November HPR Community News
recording (2012-12-01T19:00:00Z).
Anyone that wishes to argue their point can do so in person on the
October HPR Community News recording (2012-11-03T19:00:00Z), via
recorded segments, or email transcript.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: "Ken Fallon" <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 11:36:09 -0400
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Tue, 09 Oct 2012 01:24:44 -0400, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
wrote:
> If you have been procrastinating about whither to send in a show to
> HPR, then now is the time to press record.
I am energetically trying to come up with an idea that I think persons
would find useful.
Wait!

I just got one.

I'll have something by Monday.

-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.

From: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 13:29:13 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: KMail/4.9.2 (Linux/3.6.0-1-ARCH; KDE/4.9.2; x86_64; ; )
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I appreciate where you are coming from but if you look at the queue
you'll see that it's made up of shows from what I'd consider HPR
regulars.
[...] My email was a request to get new hosts or to get previous
dormant hosts to send in new shows.
Personally I think that the comments about stale content are unhelpful.

You may be misinterpreting what 5150 meant by "stale" (either that or I am...)
I don't think he means "too old", but rather "recycled" or "not 'fresh'" (i.e. not
an "original" to HPR). It sounds like you may actually agree with this, given the
call for more hosts outside of the more productive handful who currently dominate
the calendar. (As a "dormant" host myself until a few weeks ago, I naturally
and self-interestedly approve...)
> The majority of HPR content is timeless, in so far as they are as valid
> today as they were when they were submitted. If any show is time
> sensitive, we can and do bump them up.
I keep thinking there's got to be an option between "demand to be put at
the head of the queue immediately (due to timeliness or being new)" and
"wait at the back of the line", though I can't actually think what it would be.
It seems like there may be some unnecessary rigidity in the current
approach though. For example:
> The only way to eliminate the queue quicker is to open the flood gates
> and let everything out as soon as it comes in. Which would mean a flood
> of shows a few times a year.
"Either we release one show a day, five times per week, or we release them all
at once?" Can't there be some middle path here?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The other option is to remove syndicated content. Since our last
discussion on this topic we have dropped the Sunday Morning Linux
Review. Which leaves:
Syndicated Thursdays, providing 25 shows. And TGTM News HPR Tech
Edition which is a subset of TGTM News itself, providing 21 shows. That
is a total of 46 shows minus the 13 non syndicated shows in the queue,
means that we would have run out of shows on the 20th of August.

This implies that quite a large proportion of the shows are currently reruns
from elsewhere. Although I usually end up skipping them myself (unless
the summary/show notes suggest that the episode specifically covers
some topic I have an interest in) I don't think it's a bad idea to have occasional
promotions of shows from elsewhere that may be of interest to hackers,
which hackers may not know of otherwise. I wouldn't vote for merely
getting rid of them, myself.
[...](repasted slightly out of order here...)[...]
> The fact that your shows have
> not come out yet are as a result of a splurge of shows been submitted
> after the new year and been processed according to the scheduling rules.
[...]

I think the problem may be that in the present situation, the existing
rules and schedule have given HPR a bout of podstipation.
At a rate of only 5 shows per week, one of which is "syndicated Thursdays"
and seemingly about one or two per week are scheduled slots, that means
that the regular calendar of everyone else is only going to move a few shows
each week. The current calendar of 15 shows looks like it will take another month
or more to get through - longer if your call for new hosts results in more new
hosts jumping the queue (I think this IS good practice by the way,
I'm not saying they shouldn't).
For the majority (I think) of currently-contributing hosts who cannot
reliably promise the time to contribute on a scheduled slot basis,
a show produced and uploaded today could be sitting for months before
the host gets any feedback (I don't know about anyone else, but that's
the main thing that motivates ME). The incentive is more to put off
doing a show for a few months to see if the queue goes down
rather than do it now.
My own suggestion: script the release rate to adjust based on the length of
the queue, with the goal of keeping approximately one to two weeks of
backlog. When the queue is short, release no more than now (five out of
seven days, once per day). When it is long, add weekends. Longer still,
release every twelve hours. This seems like something that ought to
be scriptable automatically based on the number of shows sitting in the
queue directory.
And, yes, I'll volunteer to work on that if anyone likes the idea and wants
me to.
>
>
>
>

Following the discussions last time, I understood that the community
wanted to maintain both shows but I may have been mistaken. I don't
want to go over this again and again so if no-one objects I would like
to have the community vote on whither to drop ST and/or TGTM news.

So to reiterate, my vote is: do not drop those shows.
But DO look for other ways to get the queue flowing better.
(Reducing the number of non-HPR shows may help, but I don't
think their existence is the main problem.)
Signed,
A self-proclaimed Acknowledgement Courtesan
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Matthew K <matt_hew@rocketmail.com>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>, "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 11:09:17 -0700 (PDT)
Reply-To: Matthew K <matt_hew@rocketmail.com>
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: YahooMailWebService/0.8.122.442
Too many shows? What a great problem to have!!! Is it really to the point where there are too
many shows? Fantastic!
My vote is, that I think Hacker Public Radio should be first and foremost for individuals (or
groups of individuals) to post shows on topics they think would interest the community.
If a syndicated group wants to put thier shows on the station, I think that is great; however,
I feel that they should only play if there is nothing else in the queue. If I want to
subscribe to something like the full circle podcast, it is already on the Internet somewhere
else, and I could just subscribe to it there. I think we should just link to things like that
rather than hosting duplicate content on HPR. They should only be used as "filler"when there
is no show to play.
If we really need to cut, I think the news shows, and summaries of shows could be cut out (or
appended to other shows) on months where there is a glutton of shows. Also, combining multipart episodes into a single episode before posting could help reduce show count.
Matt
>________________________________
> From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
>To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 2:39 AM
>Subject: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
>
>TOPIC CHANGE from "Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 2"
>
>On Tue, 9 Oct 2012 23:08:39 -0500
>Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com> wrote:
>
>> Ken,
>>
>> I don't know what to say (though I have made what I thought were
>> humorous comments on other podcasts). I submitted a full week's
>> worth of content in July (3 original shows and two syndicated I was
>> involved in) that are still a good two weeks out of showing up on
>> HPR. I loved all you original stuff from OggCamp, and catching up on
>> everything from last year, but I think we are getting a rep for stale
>> shows you can find elsewhere (no intended offense to our syndication
>> partners).
Expect a show on my ODroidX (which I am sure many folks
>> are tired of hearing about) AND gv-20 very soon
>>
>> 5150
>
>Hi 5150,
>
>I appreciate where you are coming from but if you look at the queue
>you'll see that it's made up of shows from what I'd consider HPR
>regulars.
>
>Ahuka will have released 12 shows this year.
>Frank_Bell 7 shows this year
>mrgadgets 4 shows this year (21 last year)
>Seetee 5 shows this year

>sigflup 6 shows this year
>5150 5 shows this year, not counting your appearances on the HPR
>Community news
>
>Which leaves two episodes from Door2DoorGeek and another from
>BuyerBrown. Neither can be classified as 'unknown' in the podcasting
>community. My email was a request to get new hosts or to get previous
>dormant hosts to send in new shows.
>
>Personally I think that the comments about stale content are unhelpful.
>The majority of HPR content is timeless, in so far as they are as valid
>today as they were when they were submitted. If any show is time
>sensitive, we can and do bump them up. The fact that your shows have
>not come out yet are as a result of a splurge of shows been submitted
>after the new year and been processed according to the scheduling rules.
>
>The only way to eliminate the queue quicker is to open the flood gates
>and let everything out as soon as it comes in. Which would mean a flood
>of shows a few times a year.
>
>The other option is to remove syndicated content. Since our last
>discussion on this topic we have dropped the Sunday Morning Linux
>Review. Which leaves:
>
>Syndicated Thursdays, providing 25 shows. And TGTM News HPR Tech
>Edition which is a subset of TGTM News itself, providing 21 shows. That
>is a total of 46 shows minus the 13 non syndicated shows in the queue,
>means that we would have run out of shows on the 20th of August.
>
>Following the discussions last time, I understood that the community
>wanted to maintain both shows but I may have been mistaken. I don't
>want to go over this again and again so if no-one objects I would like
>to have the community vote on whither to drop ST and/or TGTM news.
>
>I suggest that we open a poll starting at the beginning of the October
>HPR Community News recording (2012-11-03T19:00:00Z), running for a
>month and ending at the start of the November HPR Community News
>recording (2012-12-01T19:00:00Z).
>
>Anyone that wishes to argue their point can do so in person on the
>October HPR Community News recording (2012-11-03T19:00:00Z), via
>recorded segments, or email transcript.
>
>Ken.
>
>_______________________________________________
>Hpr mailing list
>Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>
>
>
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: dg <dg@deepgeek.us>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 14:22:56 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.7.6 (GTK+ 2.20.1; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
{I thought hard and long about this, so it's a little verbose...}
I like to think about the HPR calendar as 260 shows a years, of which I
put 33 or so....
I think if it can be automated, that treating the que length to
change policy is the best idea so far! I'd really be excited to
see this executed as long as it could be automated so that Ken is not
awash in thinking about rules on a daily basis. What would be the logic
here, "if the wc of the ls is greater than 15 then (alternate routine
goes here,)" in some script that is running on the server?
If it is easier, might I suggest that if the que gets big, maybe TGTM
tech edition might be put into the regular que until the que clears up?
It's been a dozen newscasts (according to my stats under the webpage,)
and I think that if I won any listeners from the HPR audience, they
probably would have subscribed to my whole show at my webpage by now if
they wanted a really fast delivery of my show.
However, if it does go to a vote, might I make a few suggestions...
1) set a quorum. Since our audience is 5000, and the list membership is
somewhat smaller, I do think it would be a good idea to say upfront "if
we don't get x emails, then we won't consider it valid." This way, if
people just don't care enough we won't have a small vocal minority put
through something the entire audience does not like. I don't pretend to
know upfront what a good number would be, but I think you get the idea.
2) Tell the audience in the community news section that "I am a big
boy, and whatever the community wants I will go ahead with without
taking any offense. I am honored to be listened to this much by the HPR
community, but will understand if my verbosity is screwing
things up for the schedule. If it is decided that I my show is taking
up too much space in the que, and if I get 25 emails, I will publish
a tech-only edition on my own webpage (IE, I will "fork" if the demand
is right and it makes things easier all around.)
3) OTOH, It was out of respect for the founding crew that I created a
tech-only edition, because those founders were apolitical. However, I
am thinking that after a thousand episodes, times may have changed. So
if we do have some kind of voting, may I respectfully request that the
vote over TGTM news take this form, "I think TGTM news should a)
continue it's current tech-only form b) have the full news+tech news
cast" and a second question "I think TGTM news should a) only be run if
the que is light b) run no matter what and c) kicked off the feed
because it is too many shows a month." Of course, only if it is OK, I'm
trying to use this opportunity to really discover what our listener-ship
truly wants.
4) I'd volunteer to conduct the vote (ala "usenet volunteer
votetakers",) however, I am obviously going to
look helplessly biased over this. So if it goes to a vote, how about
somebody volunteer so that Ken is *NOT* clobbered in a sea of emails.
PS if it's only twice a month, it's just not a news program to me,
which is why I never did the fortnightly thing.

OK, thanks for listening to me about this, and thanks for having me in
the HPR community!
--DeepGeek
On Wed, 10 Oct 2012 13:29:13 -0400
epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
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I appreciate where you are coming from but if you look at the queue
you'll see that it's made up of shows from what I'd consider HPR
regulars.
[...] My email was a request to get new hosts or to get previous
dormant hosts to send in new shows.
Personally I think that the comments about stale content are
unhelpful.

You may be misinterpreting what 5150 meant by "stale" (either that or
I am...) I don't think he means "too old", but rather "recycled" or
"not 'fresh'" (i.e. not an "original" to HPR). It sounds like you
may actually agree with this, given the call for more hosts outside
of the more productive handful who currently dominate the calendar.
(As a "dormant" host myself until a few weeks ago, I naturally and
self-interestedly approve...)
> The majority of HPR content is timeless, in so far as they are as
> valid today as they were when they were submitted. If any show is
> time sensitive, we can and do bump them up.
I keep thinking there's got to be an option between "demand to be put
at the head of the queue immediately (due to timeliness or being
new)" and "wait at the back of the line", though I can't actually
think what it would be.
It seems like there may be some unnecessary rigidity in the current
approach though. For example:
> The only way to eliminate the queue quicker is to open the flood
> gates and let everything out as soon as it comes in. Which would
> mean a flood of shows a few times a year.
"Either we release one show a day, five times per week, or we release
them all at once?" Can't there be some middle path here?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The other option is to remove syndicated content. Since our last
discussion on this topic we have dropped the Sunday Morning Linux
Review. Which leaves:
Syndicated Thursdays, providing 25 shows. And TGTM News HPR Tech
Edition which is a subset of TGTM News itself, providing 21 shows.
That is a total of 46 shows minus the 13 non syndicated shows in
the queue, means that we would have run out of shows on the 20th of
August.

This implies that quite a large proportion of the shows are currently
reruns from elsewhere. Although I usually end up skipping them myself
(unless the summary/show notes suggest that the episode specifically
covers some topic I have an interest in) I don't think it's a bad
idea to have occasional promotions of shows from elsewhere that may
be of interest to hackers, which hackers may not know of otherwise.
I wouldn't vote for merely getting rid of them, myself.
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[...](repasted slightly out of order here...)[...]
> The fact that your shows have
> not come out yet are as a result of a splurge of shows been
> submitted after the new year and been processed according to the
> scheduling rules.
[...]
I think the problem may be that in the present situation, the existing
rules and schedule have given HPR a bout of podstipation.
At a rate of only 5 shows per week, one of which is "syndicated
Thursdays" and seemingly about one or two per week are scheduled
slots, that means that the regular calendar of everyone else is only
going to move a few shows each week. The current calendar of 15 shows
looks like it will take another month or more to get through - longer
if your call for new hosts results in more new hosts jumping the
queue (I think this IS good practice by the way, I'm not saying they
shouldn't).
For the majority (I think) of currently-contributing hosts who cannot
reliably promise the time to contribute on a scheduled slot basis,
a show produced and uploaded today could be sitting for months before
the host gets any feedback (I don't know about anyone else, but that's
the main thing that motivates ME). The incentive is more to put off
doing a show for a few months to see if the queue goes down
rather than do it now.
My own suggestion: script the release rate to adjust based on the
length of the queue, with the goal of keeping approximately one to
two weeks of backlog. When the queue is short, release no more than
now (five out of seven days, once per day). When it is long, add
weekends. Longer still, release every twelve hours. This seems like
something that ought to be scriptable automatically based on the
number of shows sitting in the queue directory.
And, yes, I'll volunteer to work on that if anyone likes the idea and
wants me to.
>
>
>
>
>

Following the discussions last time, I understood that the community
wanted to maintain both shows but I may have been mistaken. I don't
want to go over this again and again so if no-one objects I would
like to have the community vote on whither to drop ST and/or TGTM
news.

So to reiterate, my vote is: do not drop those shows.
But DO look for other ways to get the queue flowing better.
(Reducing the number of non-HPR shows may help, but I don't
think their existence is the main problem.)
Signed,
A self-proclaimed Acknowledgement Courtesan
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: dg <dg@deepgeek.us>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 14:29:22 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.7.6 (GTK+ 2.20.1; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
One last thing I remember from usenet newgroup votes (those were the
old days, eh?) was that voting in the thread before it's really decided
to have a vote makes a thread unreadable. Wait and see if it's going to
get to that, and then create an email address for the occasion...
--DG
PS, Matthew is right, it is a wonderful problem to have...
On Wed, 10 Oct 2012 14:22:56 -0400
dg <dg@deepgeek.us> wrote:
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{I thought hard and long about this, so it's a little verbose...}
I like to think about the HPR calendar as 260 shows a years, of which
I put 33 or so....
I think if it can be automated, that treating the que length to
change policy is the best idea so far! I'd really be excited to
see this executed as long as it could be automated so that Ken is not
awash in thinking about rules on a daily basis. What would be the
logic here, "if the wc of the ls is greater than 15 then (alternate
routine goes here,)" in some script that is running on the server?
If it is easier, might I suggest that if the que gets big, maybe TGTM
tech edition might be put into the regular que until the que clears
up? It's been a dozen newscasts (according to my stats under the
webpage,) and I think that if I won any listeners from the HPR
audience, they probably would have subscribed to my whole show at my
webpage by now if they wanted a really fast delivery of my show.
However, if it does go to a vote, might I make a few suggestions...
1) set a quorum. Since our audience is 5000, and the list membership
is somewhat smaller, I do think it would be a good idea to say
upfront "if we don't get x emails, then we won't consider it valid."
This way, if people just don't care enough we won't have a small
vocal minority put through something the entire audience does not
like. I don't pretend to know upfront what a good number would be,
but I think you get the idea.
2) Tell the audience in the community news section that "I am a big
boy, and whatever the community wants I will go ahead with without
taking any offense. I am honored to be listened to this much by the
HPR community, but will understand if my verbosity is screwing
things up for the schedule. If it is decided that I my show is taking
up too much space in the que, and if I get 25 emails, I will publish
a tech-only edition on my own webpage (IE, I will "fork" if the demand
is right and it makes things easier all around.)
3) OTOH, It was out of respect for the founding crew that I created a
tech-only edition, because those founders were apolitical. However, I
am thinking that after a thousand episodes, times may have changed. So
if we do have some kind of voting, may I respectfully request that the
vote over TGTM news take this form, "I think TGTM news should a)
continue it's current tech-only form b) have the full news+tech news
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cast" and a second question "I think TGTM news should a) only be run
if the que is light b) run no matter what and c) kicked off the feed
because it is too many shows a month." Of course, only if it is OK,
I'm trying to use this opportunity to really discover what our
listener-ship truly wants.
4) I'd volunteer to conduct the vote (ala "usenet volunteer
votetakers",) however, I am obviously going to
look helplessly biased over this. So if it goes to a vote, how about
somebody volunteer so that Ken is *NOT* clobbered in a sea of emails.
PS if it's only twice a month, it's just not a news program to me,
which is why I never did the fortnightly thing.
OK, thanks for listening to me about this, and thanks for having me in
the HPR community!
--DeepGeek
On Wed, 10 Oct 2012 13:29:13 -0400
epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
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I appreciate where you are coming from but if you look at the
queue you'll see that it's made up of shows from what I'd
consider HPR regulars.
[...] My email was a request to get new hosts or to get previous
dormant hosts to send in new shows.
Personally I think that the comments about stale content are
unhelpful.

You may be misinterpreting what 5150 meant by "stale" (either that
or I am...) I don't think he means "too old", but rather "recycled"
or "not 'fresh'" (i.e. not an "original" to HPR). It sounds like
you may actually agree with this, given the call for more hosts
outside of the more productive handful who currently dominate the
calendar. (As a "dormant" host myself until a few weeks ago, I
naturally and self-interestedly approve...)
> The majority of HPR content is timeless, in so far as they are as
> valid today as they were when they were submitted. If any show is
> time sensitive, we can and do bump them up.
I keep thinking there's got to be an option between "demand to be
put at the head of the queue immediately (due to timeliness or being
new)" and "wait at the back of the line", though I can't actually
think what it would be.
It seems like there may be some unnecessary rigidity in the current
approach though. For example:
> The only way to eliminate the queue quicker is to open the flood
> gates and let everything out as soon as it comes in. Which would
> mean a flood of shows a few times a year.
"Either we release one show a day, five times per week, or we
release them all at once?" Can't there be some middle path here?
> The other option is to remove syndicated content. Since our last
> discussion on this topic we have dropped the Sunday Morning Linux
> Review. Which leaves:
>
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Syndicated Thursdays, providing 25 shows. And TGTM News HPR Tech
Edition which is a subset of TGTM News itself, providing 21 shows.
That is a total of 46 shows minus the 13 non syndicated shows in
the queue, means that we would have run out of shows on the 20th
of August.

This implies that quite a large proportion of the shows are
currently reruns from elsewhere. Although I usually end up skipping
them myself (unless the summary/show notes suggest that the episode
specifically covers some topic I have an interest in) I don't think
it's a bad idea to have occasional promotions of shows from
elsewhere that may be of interest to hackers, which hackers may not
know of otherwise. I wouldn't vote for merely getting rid of them,
myself.
[...](repasted slightly out of order here...)[...]
> The fact that your shows have
> not come out yet are as a result of a splurge of shows been
> submitted after the new year and been processed according to the
> scheduling rules.
[...]
I think the problem may be that in the present situation, the
existing rules and schedule have given HPR a bout of podstipation.
At a rate of only 5 shows per week, one of which is "syndicated
Thursdays" and seemingly about one or two per week are scheduled
slots, that means that the regular calendar of everyone else is only
going to move a few shows each week. The current calendar of 15
shows looks like it will take another month or more to get through
- longer if your call for new hosts results in more new hosts
jumping the queue (I think this IS good practice by the way, I'm
not saying they shouldn't).
For the majority (I think) of currently-contributing hosts who
cannot reliably promise the time to contribute on a scheduled slot
basis, a show produced and uploaded today could be sitting for
months before the host gets any feedback (I don't know about anyone
else, but that's the main thing that motivates ME). The incentive
is more to put off doing a show for a few months to see if the
queue goes down rather than do it now.
My own suggestion: script the release rate to adjust based on the
length of the queue, with the goal of keeping approximately one to
two weeks of backlog. When the queue is short, release no more than
now (five out of seven days, once per day). When it is long, add
weekends. Longer still, release every twelve hours. This seems like
something that ought to be scriptable automatically based on the
number of shows sitting in the queue directory.
And, yes, I'll volunteer to work on that if anyone likes the idea
and wants me to.
>
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>
>

Following the discussions last time, I understood that
community wanted to maintain both shows but I may have
mistaken. I don't want to go over this again and again
no-one objects I would like to have the community vote
to drop ST and/or TGTM news.

the
been
so if
on whither

So to reiterate, my vote is: do not drop those shows.
But DO look for other ways to get the queue flowing better.
(Reducing the number of non-HPR shows may help, but I don't
think their existence is the main problem.)
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Signed,
A self-proclaimed Acknowledgement Courtesan
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 22:07:59 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
[start personal opinion]
As a reminder, the reason we started releasing
non HPR shows was that there was no shows at all to release. The reason
there were no shows was that we went from one show a day, to a few a
week to a few a month until our listers (who are our contributers after
all) began to say "is HPR dead ?". And whatever about contributing to
an active network, I guarantee you that no one wants to release shows
to a network that is dead. This is exactly what happened during 2010. see attached.
I believe we also have a responsibility to our listeners to bring them
one show a day. The history of podcasts will show you that a regular
schedule builds trust in the network. That trust was hard won back and
it took a lot of work from a lot of people to get us through 2011 to a
stage where people are contributing again.
I just went through the queue and commented out the material that was
not created "solely" for HPR. That brings us down to 9 shows and we need
49 to get to the end of the year. Sure we are going to get some shows
from this appeal but that will buy us another month or so. Then I'll be
back to begging klaatu and Mr. Gadgets for contributions.
What I want is a steady stream of HPR listeners contributing shows at
the same rate that we release them. I am open to any and all
suggestions to promote that.
[end personal opinion]
--------------[admin]
Many of the hosts already assign a lower priority to their shows or say
don't release them all at once. The development discussions on the
upload process includes this as an option allowing hosts to granularly
decide the priority from "high" down to "reserve shows".
We have a open call for a PHP developer to write the upload form. All
other scripting is hampered by not having a place to run the scripts.
What will be on the ballot will be decided by the community (read
mailing list), including whither you think a vote is necessary.
Can I suggest using http://strawpoll.me/ as it's simple to use voting
site that is not affiliated to anyone.
The admins have long taken 'silence' on the mail list to questions as
been "I'm ok with that/I couldn't care a less" and so I would
suggest setting the quorum to 1.
Ken.
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Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 21:45:59 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
On Wed, Oct 10, 2012 at 9:07 PM, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
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[start personal opinion]
As a reminder, the reason we started releasing
non HPR shows was that there was no shows at all to release. The reason
there were no shows was that we went from one show a day, to a few a
week to a few a month until our listers (who are our contributers after
all) began to say "is HPR dead ?". And whatever about contributing to
an active network, I guarantee you that no one wants to release shows
to a network that is dead. This is exactly what happened during 2010. see attached.
I believe we also have a responsibility to our listeners to bring them
one show a day. The history of podcasts will show you that a regular
schedule builds trust in the network. That trust was hard won back and
it took a lot of work from a lot of people to get us through 2011 to a
stage where people are contributing again.
I just went through the queue and commented out the material that was
not created "solely" for HPR. That brings us down to 9 shows and we need
49 to get to the end of the year. Sure we are going to get some shows
from this appeal but that will buy us another month or so. Then I'll be
back to begging klaatu and Mr. Gadgets for contributions.
What I want is a steady stream of HPR listeners contributing shows at
the same rate that we release them. I am open to any and all
suggestions to promote that.
[end personal opinion]
---------------

Hi all
Please go easy on me, other than my hello post, this will be my first
"proper" post to the list. :)
I am an avid HPR listener, and as others have mentioned in earlier posts,
there are some types of shows I skip through and others that I listen to
end to end depending on the topic.
I like the quirky shows that are not overly technical and keep me
entertained as I listen - dev/random last month was epic (I'm still
chuckling about merkins!) and The Stream show just made me want to pee as I
was driving home! I would love to give something back to the community and
contribute a show to HPR however, I find that as soon as I start to think
of a suitable topic to talk about, I then start to suffer from a lack of
courage in my ability to contribute anything that the HPR community would
want to listen too - especially considering that I am a non-technical Linux
user. Don't get me wrong, I can talk and I think I am entertaining in my
own uniquely female way, but would anyone want to listen to me? Probably
not.
There may be an assumption being made here, but when I think of HPR shows,
I automatically think technical information giving. Does HPR have a
specific genre of topic that is covered or does anything go? If anything

goes, then I think that more people may contribute shows based on their
other interests/hobbies etc (i.e. non-linux/open source specific). If I
were a brand new listener to HPR and listened back to a week or month's
worth of shows I would definitely be left with the impression that HPR was
targeted at a specific audience.
OK, enough rambling from me - I'm off to put my thinking cap on for a show!
Cheers
Becky Newborough
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken@falllon.ie>
To: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
CC: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 23:11:32 +0200
The qualification to get on hpr is "Topics that are of intrest to hackers." If you listen to
hpr you are a hacker and presumably you find the topic interesting. Then you only need one
other Hacker finds your topic interesting to meet the requirements.
Ken.
PS there has not been a show yet that I did not find interesting.
Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org> wrote:
<div class="gmail_quote">On Wed, Oct 10, 2012 at 9:07 PM, Ken Fallon <span dir="ltr">&lt;<a
href="mailto:ken.fallon@gmail.com" target="_blank">ken.fallon@gmail.com</a>&gt;</span>
wrote:<br><blockquote class="gmail_quote" style="margin:0 0 0 .8ex;border-left:1px #ccc
solid;padding-left:1ex">
[start personal opinion]<br>
As a reminder, the reason we started releasing<br>
non HPR shows was that there was no shows at all to release. The reason<br>
there were no shows was that we went from one show a day, to a few a<br>
week to a few a month until our listers (who are our contributers after<br>
all) began to say &quot;is HPR dead ?&quot;. And whatever about contributing to<br>
an active network, I guarantee you that no one wants to release shows<br>
to a network that is dead. This is exactly what happened during 2010. -<br>
see attached.<br>
<br>
I believe we also have a responsibility to our listeners to bring them<br>
one show a day. The history of podcasts will show you that a regular<br>
schedule builds trust in the network. That trust was hard won back and<br>
it took a lot of work from a lot of people to get us through 2011 to a<br>
stage where people are contributing again.<br>
<br>
I just went through the queue and commented out the material that was<br>
not created &quot;solely&quot; for HPR. That brings us down to 9 shows and we need<br>
49 to get to the end of the year. Sure we are going to get some shows<br>
from this appeal but that will buy us another month or so. Then I&#39;ll be<br>
back to begging klaatu and Mr. Gadgets for contributions.<br>
<br>
What I want is a steady stream of HPR listeners contributing shows at<br>
the same rate that we release them. I am open to any and all<br>
suggestions to promote that.<br>
<br>
[end personal opinion]<br>
---------------<br></blockquote><div><br></div><div>Hi all</div><div><br></div><div>Please go
easy on me, other than my hello post, this will be my first &quot;proper&quot; post to the
list. :)</div><div><br></div><div>I am an avid HPR listener, and as others have mentioned in
earlier posts, there are some types of shows I skip through and others that I listen to end to
end depending on the topic. </div>
<div><br></div><div>I like the quirky shows that are not overly technical and keep me
entertained as I listen - dev/random last month was epic (I&#39;m still chuckling about
merkins!) and The Stream show just made me want to pee as I was driving home! I would love to
give something back to the community and contribute a show to HPR however, I find that as soon
as I start to think of a suitable topic to talk about, I then start to suffer from a lack of
courage in my ability to contribute anything that the HPR community would want to listen too especially considering that I am a non-technical Linux user. Don&#39;t get me wrong, I can
talk and I think I am entertaining in my own uniquely female way, but would anyone want to
listen to me? Probably not.</div>
<div><br></div><div>There may be an assumption being made here, but when I think of HPR shows,

I automatically think technical information giving. Does HPR have a specific genre of topic
that is covered or does anything go? If anything goes, then I think that more people may
contribute shows based on their other interests/hobbies etc (i.e. non-linux/open source
specific). If I were a brand new listener to HPR and listened back to a week or month&#39;s
worth of shows I would definitely be left with the impression that HPR was targeted at a
specific audience.</div>
<div><br></div><div>OK, enough rambling from me - I&#39;m off to put my thinking cap on for a
show!</div><div><br></div><div>Cheers </div><div><br></div><div>Becky Newborough</
div><div><br></div><div><br></div></div>
On Wed, Oct 10, 2012 at 9:07 PM, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

[start personal opinion]
As a reminder, the reason we started releasing
non HPR shows was that there was no shows at all to release. The reason
there were no shows was that we went from one show a day, to a few a
week to a few a month until our listers (who are our contributers after
all) began to say "is HPR dead ?". And whatever about contributing to
an active network, I guarantee you that no one wants to release shows
to a network that is dead. This is exactly what happened during 2010. see attached.
I believe we also have a responsibility to our listeners to bring them
one show a day. The history of podcasts will show you that a regular
schedule builds trust in the network. That trust was hard won back and
it took a lot of work from a lot of people to get us through 2011 to a
stage where people are contributing again.
I just went through the queue and commented out the material that was
not created "solely" for HPR. That brings us down to 9 shows and we need
49 to get to the end of the year. Sure we are going to get some shows
from this appeal but that will buy us another month or so. Then I'll be
back to begging klaatu and Mr. Gadgets for contributions.
What I want is a steady stream of HPR listeners contributing shows at
the same rate that we release them. I am open to any and all
suggestions to promote that.
[end personal opinion]
---------------

Hi all
Please go easy on me, other than my hello post, this will be my first
"proper" post to the list. :)
I am an avid HPR listener, and as others have mentioned in earlier posts,
there are some types of shows I skip through and others that I listen to
end to end depending on the topic.
I like the quirky shows that are not overly technical and keep me
entertained as I listen - dev/random last month was epic (I'm still
chuckling about merkins!) and The Stream show just made me want to pee as I
was driving home! I would love to give something back to the community and
contribute a show to HPR however, I find that as soon as I start to think
of a suitable topic to talk about, I then start to suffer from a lack of
courage in my ability to contribute anything that the HPR community would
want to listen too - especially considering that I am a non-technical Linux
user. Don't get me wrong, I can talk and I think I am entertaining in my
own uniquely female way, but would anyone want to listen to me? Probably
not.

There may be an assumption being made here, but when I think of HPR shows,
I automatically think technical information giving. Does HPR have a
specific genre of topic that is covered or does anything go? If anything
goes, then I think that more people may contribute shows based on their
other interests/hobbies etc (i.e. non-linux/open source specific). If I
were a brand new listener to HPR and listened back to a week or month's
worth of shows I would definitely be left with the impression that HPR was
targeted at a specific audience.
OK, enough rambling from me - I'm off to put my thinking cap on for a show!
Cheers
Becky Newborough
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 5
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 16:22:36 -0500
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
On rereading my last post this morning, it's apparent to me that I might
have been both more clear and more tactful. First off, I don't want to see
Linux In the Shell (I'm learning a lot) or TGTM go anywhere. It does seem
however that the queue for original content other than those two shows
often seems to remain static for weeks on end. Partly this was due I think
to the "hurry up and broadcast all of the Full Circle last year's Oggcamp
eps before this year's Oggcamp" and (due respect to Pokey and Johnathan,
who worked very hard) every talk from NELF. This was all excellent content
that was available elsewhere. I only make this observation because we
could easily fill the schedule just by rebroadcasting presentations from
all the available fests. On that point, perhaps we could only do a
sampling of talks after a fest and let people know where the rest can be
found. We would always have the option to play more talks when the queue
gets short.
I don't include Ken's interviews from the recent Oggcamp, and they were
some of the best bits of podcasting I've heard. Not that I minded, but
playing them consecutively did have the effect of bringing the queue to a
halt once again. I do think the RMS interview should move to the top of
the queue as soon as it is ready (no pressure pokey).
5150

On Wed, Oct 10, 2012 at 1:23 PM, <hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org> wrote:
>
>
>
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>
>
>
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>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Send Hpr mailing list submissions to
hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org
You can reach the person managing the list at
hpr-owner@hackerpublicradio.org
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of Hpr digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. I canceled the google calendar (Ken Fallon)
2. Vote on removing non HPR shows. (Ken Fallon)
3. Re: Vote on removing non HPR shows.
(epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net)
4. Re: Vote on removing non HPR shows. (Matthew K)
5. Re: Vote on removing non HPR shows. (dg)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
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Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 09:33:05 +0200
From: Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] I canceled the google calendar
Message-ID: <20121010093305.14693ed7@dell>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
Hi All,
Sorry about the spam but I canceled the google calendar invite as it
fails to provide a recurring meeting that is "the Saturday before the
first Monday of the month.
Ken.

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 10:39:17 +0200
From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Message-ID: <20121010103917.299288ea@dell>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
TOPIC CHANGE from "Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 2"
On Tue, 9 Oct 2012 23:08:39 -0500
Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Ken,
I don't know what to say (though I have made what I thought were
humorous comments on other podcasts). I submitted a full week's
worth of content in July (3 original shows and two syndicated I was
involved in) that are still a good two weeks out of showing up on
HPR. I loved all you original stuff from OggCamp, and catching up on
everything from last year, but I think we are getting a rep for stale
shows you can find elsewhere (no intended offense to our syndication
partners).
Expect a show on my ODroidX (which I am sure many folks
are tired of hearing about) AND gv-20 very soon
5150

Hi 5150,
I appreciate where you are coming from but if you look at the queue
you'll see that it's made up of shows from what I'd consider HPR
regulars.
Ahuka will have released 12 shows this year.
Frank_Bell 7 shows this year
mrgadgets 4 shows this year (21 last year)
Seetee 5 shows this year
sigflup 6 shows this year
5150 5 shows this year, not counting your appearances on the HPR
Community news
Which leaves two episodes from Door2DoorGeek and another from
BuyerBrown. Neither can be classified as 'unknown' in the podcasting
community. My email was a request to get new hosts or to get previous
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dormant hosts to send in new shows.
Personally I think that the comments about stale content are unhelpful.
The majority of HPR content is timeless, in so far as they are as valid
today as they were when they were submitted. If any show is time
sensitive, we can and do bump them up. The fact that your shows have
not come out yet are as a result of a splurge of shows been submitted
after the new year and been processed according to the scheduling rules.
The only way to eliminate the queue quicker is to open the flood gates
and let everything out as soon as it comes in. Which would mean a flood
of shows a few times a year.
The other option is to remove syndicated content. Since our last
discussion on this topic we have dropped the Sunday Morning Linux
Review. Which leaves:
Syndicated Thursdays, providing 25 shows. And TGTM News HPR Tech
Edition which is a subset of TGTM News itself, providing 21 shows. That
is a total of 46 shows minus the 13 non syndicated shows in the queue,
means that we would have run out of shows on the 20th of August.
Following the discussions last time, I understood that the community
wanted to maintain both shows but I may have been mistaken. I don't
want to go over this again and again so if no-one objects I would like
to have the community vote on whither to drop ST and/or TGTM news.
I suggest that we open a poll starting at the beginning of the October
HPR Community News recording (2012-11-03T19:00:00Z), running for a
month and ending at the start of the November HPR Community News
recording (2012-12-01T19:00:00Z).
Anyone that wishes to argue their point can do so in person on the
October HPR Community News recording (2012-11-03T19:00:00Z), via
recorded segments, or email transcript.
Ken.

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 13:29:13 -0400
From: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Message-ID: <8250988.V5dQfOsaul@bunnies>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I appreciate where you are coming from but if you look at the queue
you'll see that it's made up of shows from what I'd consider HPR
regulars.
[...] My email was a request to get new hosts or to get previous
dormant hosts to send in new shows.
Personally I think that the comments about stale content are unhelpful.

You may be misinterpreting what 5150 meant by "stale" (either that or I
am...)
I don't think he means "too old", but rather "recycled" or "not 'fresh'"
(i.e. not
an "original" to HPR). It sounds like you may actually agree with this,
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given the
call for more hosts outside of the more productive handful who currently
dominate
the calendar. (As a "dormant" host myself until a few weeks ago, I
naturally
and self-interestedly approve...)
> The majority of HPR content is timeless, in so far as they are as valid
> today as they were when they were submitted. If any show is time
> sensitive, we can and do bump them up.
I keep thinking there's got to be an option between "demand to be put at
the head of the queue immediately (due to timeliness or being new)" and
"wait at the back of the line", though I can't actually think what it
would be.
It seems like there may be some unnecessary rigidity in the current
approach though. For example:
> The only way to eliminate the queue quicker is to open the flood gates
> and let everything out as soon as it comes in. Which would mean a flood
> of shows a few times a year.
"Either we release one show a day, five times per week, or we release them
all
at once?" Can't there be some middle path here?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The other option is to remove syndicated content. Since our last
discussion on this topic we have dropped the Sunday Morning Linux
Review. Which leaves:
Syndicated Thursdays, providing 25 shows. And TGTM News HPR Tech
Edition which is a subset of TGTM News itself, providing 21 shows. That
is a total of 46 shows minus the 13 non syndicated shows in the queue,
means that we would have run out of shows on the 20th of August.

This implies that quite a large proportion of the shows are currently
reruns
from elsewhere. Although I usually end up skipping them myself (unless
the summary/show notes suggest that the episode specifically covers
some topic I have an interest in) I don't think it's a bad idea to have
occasional
promotions of shows from elsewhere that may be of interest to hackers,
which hackers may not know of otherwise. I wouldn't vote for merely
getting rid of them, myself.
[...](repasted slightly out of order here...)[...]
> The fact that your shows have
> not come out yet are as a result of a splurge of shows been submitted
> after the new year and been processed according to the scheduling rules.
[...]
I think the problem may be that in the present situation, the existing
rules and schedule have given HPR a bout of podstipation.
At a rate of only 5 shows per week, one of which is "syndicated Thursdays"
and seemingly about one or two per week are scheduled slots, that means
that the regular calendar of everyone else is only going to move a few
shows
each week. The current calendar of 15 shows looks like it will take
another month
or more to get through - longer if your call for new hosts results in more
new
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hosts jumping the queue (I think this IS good practice by the way,
I'm not saying they shouldn't).
For the majority (I think) of currently-contributing hosts who cannot
reliably promise the time to contribute on a scheduled slot basis,
a show produced and uploaded today could be sitting for months before
the host gets any feedback (I don't know about anyone else, but that's
the main thing that motivates ME). The incentive is more to put off
doing a show for a few months to see if the queue goes down
rather than do it now.
My own suggestion: script the release rate to adjust based on the length of
the queue, with the goal of keeping approximately one to two weeks of
backlog. When the queue is short, release no more than now (five out of
seven days, once per day). When it is long, add weekends. Longer still,
release every twelve hours. This seems like something that ought to
be scriptable automatically based on the number of shows sitting in the
queue directory.
And, yes, I'll volunteer to work on that if anyone likes the idea and wants
me to.
>
>
>
>

Following the discussions last time, I understood that the community
wanted to maintain both shows but I may have been mistaken. I don't
want to go over this again and again so if no-one objects I would like
to have the community vote on whither to drop ST and/or TGTM news.

So to reiterate, my vote is: do not drop those shows.
But DO look for other ways to get the queue flowing better.
(Reducing the number of non-HPR shows may help, but I don't
think their existence is the main problem.)
Signed,
A self-proclaimed Acknowledgement Courtesan

-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 11:09:17 -0700 (PDT)
From: Matthew K <matt_hew@rocketmail.com>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>, "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org"
<hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Message-ID:
<1349892557.33733.YahooMailNeo@web124701.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Too many shows? What a great problem to have!!! Is it really to the point
where there are too many shows? Fantastic!
My vote is, that I think Hacker Public Radio should be first and foremost
for individuals (or groups of individuals) to post shows on topics they
think would interest the community.
If a syndicated group wants to put thier shows on the station, I think
that is great; however, I feel that they should only play if there is
nothing else in the queue. If I want to subscribe to something like the
full circle podcast, it is already on the Internet somewhere else, and I
could just subscribe to it there. I think we should just link to things
like that rather than hosting duplicate content on HPR. They should only be
used as "filler"when there is no show to play.
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If we really need to cut, I think the news shows, and summaries of shows
could be cut out (or appended to other shows) on months where there is a
glutton of shows. Also, combining multi-part episodes into a single episode
before posting could help reduce show count.
Matt
>________________________________
> From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
>To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 2:39 AM
>Subject: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
>
>TOPIC CHANGE from "Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 2"
>
>On Tue, 9 Oct 2012 23:08:39 -0500
>Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com> wrote:
>
>> Ken,
>>
>> I don't know what to say (though I have made what I thought were
>> humorous comments on other podcasts).? I submitted a full week's
>> worth of content in July (3 original shows and two syndicated I was
>> involved in)? that are still a good two weeks out of showing up on
>> HPR.? I loved all you original stuff from OggCamp, and catching up on
>> everything from last year, but I think we are getting a rep for stale
>> shows you can find elsewhere? (no intended offense to our syndication
>> partners).? Expect a show on my ODroidX (which I am sure many folks
>> are tired of hearing about) AND gv-20 very soon
>>
>> 5150
>
>Hi 5150,
>
>I appreciate where you are coming from but if you look at the queue
>you'll see that it's made up of shows from what I'd consider HPR
>regulars.
>
>Ahuka will have released 12 shows this year.
>Frank_Bell 7 shows this year
>mrgadgets 4 shows this year (21 last year)
>Seetee 5 shows this year
>sigflup 6 shows this year
>5150 5 shows this year, not counting your appearances on the HPR
>Community news
>
>Which leaves two episodes from Door2DoorGeek and another from
>BuyerBrown. Neither can be classified as 'unknown' in the podcasting
>community. My email was a request to get new hosts or to get previous
>dormant hosts to send in new shows.
>
>Personally I think that the comments about stale content are unhelpful.
>The majority of HPR content is timeless, in so far as they are as valid
>today as they were when they were submitted. If any show is time
>sensitive, we can and do bump them up. The fact that your shows have
>not come out yet are as a result of a splurge of shows been submitted
>after the new year and been processed according to the scheduling rules.
>
>The only way to eliminate the queue quicker is to open the flood gates
>and let everything out as soon as it comes in. Which would mean a flood
>of shows a few times a year.

> >
> >The other option is to remove syndicated content. Since our last
> >discussion on this topic we have dropped the Sunday Morning Linux
> >Review. Which leaves:
> >
> >Syndicated Thursdays, providing 25 shows. And TGTM News HPR Tech
> >Edition which is a subset of TGTM News itself, providing 21 shows. That
> >is a total of 46 shows minus the 13 non syndicated shows in the queue,
> >means that we would have run out of shows on the 20th of August.
> >
> >Following the discussions last time, I understood that the community
> >wanted to maintain both shows but I may have been mistaken. I don't
> >want to go over this again and again so if no-one objects I would like
> >to have the community vote on whither to drop ST and/or TGTM news.
> >
> >I suggest that we open a poll starting at the beginning of the October
> >HPR Community News recording (2012-11-03T19:00:00Z), running for a
> >month and ending at the start of the November HPR Community? News
> >recording (2012-12-01T19:00:00Z).
> >
> >Anyone that wishes to argue their point can do so in person on the
> >October HPR Community News recording (2012-11-03T19:00:00Z), via
> >recorded segments, or email transcript.
> >
> >Ken.
> >
> >_______________________________________________
> >Hpr mailing list
> >Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> >http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
> >
> >
> >
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/
attachments/20121010/26cae88c/attachment-0001.html
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 5
> Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 14:22:56 -0400
> From: dg <dg@deepgeek.us>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
> Message-ID: <20121010142256.13661f6b@squeeze0212.slc5.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
>
> {I thought hard and long about this, so it's a little verbose...}
>
> I like to think about the HPR calendar as 260 shows a years, of which I
> put 33 or so....
>
> I think if it can be automated, that treating the que length to
> change policy is the best idea so far! I'd really be excited to
> see this executed as long as it could be automated so that Ken is not
> awash in thinking about rules on a daily basis. What would be the logic
> here, "if the wc of the ls is greater than 15 then (alternate routine
> goes here,)" in some script that is running on the server?
>
> If it is easier, might I suggest that if the que gets big, maybe TGTM
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tech edition might be put into the regular que until the que clears up?
It's been a dozen newscasts (according to my stats under the webpage,)
and I think that if I won any listeners from the HPR audience, they
probably would have subscribed to my whole show at my webpage by now if
they wanted a really fast delivery of my show.
However, if it does go to a vote, might I make a few suggestions...
1) set a quorum. Since our audience is 5000, and the list membership is
somewhat smaller, I do think it would be a good idea to say upfront "if
we don't get x emails, then we won't consider it valid." This way, if
people just don't care enough we won't have a small vocal minority put
through something the entire audience does not like. I don't pretend to
know upfront what a good number would be, but I think you get the idea.
2) Tell the audience in the community news section that "I am a big
boy, and whatever the community wants I will go ahead with without
taking any offense. I am honored to be listened to this much by the HPR
community, but will understand if my verbosity is screwing
things up for the schedule. If it is decided that I my show is taking
up too much space in the que, and if I get 25 emails, I will publish
a tech-only edition on my own webpage (IE, I will "fork" if the demand
is right and it makes things easier all around.)
3) OTOH, It was out of respect for the founding crew that I created a
tech-only edition, because those founders were apolitical. However, I
am thinking that after a thousand episodes, times may have changed. So
if we do have some kind of voting, may I respectfully request that the
vote over TGTM news take this form, "I think TGTM news should a)
continue it's current tech-only form b) have the full news+tech news
cast" and a second question "I think TGTM news should a) only be run if
the que is light b) run no matter what and c) kicked off the feed
because it is too many shows a month." Of course, only if it is OK, I'm
trying to use this opportunity to really discover what our listener-ship
truly wants.
4) I'd volunteer to conduct the vote (ala "usenet volunteer
votetakers",) however, I am obviously going to
look helplessly biased over this. So if it goes to a vote, how about
somebody volunteer so that Ken is *NOT* clobbered in a sea of emails.
PS if it's only twice a month, it's just not a news program to me,
which is why I never did the fortnightly thing.
OK, thanks for listening to me about this, and thanks for having me in
the HPR community!
--DeepGeek
On Wed, 10 Oct 2012 13:29:13 -0400
epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I appreciate where you are coming from but if you look at the queue
you'll see that it's made up of shows from what I'd consider HPR
regulars.
[...] My email was a request to get new hosts or to get previous
dormant hosts to send in new shows.
Personally I think that the comments about stale content are
unhelpful.

You may be misinterpreting what 5150 meant by "stale" (either that or
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I am...) I don't think he means "too old", but rather "recycled" or
"not 'fresh'" (i.e. not an "original" to HPR). It sounds like you
may actually agree with this, given the call for more hosts outside
of the more productive handful who currently dominate the calendar.
(As a "dormant" host myself until a few weeks ago, I naturally and
self-interestedly approve...)
> The majority of HPR content is timeless, in so far as they are as
> valid today as they were when they were submitted. If any show is
> time sensitive, we can and do bump them up.
I keep thinking there's got to be an option between "demand to be put
at the head of the queue immediately (due to timeliness or being
new)" and "wait at the back of the line", though I can't actually
think what it would be.
It seems like there may be some unnecessary rigidity in the current
approach though. For example:
> The only way to eliminate the queue quicker is to open the flood
> gates and let everything out as soon as it comes in. Which would
> mean a flood of shows a few times a year.
"Either we release one show a day, five times per week, or we release
them all at once?" Can't there be some middle path here?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The other option is to remove syndicated content. Since our last
discussion on this topic we have dropped the Sunday Morning Linux
Review. Which leaves:
Syndicated Thursdays, providing 25 shows. And TGTM News HPR Tech
Edition which is a subset of TGTM News itself, providing 21 shows.
That is a total of 46 shows minus the 13 non syndicated shows in
the queue, means that we would have run out of shows on the 20th of
August.

This implies that quite a large proportion of the shows are currently
reruns from elsewhere. Although I usually end up skipping them myself
(unless the summary/show notes suggest that the episode specifically
covers some topic I have an interest in) I don't think it's a bad
idea to have occasional promotions of shows from elsewhere that may
be of interest to hackers, which hackers may not know of otherwise.
I wouldn't vote for merely getting rid of them, myself.
[...](repasted slightly out of order here...)[...]
> The fact that your shows have
> not come out yet are as a result of a splurge of shows been
> submitted after the new year and been processed according to the
> scheduling rules.
[...]
I think the problem may be that in the present situation, the existing
rules and schedule have given HPR a bout of podstipation.
At a rate of only 5 shows per week, one of which is "syndicated
Thursdays" and seemingly about one or two per week are scheduled
slots, that means that the regular calendar of everyone else is only
going to move a few shows each week. The current calendar of 15 shows
looks like it will take another month or more to get through - longer
if your call for new hosts results in more new hosts jumping the
queue (I think this IS good practice by the way, I'm not saying they
shouldn't).
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For the majority (I think) of currently-contributing hosts who cannot
reliably promise the time to contribute on a scheduled slot basis,
a show produced and uploaded today could be sitting for months before
the host gets any feedback (I don't know about anyone else, but that's
the main thing that motivates ME). The incentive is more to put off
doing a show for a few months to see if the queue goes down
rather than do it now.
My own suggestion: script the release rate to adjust based on the
length of the queue, with the goal of keeping approximately one to
two weeks of backlog. When the queue is short, release no more than
now (five out of seven days, once per day). When it is long, add
weekends. Longer still, release every twelve hours. This seems like
something that ought to be scriptable automatically based on the
number of shows sitting in the queue directory.
And, yes, I'll volunteer to work on that if anyone likes the idea and
wants me to.
>
>
>
>
>

Following the discussions last time, I understood that the community
wanted to maintain both shows but I may have been mistaken. I don't
want to go over this again and again so if no-one objects I would
like to have the community vote on whither to drop ST and/or TGTM
news.

So to reiterate, my vote is: do not drop those shows.
But DO look for other ways to get the queue flowing better.
(Reducing the number of non-HPR shows may help, but I don't
think their existence is the main problem.)
Signed,
A self-proclaimed Acknowledgement Courtesan
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

-----------------------------_______________________________________________
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Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
End of Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 5
**********************************
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From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 18:33:45 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Wed, 10 Oct 2012 16:45:59 -0400, Rebecca Newborough
<bobobex@bobobex.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

There may be an assumption being made here, but when I think of HPR
shows, I automatically think technical information giving. Does HPR have
a specific genre of topic that is covered or does anything go? If
anything goes, then I think that more people may contribute shows based
on their other interests/hobbies etc (i.e. non-linux/open source
specific).

My experience has been that HPR interprets "hacker" in the very loose
sense of taking things apart, figuring out what makes them tick, and
putting them back so they are better or so they do something their
creators did not contemplate (my, that's wordy!). I find, and I think
lots of others share this, that one of the pleasures of HPR is the variety
which comes of finding something unexpected in your podcatcher every
morning.
Though most shows are somehow Linux and computer related, there have been
shows on soldering, urban camping (you can find that series by clicking
the In Depth Series link on the front page), stocking your pantry in
anticipation of a natural or unnatural disaster, and other unusual and
non-computer-related topics.
I can attest, as someone who is very new to trying to making podcasts,
this is a very welcoming community. True, my few efforts have been techy,
but techy is where I spend most of my days. (The rest are spent with
politics, and HPR is a nice respite from that.)
In other words, pick a topic and go for it.
-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
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Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
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From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] pokey is a real wind bag... tldr
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 20:46:32 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Hello, friends. I have a few "two cents" to add if you'll allow me. This
has been a very thought provoking thread, and I'm enjoying reading all the
ideas. From what I've read, we seem to all agree that we have two separate
problems; one good, one bad.
1. A lack of HPR exclusive content from a majority of the community.
2. A glut of syndicated content, produced by people we consider friends and
colleagues.
If I've got that right, then we need to work on:
1. a way to encourage the community to participate, and
2. a way to vent the the syndicated content a little faster without
treating our friends like we've used and discarded them.
The problems may or may not be related, but I think it's best to deal with
them separately in either case.
The glut of syndicated content seems like the easier one of the two, so
I'll start there. I know I've said it before, but I still think it would be
a good idea to move syndicated shows to Saturday when the exclusive HPR
queue gets to a certain point of backlog, or to use both Thursday and
Saturday for syndicated shows if the syndicated queue gets too backlogged.
Maybe even move syndicated shows to Saturday and Sunday if both queues are
"too full". I don't know what those backlog numbers should be, but I'm
probably not the best person to try to figure that out either.
The lack of contributions from the greater community is the tougher problem
I think. But I do think we've seen certain things work in the past. It's
very difficult, if not impossible to recreate an event, so why or what was
it about our successful events that worked?
When new hosts do show up, they always seem to be pretty excited about
contributing. Most of them seem keep contributing for about as long as they
stay excited, and when the excitement wears off, they stop. If this is
true, then we just need to create some excitement. I'm pretty excited to
hear Rebecca's show, 5150 sounds excited to hear from RMS, and lots of
other community members are just exciting people to hear from. Maybe we
need a couple of round table shows with some of our favorite people to get
folks excited.
I also agree that feedback is very important to new contributors
especially. We should try and make it a point to leave more feedback. I
think that would make a big difference to our new hosts. I'm guilty of not
leaving as much feedback as I should, and I will try to do better.
Other hosts who keep contributing I think do it for a different reason.
It's a real passion and love for HPR and the friends made here that keeps
them (us) coming back. This is where our core community members come from,
I think. I don't know exactly how to foster love of a community, but I
think that's what we need to be doing. I do hope the new website has forum
software.
I can say for sure that these things, the excitement, the friendship and
the love, are all true of me. Maybe I'm just seeing my own motivations in
others. Maybe not. I don't know. If they re true for you as well, then
maybe I'm on the right path. If I've missed anything, any motivation that
you have felt or have observed in other hosts, please add it to the list.
If I'm out in left field, then I'll be quiet and we can just blame it on

the beer. :)
*Becky:* The only rule for HPR is that it has to be of interest to hackers.
Girls typically are. I vote "yes" to anything you want to talk about.
*FiftyoneFifty:* I stayed up all night editing the RMS interview, and it
was uploaded to the FTP server just before your cattle woke up. However, I
don't think it would be right if it skipped the queue. I did that to get a
place in line, not to sneak to the front of it. There is nothing in that
interview that will go stale in a month or two, and people have been
waiting for their turn. I do appreciate the compliment though, so thank
you. I will admit that in the past I've downloaded shows from the FTP
server that I just couldn't wait for.
-Thank You,
Patrick Dailey
Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
hipster device.
_______________________________________________
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From: Frank Bell <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] pokey is a real wind bag... tldr
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 21:35:07 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US;
rv:1.9.1.16) Gecko/20120925 Icedove/3.0.11
On 10/10/2012 08:46 PM, Patrick Dailey wrote:
> When new hosts do show up, they always seem to be pretty excited about
> contributing. Most of them seem keep contributing for about as long as
> they stay excited, and when the excitement wears off, they stop.
Some random reactions:
Speaking as a relatively new contributor who is determined to continue
contributing (thanks in great part to the welcoming spirit of this
community), the worst obstacle I face, now that I've exhausted the
topics that seemed obvious to me, is coming up with ideas that I think
folks would find interesting *and* that haven't been beat to death.
I got another idea today, thanks to the HPR suggested topics list (the
same place I got the idea for the WordPress series) so I would encourage
anyone with a topic to add to that list to send it in.
I agree that positive reinforcement could be a big help for persons
tempted to pod-fade when they find out that there's more to recording a
podcasting than plugging in a mike and talking for a bit. It takes
planning on the front end and editing on the back end, and positive
feedback is a wonder stimulus in a volunteer community.
I'm not sure that another round-table will inspire participation, but
then again I must admit that the New Year's round-table inspired me to
move from considering maybe thinking about trying my hand at podcasting
to actually plugging in a mike and learning how to use Audacity.
_______________________________________________
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From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 11:29:12 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
Speaking as a HPR Admin, we will facilitate whatever the community decides.
The following is Ken's personal opinion and can/should be challenged
--------------------------------------Changing the release schedule
As a community member I disagree strongly for the following reasons (in no particular order)
As stated before we have made a commitment to our listeners to release five shows a week. Each
time we stick to what we do we cement the idea that HPR is a regular trusted community that
stands by what it says.
I already get complaints from people that we produce too many shows (See Fab's OggCamp
interview). We are already telling people to delete the show not the feed. To make that easier
for people, hosts will soon be asked to fill in a short summary of their show. That will be
automatically converted from text to speech and added to the front of every episode.
It doesn't fix the problem of people not wanting to hear recycled material on the HPR feed.
Two additional shows a week, means that someone needs to prepare (check the audio, add intros/
outro, add show notes add ID tags, update the queue list, email the new hosts, etc etc). That
can be done ahead of time but posting needs to be done every day. That means you are
committing someone to connecting to HPR from where ever they are to confirm that all the feeds
are working, that each episode has been published correctly, that each show can be played from
start to finish, that the website is rendering the show notes correctly. They will need to do
this even if they are on Vacation, on a business trip, are abroad, are on a unstable Internet
connection. Even if we automate it (more on that later), the *responsibility* has increased
and the checks and fixes all still need to be done. We do this every week day but I for one am
not willing to commit my weekends as well, many of which already are full with editing or
recording HPR shows.
A five day a week release schedule means that the show numbers are predictable. Monday show
ends in a 1 or a 6, Tuesdays 2 or a 7, etc. This is incredibly handy when you are barely awake.
--------------------------------------Scripting.
While it may seem like a easy thing to do, virtually all parts of the automation are in fact
very difficult. There is only one show that I know that has automation end to end, and that is
cchits.net. John "The Nice Guy" has been interviewed twice on HPR and he will tell you how
difficult a task it is. But he has it easy :)
The audio he gets is professionally recorded and the metadata is published in a known
repeatable format from a small variety of sources. HPR's is not. He also doesn't have to deal
with a complex queuing system see the presentation here http://www.roaringpenguin.com/files/
download/remind-oclug.pdf.
That said anyone that want's to help please feel free to join the hpr dev list at
dev@hackerpublicradio.org and the git site https://gitorious.org/hpr-scheduling-system/. We
also have the small issue of not having anywhere to run these scripts as there is a delay in
getting a dedicated vps for us on the BinRev servers.
--------------------------------------Keeping the feed filled

I have so many topics that I want to talk about I have a tough time understanding people that
don't. I think it's probably that you think that the topic will not be interesting - fear not
this will never happen. And if you fill in the summary field and it's added to the start of
the show, then it's up to the listener to decide if they are interested or not.
Interviewing people, organizing interviews with other people. Seriously one of these days I
will be starting a "tech from the train" series where I ambush commuters and ask them about
their gadgets, why they picked them, the good the bad.
You can also help by looking back at the http://hackerpublicradio.org/correspondents.php
contributor page and send an email to one of the hosts that you like but that has been dormant
for a while. We could even discuss scheduling based on the last contribution date, giving them
a higher priority to shows that hosts have set as a "low" priority.
You could also organize a theme month, getting shows in about the RaspberryPi, Python, Cows,
who knows.
Anyone struggling with lack of topics please call into the HPR community news and I guarantee
you that I can find something that I'd like to hear you talk about.
--------------------------------------Regarding Syndicated Thursday.
In hindsight it should have been called something else as syndication suggests we will carry
*all* the episodes of the feed which is not the case. It was intended as "A chance to showcase
other Creative Commons works. We try to expose podcasts, speeches, presentations, music, etc
that you may not have heard." In short it is a way to promote a sample of some other projects
and in fairness this has been the one feature that I have had the most positive feedback on.
We should probably have released only one SELF episode while providing links to the rest. The
OggCamp interviews were different in that a HPR host (me) recorded them for HPR. While the
2011 release was a long and drawn out disaster, the 2012 was tighter in that there was a week
reserved for those shows as agreed on this list last year. I think that if a HPR host takes
the time to go to a fest to represent HPR, it is the least we can do (for the host and
Interviewee) to allow the shows to air ASAP.
If there are other shows in the queue with a "High" priority they should supersede anything in
the Thursday feed.
I'm open to new names.
--------------------------------------TGTM News Tech Edition.
Strictly speaking the content is not generated for HPR so it would not classify as a dedicated
series like LiTS is. The shows we put out from the Full circle are edited specifically for HPR
yet are still in the Thursday feed. So at a minimum TGTM News should be moved to the Thursday
feed. Other shows like KnightWise are also in the Thursday feed but we don't carry all their
shows either. Therefore I suggest carrying TGTM News on the Thursday feed and scheduling them
as per the Thursday rules, releasing the most current show at the time. While it feels like
I'm stabbing a friend in the back, I have to admit that I don't listen to the HPR edition of
TGTM News as I am already subscribed to the main feed.
--------------------------------------Promoting other Projects
While we can still promote other shows on the Thursday feed, we can also do more to promote
other projects and shows.
I have a script from Linc of TLLTS that puts random banners on the website.
As we will be automating the addition of the podcast summary to the front of the show, we can
also add promos to the end of shows. This can also include information from the script we

wrote for http://thelinuxlink.net. This could speak the list the podcasts and show title/
summary if available of any show that has released since the last HPR show.
So the makeup of a show might be
<optional important announcement><blip><show summary><intro>< main
show><blip><promo><blip><recent podcast releases><outro><optional pokey segment>
--------------------------------------That was a brain dump, so forgive the crudeness of the message. Again that was my personal
opinion so take it with a grain of salt.
Ken.
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From: dg <dg@deepgeek.us>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 06:58:47 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.7.6 (GTK+ 2.20.1; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
Don't feel your stabbing me in the back, Ken. Like I said, I'm
flattered to be listened to as much as possible and as much as I have
been. It's a labor of love for me, as I am really under the impression
that if I don't do a newscast a lot of stuff will never come to light.
If the community needs me to be in the thursday que, it's fine. I think
most people who like my newscast probably subscribed by now at my
website.
The thing is, I just don't know if there would be a desire to have my
whole news cast (world + tech) in HPR. I would really like to know
that. And again, if it all means less of my show in HPR, while I would
prefer to be in, if I had a group of dedicated listeners who wanted me
to produce a separate feed of just the tech show, I would gladly do
that.
To say this another way, I have no idea as to whether or not the hpr
community would be interested in the world news segment I don't release
to the hpr feed. It's like, maybe they would like it, maybe they
wouldn't. I really don't know. So maybe a dozen of my whole show per
year would be preferred by the hpr community, and if that's the case,
well OK then, we can do that. I really need a little "market
research," to borrow a phrase from the corporate types.
yours,
--DeepGeek
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 11:29:12 +0200
Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
[snip]
> --------------------------------------> TGTM News Tech Edition.
>
> Strictly speaking the content is not generated for HPR so it would
> not classify as a dedicated series like LiTS is. The shows we put out
> from the Full circle are edited specifically for HPR yet are still in
> the Thursday feed. So at a minimum TGTM News should be moved to the
> Thursday feed. Other shows like KnightWise are also in the Thursday
> feed but we don't carry all their shows either. Therefore I suggest
> carrying TGTM News on the Thursday feed and scheduling them as per
> the Thursday rules, releasing the most current show at the time.
> While it feels like I'm stabbing a friend in the back, I have to
> admit that I don't listen to the HPR edition of TGTM News as I am
> already subscribed to the main feed.
_______________________________________________
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From: dg <dg@deepgeek.us>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 07:14:18 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.7.6 (GTK+ 2.20.1; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
OK, set up two straw polls. Use if you please
http://strawpoll.me/4168
http://strawpoll.me/4169
One is on format, the other on whether or not to fold into thursday.
You can pick "fold into thursday" as well as an option to limit to
once or twice per month.
I have an abstain option, which I picked for both
yours,
--DeepGeek
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 06:58:47 -0400 dg
<dg@deepgeek.us> wrote:
>
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Don't feel your stabbing me in the back, Ken. Like I said, I'm
flattered to be listened to as much as possible and as much as I have
been. It's a labor of love for me, as I am really under the impression
that if I don't do a newscast a lot of stuff will never come to light.
If the community needs me to be in the thursday que, it's fine. I
think most people who like my newscast probably subscribed by now at
my website.
The thing is, I just don't know if there would be a desire to have my
whole news cast (world + tech) in HPR. I would really like to know
that. And again, if it all means less of my show in HPR, while I would
prefer to be in, if I had a group of dedicated listeners who wanted me
to produce a separate feed of just the tech show, I would gladly do
that.
To say this another way, I have no idea as to whether or not the hpr
community would be interested in the world news segment I don't
release to the hpr feed. It's like, maybe they would like it, maybe
they wouldn't. I really don't know. So maybe a dozen of my whole show
per year would be preferred by the hpr community, and if that's the
case, well OK then, we can do that. I really need a little "market
research," to borrow a phrase from the corporate types.
yours,
--DeepGeek
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 11:29:12 +0200
Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
[snip]
> --------------------------------------> TGTM News Tech Edition.
>
> Strictly speaking the content is not generated for HPR so it would
> not classify as a dedicated series like LiTS is. The shows we put
> out from the Full circle are edited specifically for HPR yet are
> still in the Thursday feed. So at a minimum TGTM News should be
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>

moved to the Thursday feed. Other shows like KnightWise are also in
the Thursday feed but we don't carry all their shows either.
Therefore I suggest carrying TGTM News on the Thursday feed and
scheduling them as per the Thursday rules, releasing the most
current show at the time. While it feels like I'm stabbing a friend
in the back, I have to admit that I don't listen to the HPR edition
of TGTM News as I am already subscribed to the main feed.
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From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 13:16:07 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 06:58:47 -0400
dg <dg@deepgeek.us> wrote:
> The thing is, I just don't know if there would be a desire to have my
> whole news cast (world + tech) in HPR. I would really like to know
> that.
I say include the entire thing as it's "of interest to hackers". I
don't understand where you get the idea that HPR has a problem with
the political content. The original RFA and BinRev were clear that
there should be political discussion.
That's not to say I agree with or endorse the views you present in your
show in any way, I find it a bit right wing for my liking :). And it's
important to note that HPR will provide the same opportunity for anyone
who wishes to present counter arguments.
It's called "free speech" - bring it on.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
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From: dg <dg@deepgeek.us>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 07:23:00 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.7.6 (GTK+ 2.20.1; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
<ROFLMAO> Well, Ken, That is probably the first and last time I will
ever be likened to being "right wing!!!!
--DG
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 13:16:07 +0200
Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
>
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On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 06:58:47 -0400
dg <dg@deepgeek.us> wrote:
> The thing is, I just don't know if there would be a desire to have
> my whole news cast (world + tech) in HPR. I would really like to
> know that.
I say include the entire thing as it's "of interest to hackers". I
don't understand where you get the idea that HPR has a problem with
the political content. The original RFA and BinRev were clear that
there should be political discussion.
That's not to say I agree with or endorse the views you present in
your show in any way, I find it a bit right wing for my liking :).
And it's important to note that HPR will provide the same opportunity
for anyone who wishes to present counter arguments.
It's called "free speech" - bring it on.
Ken.
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From: dg <dg@deepgeek.us>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 07:42:12 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.7.6 (GTK+ 2.20.1; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
By the way, I'm a Gregorian calendar geek as well, so I wanted to spell
it out for all of you...
We currently have 33 tgtms per year and 52 syndicated thursdays per
year.
Keeping tgtm on friday, but limiting it to twice/month means 11 more
slots in the schedule.
Keeping tgtm on friday, but limiting it to once/month means 22 more
slots in the schedule.
moving tgtm to thursday frees 33 slots per year, but limits other
thursday content to 19 shows/year.
moving tgtm to thursday and limiting to twice/month, frees 33 slots per
year, but limits other thursday content to 30 shows/year.
moving tgtm to thursday frees 33 slots per year, but limits other
thursday content to 41 shows/year.
If your wondering why things happen in elevens, I will be taking a
month off per year.
yours,, with way too much detail,
--DeepGeek
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 07:14:18 -0400
dg <dg@deepgeek.us> wrote:
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OK, set up two straw polls. Use if you please
http://strawpoll.me/4168
http://strawpoll.me/4169
One is on format, the other on whether or not to fold into thursday.
You can pick "fold into thursday" as well as an option to limit to
once or twice per month.
I have an abstain option, which I picked for both
yours,
--DeepGeek
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 06:58:47 -0400 dg
<dg@deepgeek.us> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Don't feel your stabbing me in the back, Ken. Like I said, I'm
flattered to be listened to as much as possible and as much as I
have been. It's a labor of love for me, as I am really under the
impression that if I don't do a newscast a lot of stuff will never
come to light. If the community needs me to be in the thursday que,
it's fine. I think most people who like my newscast probably
subscribed by now at my website.
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The thing is, I just don't know if there would be a desire to have
my whole news cast (world + tech) in HPR. I would really like to
know that. And again, if it all means less of my show in HPR, while
I would prefer to be in, if I had a group of dedicated listeners
who wanted me to produce a separate feed of just the tech show, I
would gladly do that.
To say this another way, I have no idea as to whether or not the hpr
community would be interested in the world news segment I don't
release to the hpr feed. It's like, maybe they would like it, maybe
they wouldn't. I really don't know. So maybe a dozen of my whole
show per year would be preferred by the hpr community, and if
that's the case, well OK then, we can do that. I really need a
little "market research," to borrow a phrase from the corporate
types.
yours,
--DeepGeek
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 11:29:12 +0200
Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
[snip]
> --------------------------------------> TGTM News Tech Edition.
>
> Strictly speaking the content is not generated for HPR so it would
> not classify as a dedicated series like LiTS is. The shows we put
> out from the Full circle are edited specifically for HPR yet are
> still in the Thursday feed. So at a minimum TGTM News should be
> moved to the Thursday feed. Other shows like KnightWise are also
> in the Thursday feed but we don't carry all their shows either.
> Therefore I suggest carrying TGTM News on the Thursday feed and
> scheduling them as per the Thursday rules, releasing the most
> current show at the time. While it feels like I'm stabbing a
> friend in the back, I have to admit that I don't listen to the
> HPR edition of TGTM News as I am already subscribed to the main
> feed.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 8
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 08:19:19 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
I was ignorant of the difficulties of automating show release, and do not
want to create any more work for anyone, *especially *Ken. I withdraw that
suggestion. My thanks to Ken, for spelling it out clearly. Ken, you've
probably explained it before, but I'm thick headed sometimes. My apologies
for pressing an issue that should be dead.
Frank: I agree that it's hard to come up with a topic that you can be
confident in. I don't know what to do about that other than to send people
positive feedback so they know that we like them and their topics.
Deepgeek: I guess I'll have to go subscribe to TGTM news. I LOVE your tech
segments. I'll let you know what I think of the world news when I've had
some time to form an opinion.
-Thank You,
Patrick Dailey
Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
hipster device.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 14:32:10 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
If nothing else the activity on the mailing list has prompted me to knuckle
down and finish scripting some shows. One is ready to record (about The
Doctor Who Restoration Team) and I'm sure I can get another ready this week.
It's been just over a year since my first submitted show, the first went on
the feed immediately as I was new and the second went out the day after I
submitted as the queue was empty. The third took 2 and a half months to get
on the feed which was great because it showed how much more content there
was, but it did knock the enthusiasm back a bit.
I'm wracking my brains for something useful to say. As a listener I tend to
skip the syndicated shows and the newscast just because I've been 2 or 3
weeks behind with my podcasts all year. I wouldn't say get rid of
non-exclusive shows but I would say to lose the dedicated
day. Prioritize the new content and syndicate shows only to pad out an
emptying queue, along with an appeal for shows tagged on the beginning.
I've just noticed the queue is pretty short right now, eep!
Slightly offtopic but I worry that the shows don't get a whole lot of
feedback. The odd comment on the blog feed but until the community news
episode each month most show get no commentary at all. No idea if that's
something that can be fixed or if it's just me. Even just the equivalent of
a "like" or "+1" button on the episode just to know the episode
is appreciated could encourage more submissions.
AukonDK
-Stephen Ward
Admin - aukondk.com
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Stephen Michael Kellat <smkellat@yahoo.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] Another Way
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 13:39:47 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686;
rv:15.0) Gecko/20120912 Thunderbird/15.0.1
As the Head Writer at Erie Looking Productions, I'm already responsible
for preparing /LISTen: An LISNews.org Program/ and /Ubuntu Ohio -Burning Circle/ weekly. When we submit to Hacker Public Radio, we
submit content that we haven't aired on either other program. The realm
for /LISTen/ is dealing with the world of Library & Information Science
which can all too often look from the outside like the Wizarding World
created by J.K. Rowling while /Burning Circle/ deals with *buntu matters
within the 17th largest state where the LoCo's members are very
dispersed geographically. We've been producing actively since
mid-November 2007. Initially we thought we'd never go past 6 episodes
of /LISTen/ and now almost five years later...
We've got one show submitted to HPR. Others are hoped to follow. My
producer and engineer won't allow me to recycle stuff into HPR without
really exceptional cause.
That being said, perhaps we do need to set aside an editorial panel or
something else to help bring people into the fold and mentor them. From
experience as a stringer in newspaper reporting, you gotta have some
connection to stay in the game so you don't drift off. The stringers
had a variety of beats that didn't necessarily intersect but we all had
one editor that held us together. Whether it is a Panel of Mentors, The
Cabal of Helpfulness, or what have you...we need it.
Here's a couple topics ideas for the future:
1. HOWTO Cook for yourself. Basic recipes for the single hacker in the
age of economic insanity. (Repeatable)
2. Building your own in-house NTP server using a radio tuned to CHU,
WWV, or other equivalent time service beacon
Stephen Michael Kellat
Head Writer, Erie Looking Productions
http://erielookingproductions.info

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: lostnbronx <lostnbronx@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Episode Shortage
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 11:13:41 -0700
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Speaking soley for myself, I find that I keep intending to do a show,
instead of actually doing one. I'm going to commit right now to producing
another ep before the end of the month. I have other projects going on,
true, but so does everyone. Considering how much I get out of HPR every
month, I really don't have any good reason not to contribute more than I
do.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] Apology to BuyerBrown, RedDwarf, and FiftyOneFifty
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 21:38:55 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
Hi All,
I just found out that "Linux, Beer, and Who Cares?" was a show recorded
by BuyerBrown for HPR. FiftyOneFifty offered to upload it for him and
unfortunately I assumed that it was FiftyOneFifty's show to be added to
the end of the normal queue.
The show has been posted today as HPR1094 and I hope that you'll
appreciate why I will be bumping BuyerBrown next show to the top of the
queue under the "new hosts" rule.
Although they may be revised soon, the Scheduling_rules are listed
on http://hackerpublicradio.org/calendar.php and it's up to you to
ensure that they are followed. Please contact me or any other host if
you think your show is not been processed correctly.
FiftyOneFifty please pass on the apology to BuyerBrown and RedDwarf.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Removing any show
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 14:50:41 -0500
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
At the risk of digging a deeper hole for myself, I thought I'd again like
to clarify my comments in regard to the lag between show submission and
release. I was just expressing that had I been feeling no great urgency in
creating new content as I knew a had a comfortable backlog of submissions
that remained in the queue. Now that the urgency is upon us, I will have
to get to work. I apologize if I gave the impression I thought my
submissions were treated unfairly under the rules. I guess I also didn't
realize the queue was moving at a faster rate than it was a few weeks ago.
I don't know that now is the time to reject any content until the queue
gets back to 20 or more shows.
At the risk of sounding contradictory, I also suggested to Ken we do a
monthly "blast from the past" and air a BinRev, RFA, or similar shows from
that era.
5150
On Thu, Oct 11, 2012 at 12:39 PM, <hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org> wrote:
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Send Hpr mailing list submissions to
hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org
You can reach the person managing the list at
hpr-owner@hackerpublicradio.org
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of Hpr digest..."
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Re: Vote on removing non HPR shows. (dg)
Re: Vote on removing non HPR shows. (Ken Fallon)
Re: Vote on removing non HPR shows. (dg)
Re: Vote on removing non HPR shows. (dg)
Re: Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 8 (Patrick Dailey)
Re: Vote on removing non HPR shows. (Stephen Ward)
Another Way (Stephen Michael Kellat)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 07:14:18 -0400
From: dg <dg@deepgeek.us>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Message-ID: <20121011071418.4af25032@squeeze0212.slc5.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
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OK, set up two straw polls. Use if you please
http://strawpoll.me/4168
http://strawpoll.me/4169
One is on format, the other on whether or not to fold into thursday.
You can pick "fold into thursday" as well as an option to limit to
once or twice per month.
I have an abstain option, which I picked for both
yours,
--DeepGeek
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 06:58:47 -0400 dg
<dg@deepgeek.us> wrote:
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Don't feel your stabbing me in the back, Ken. Like I said, I'm
flattered to be listened to as much as possible and as much as I have
been. It's a labor of love for me, as I am really under the impression
that if I don't do a newscast a lot of stuff will never come to light.
If the community needs me to be in the thursday que, it's fine. I
think most people who like my newscast probably subscribed by now at
my website.
The thing is, I just don't know if there would be a desire to have my
whole news cast (world + tech) in HPR. I would really like to know
that. And again, if it all means less of my show in HPR, while I would
prefer to be in, if I had a group of dedicated listeners who wanted me
to produce a separate feed of just the tech show, I would gladly do
that.
To say this another way, I have no idea as to whether or not the hpr
community would be interested in the world news segment I don't
release to the hpr feed. It's like, maybe they would like it, maybe
they wouldn't. I really don't know. So maybe a dozen of my whole show
per year would be preferred by the hpr community, and if that's the
case, well OK then, we can do that. I really need a little "market
research," to borrow a phrase from the corporate types.
yours,
--DeepGeek
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 11:29:12 +0200
Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
[snip]
> --------------------------------------> TGTM News Tech Edition.
>
> Strictly speaking the content is not generated for HPR so it would
> not classify as a dedicated series like LiTS is. The shows we put
> out from the Full circle are edited specifically for HPR yet are
> still in the Thursday feed. So at a minimum TGTM News should be
> moved to the Thursday feed. Other shows like KnightWise are also in
> the Thursday feed but we don't carry all their shows either.
> Therefore I suggest carrying TGTM News on the Thursday feed and
> scheduling them as per the Thursday rules, releasing the most
> current show at the time. While it feels like I'm stabbing a friend
> in the back, I have to admit that I don't listen to the HPR edition
> of TGTM News as I am already subscribed to the main feed.
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_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 13:16:07 +0200
From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Message-ID: <20121011131607.34b117f8@dell>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 06:58:47 -0400
dg <dg@deepgeek.us> wrote:
> The thing is, I just don't know if there would be a desire to have my
> whole news cast (world + tech) in HPR. I would really like to know
> that.
I say include the entire thing as it's "of interest to hackers". I
don't understand where you get the idea that HPR has a problem with
the political content. The original RFA and BinRev were clear that
there should be political discussion.
That's not to say I agree with or endorse the views you present in your
show in any way, I find it a bit right wing for my liking :). And it's
important to note that HPR will provide the same opportunity for anyone
who wishes to present counter arguments.
It's called "free speech" - bring it on.
Ken.

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 07:23:00 -0400
From: dg <dg@deepgeek.us>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Message-ID: <20121011072300.6c82f516@squeeze0212.slc5.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
<ROFLMAO> Well, Ken, That is probably the first and last time I will
ever be likened to being "right wing!!!!
--DG
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 13:16:07 +0200
Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
> On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 06:58:47 -0400
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dg <dg@deepgeek.us> wrote:
> The thing is, I just don't know if there would be a desire to have
> my whole news cast (world + tech) in HPR. I would really like to
> know that.
I say include the entire thing as it's "of interest to hackers". I
don't understand where you get the idea that HPR has a problem with
the political content. The original RFA and BinRev were clear that
there should be political discussion.
That's not to say I agree with or endorse the views you present in
your show in any way, I find it a bit right wing for my liking :).
And it's important to note that HPR will provide the same opportunity
for anyone who wishes to present counter arguments.
It's called "free speech" - bring it on.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 07:42:12 -0400
From: dg <dg@deepgeek.us>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Message-ID: <20121011074212.732e0215@squeeze0212.slc5.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
By the way, I'm a Gregorian calendar geek as well, so I wanted to spell
it out for all of you...
We currently have 33 tgtms per year and 52 syndicated thursdays per
year.
Keeping tgtm on friday, but limiting it to twice/month means 11 more
slots in the schedule.
Keeping tgtm on friday, but limiting it to once/month means 22 more
slots in the schedule.
moving tgtm to thursday frees 33 slots per year, but limits other
thursday content to 19 shows/year.
moving tgtm to thursday and limiting to twice/month, frees 33 slots per
year, but limits other thursday content to 30 shows/year.
moving tgtm to thursday frees 33 slots per year, but limits other
thursday content to 41 shows/year.
If your wondering why things happen in elevens, I will be taking a
month off per year.
yours,, with way too much detail,
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--DeepGeek
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 07:14:18 -0400
dg <dg@deepgeek.us> wrote:
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OK, set up two straw polls. Use if you please
http://strawpoll.me/4168
http://strawpoll.me/4169
One is on format, the other on whether or not to fold into thursday.
You can pick "fold into thursday" as well as an option to limit to
once or twice per month.
I have an abstain option, which I picked for both
yours,
--DeepGeek
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 06:58:47 -0400 dg
<dg@deepgeek.us> wrote:
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Don't feel your stabbing me in the back, Ken. Like I said, I'm
flattered to be listened to as much as possible and as much as I
have been. It's a labor of love for me, as I am really under the
impression that if I don't do a newscast a lot of stuff will never
come to light. If the community needs me to be in the thursday que,
it's fine. I think most people who like my newscast probably
subscribed by now at my website.
The thing is, I just don't know if there would be a desire to have
my whole news cast (world + tech) in HPR. I would really like to
know that. And again, if it all means less of my show in HPR, while
I would prefer to be in, if I had a group of dedicated listeners
who wanted me to produce a separate feed of just the tech show, I
would gladly do that.
To say this another way, I have no idea as to whether or not the hpr
community would be interested in the world news segment I don't
release to the hpr feed. It's like, maybe they would like it, maybe
they wouldn't. I really don't know. So maybe a dozen of my whole
show per year would be preferred by the hpr community, and if
that's the case, well OK then, we can do that. I really need a
little "market research," to borrow a phrase from the corporate
types.
yours,
--DeepGeek
On Thu, 11 Oct 2012 11:29:12 +0200
Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
[snip]
> --------------------------------------> TGTM News Tech Edition.
>
> Strictly speaking the content is not generated for HPR so it would
> not classify as a dedicated series like LiTS is. The shows we put
> out from the Full circle are edited specifically for HPR yet are
> still in the Thursday feed. So at a minimum TGTM News should be

> > > > moved to the Thursday feed. Other shows like KnightWise are also
> > > > in the Thursday feed but we don't carry all their shows either.
> > > > Therefore I suggest carrying TGTM News on the Thursday feed and
> > > > scheduling them as per the Thursday rules, releasing the most
> > > > current show at the time. While it feels like I'm stabbing a
> > > > friend in the back, I have to admit that I don't listen to the
> > > > HPR edition of TGTM News as I am already subscribed to the main
> > > > feed.
> > >
> > > _______________________________________________
> > > Hpr mailing list
> > > Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> > >
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
> >
> >
> > _______________________________________________
> > Hpr mailing list
> > Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> > http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>
>
>
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 5
> Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 08:19:19 -0400
> From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 8
> Message-ID:
>
<
> CAHHhTUyTgs+juOLU9WE3J6zCFH91ywM0xwbbj9MCQWzsHwg9xA@mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
> I was ignorant of the difficulties of automating show release, and do not
> want to create any more work for anyone, *especially *Ken. I withdraw that
> suggestion. My thanks to Ken, for spelling it out clearly. Ken, you've
> probably explained it before, but I'm thick headed sometimes. My apologies
> for pressing an issue that should be dead.
>
> Frank: I agree that it's hard to come up with a topic that you can be
> confident in. I don't know what to do about that other than to send people
> positive feedback so they know that we like them and their topics.
>
> Deepgeek: I guess I'll have to go subscribe to TGTM news. I LOVE your tech
> segments. I'll let you know what I think of the world news when I've had
> some time to form an opinion.
>
> -> Thank You,
> Patrick Dailey
>
> Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
> hipster device.
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/attachments/20121011/
c9627395/attachment-0001.html
> >
>

> ----------------------------->
> Message: 6
> Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 14:32:10 +0200
> From: Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
> Message-ID:
>
<CACL130tUfzzwtcCYt=
> sLWGYK_eqUxCYXYKguv+_2EC4FPecdow@mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
> If nothing else the activity on the mailing list has prompted me to knuckle
> down and finish scripting some shows. One is ready to record (about The
> Doctor Who Restoration Team) and I'm sure I can get another ready this
> week.
>
> It's been just over a year since my first submitted show, the first went on
> the feed immediately as I was new and the second went out the day after I
> submitted as the queue was empty. The third took 2 and a half months to get
> on the feed which was great because it showed how much more content there
> was, but it did knock the enthusiasm back a bit.
>
> I'm wracking my brains for something useful to say. As a listener I tend to
> skip the syndicated shows and the newscast just because I've been 2 or 3
> weeks behind with my podcasts all year. I wouldn't say get rid of
> non-exclusive shows but I would say to lose the dedicated
> day. Prioritize the new content and syndicate shows only to pad out an
> emptying queue, along with an appeal for shows tagged on the beginning.
> I've just noticed the queue is pretty short right now, eep!
>
> Slightly offtopic but I worry that the shows don't get a whole lot of
> feedback. The odd comment on the blog feed but until the community news
> episode each month most show get no commentary at all. No idea if that's
> something that can be fixed or if it's just me. Even just the equivalent of
> a "like" or "+1" button on the episode just to know the episode
> is appreciated could encourage more submissions.
>
> AukonDK
> -> Stephen Ward
> Admin - aukondk.com
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/attachments/20121011/
fe27a08e/attachment-0001.html
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 7
> Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 13:39:47 -0400
> From: Stephen Michael Kellat <smkellat@yahoo.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: [Hpr] Another Way
> Message-ID: <50770463.5010108@yahoo.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
> As the Head Writer at Erie Looking Productions, I'm already responsible
> for preparing /LISTen: An LISNews.org Program/ and /Ubuntu Ohio -> Burning Circle/ weekly. When we submit to Hacker Public Radio, we
> submit content that we haven't aired on either other program. The realm

> for /LISTen/ is dealing with the world of Library & Information Science
> which can all too often look from the outside like the Wizarding World
> created by J.K. Rowling while /Burning Circle/ deals with *buntu matters
> within the 17th largest state where the LoCo's members are very
> dispersed geographically. We've been producing actively since
> mid-November 2007. Initially we thought we'd never go past 6 episodes
> of /LISTen/ and now almost five years later...
>
> We've got one show submitted to HPR. Others are hoped to follow. My
> producer and engineer won't allow me to recycle stuff into HPR without
> really exceptional cause.
>
> That being said, perhaps we do need to set aside an editorial panel or
> something else to help bring people into the fold and mentor them. From
> experience as a stringer in newspaper reporting, you gotta have some
> connection to stay in the game so you don't drift off. The stringers
> had a variety of beats that didn't necessarily intersect but we all had
> one editor that held us together. Whether it is a Panel of Mentors, The
> Cabal of Helpfulness, or what have you...we need it.
>
> Here's a couple topics ideas for the future:
>
> 1. HOWTO Cook for yourself. Basic recipes for the single hacker in the
> age of economic insanity. (Repeatable)
> 2. Building your own in-house NTP server using a radio tuned to CHU,
> WWV, or other equivalent time service beacon
>
> Stephen Michael Kellat
> Head Writer, Erie Looking Productions
> http://erielookingproductions.info
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/attachments/20121011/
feaebd96/attachment.html
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>
>
> End of Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 9
> **********************************
>
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org

http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Kevin O'Brien <zwilnik@zwilnik.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 16:26:24 -0400
Reply-To: zwilnik@zwilnik.com
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64;
rv:16.0) Gecko/20121010 Thunderbird/16.0.1
Organization: Boskone
On 10/10/2012 4:45 PM, Rebecca Newborough wrote:
> Hi all
>
> Please go easy on me, other than my hello post, this will be my first
> "proper" post to the list. :)
>
> I am an avid HPR listener, and as others have mentioned in earlier
> posts, there are some types of shows I skip through and others that I
> listen to end to end depending on the topic.
>
> I like the quirky shows that are not overly technical and keep me
> entertained as I listen - dev/random last month was epic (I'm still
> chuckling about merkins!) and The Stream show just made me want to pee
> as I was driving home! I would love to give something back to the
> community and contribute a show to HPR however, I find that as soon as
> I start to think of a suitable topic to talk about, I then start to
> suffer from a lack of courage in my ability to contribute anything
> that the HPR community would want to listen too - especially
> considering that I am a non-technical Linux user. Don't get me wrong,
> I can talk and I think I am entertaining in my own uniquely female
> way, but would anyone want to listen to me? Probably not.
>
> There may be an assumption being made here, but when I think of HPR
> shows, I automatically think technical information giving. Does HPR
> have a specific genre of topic that is covered or does anything go?
> If anything goes, then I think that more people may contribute shows
> based on their other interests/hobbies etc (i.e. non-linux/open source
> specific). If I were a brand new listener to HPR and listened back to
> a week or month's worth of shows I would definitely be left with the
> impression that HPR was targeted at a specific audience.
>
> OK, enough rambling from me - I'm off to put my thinking cap on for a
> show!
>
> Cheers
>
> Becky Newborough
>
Becky, *I* want to hear what you have to say. I think what matters is
what you are passionate about. If you are passionate, you will find
listeners who respond to your passion with interest. Whereas if you were
to try and do an "HPR-style" show that you really didn't care all that
much about, it would not be interesting at all. The variety of things
people post is actually pretty broad, even if on the whole there is a
tech focus. If you are on this list, then you are using a computer, and
if you are listening to HPR you are probably using software to download
and manage files, and a player to play them on. Does that all work
exactly the way you like, or wold you like to see some changes? Just
some thoughts here.
Regards,

-Kevin B. O'Brien
zwilnik@zwilnik.com
"A damsel with a dulcimer in a vision once I saw."
_______________________________________________
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Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Kevin O'Brien <zwilnik@zwilnik.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 09:04:13 -0400
Reply-To: zwilnik@zwilnik.com
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64;
rv:16.0) Gecko/20121010 Thunderbird/16.0.1
Organization: Boskone
1. I agree with Ken that 5 shows a week is plenty. I do listen to other
podcasts, you know. I sometimes unsubscribe from feeds because the
podcaster(s) seemed to think it was up to them to fill the every day
with 24 hours of content.
2. I know I stopped recording as I got busy with OLF stuff, but I
already have a plan for a series on LibreOffice and will probably record
the first one in that series on 20 October.
3. If "Syndicated Thursday" is a bad name, how about "Take a chance
Thursday" or "Showcase Thursday". I think either of those gets across
the idea that we are giving our listeners a chance to listen to a show
they might not have heard before. And then they can subscribe to that
show if they like it. I know I have done that at least once, and for a
few others my reaction was "meh." But that's OK.
4. I think what started this conversation was Ken asking to have more
shows in the queue. I think we have gone all over the map since then,
but I still want to see more shows in the queue.
Regards,
On 10/11/2012 5:29 AM, Ken Fallon wrote:
> Speaking as a HPR Admin, we will facilitate whatever the community decides.
>
> The following is Ken's personal opinion and can/should be challenged
>
> --------------------------------------> Changing the release schedule
>
> As a community member I disagree strongly for the following reasons (in no particular order)
>
> As stated before we have made a commitment to our listeners to release five shows a week.
Each time we stick to what we do we cement the idea that HPR is a regular trusted community
that stands by what it says.
>
> I already get complaints from people that we produce too many shows (See Fab's OggCamp
interview). We are already telling people to delete the show not the feed. To make that easier
for people, hosts will soon be asked to fill in a short summary of their show. That will be
automatically converted from text to speech and added to the front of every episode.
>
> It doesn't fix the problem of people not wanting to hear recycled material on the HPR feed.
>
> Two additional shows a week, means that someone needs to prepare (check the audio, add
intros/outro, add show notes add ID tags, update the queue list, email the new hosts, etc
etc). That can be done ahead of time but posting needs to be done every day. That means you
are committing someone to connecting to HPR from where ever they are to confirm that all the
feeds are working, that each episode has been published correctly, that each show can be
played from start to finish, that the website is rendering the show notes correctly. They will
need to do this even if they are on Vacation, on a business trip, are abroad, are on a
unstable Internet connection. Even if we automate it (more on that later), the
*responsibility* has increased and the checks and fixes all still need to be done. We do this
every week day but I for one am not willing to commit my weekends as well, many of which
already are full with editing or recording HPR shows.
>
> A five day a week release schedule means that the show numbers are predictable. Monday show

ends in a 1 or a 6, Tuesdays 2 or a 7, etc. This is incredibly handy when you are barely awake.
>
>
> --------------------------------------> Regarding Syndicated Thursday.
>
> In hindsight it should have been called something else as syndication suggests we will carry
*all* the episodes of the feed which is not the case. It was intended as "A chance to showcase
other Creative Commons works. We try to expose podcasts, speeches, presentations, music, etc
that you may not have heard." In short it is a way to promote a sample of some other projects
and in fairness this has been the one feature that I have had the most positive feedback on.
>
> We should probably have released only one SELF episode while providing links to the rest.
The OggCamp interviews were different in that a HPR host (me) recorded them for HPR. While the
2011 release was a long and drawn out disaster, the 2012 was tighter in that there was a week
reserved for those shows as agreed on this list last year. I think that if a HPR host takes
the time to go to a fest to represent HPR, it is the least we can do (for the host and
Interviewee) to allow the shows to air ASAP.
>
> If there are other shows in the queue with a "High" priority they should supersede anything
in the Thursday feed.
>
> I'm open to new names.
>
> --------------------------------------> TGTM News Tech Edition.
>
> Strictly speaking the content is not generated for HPR so it would not classify as a
dedicated series like LiTS is. The shows we put out from the Full circle are edited
specifically for HPR yet are still in the Thursday feed. So at a minimum TGTM News should be
moved to the Thursday feed. Other shows like KnightWise are also in the Thursday feed but we
don't carry all their shows either. Therefore I suggest carrying TGTM News on the Thursday
feed and scheduling them as per the Thursday rules, releasing the most current show at the
time. While it feels like I'm stabbing a friend in the back, I have to admit that I don't
listen to the HPR edition of TGTM News as I am already subscribed to the main feed.
>
> --------------------------------------> Promoting other Projects
>
> While we can still promote other shows on the Thursday feed, we can also do more to promote
other projects and shows.
>
> I have a script from Linc of TLLTS that puts random banners on the website.
>
> As we will be automating the addition of the podcast summary to the front of the show, we
can also add promos to the end of shows. This can also include information from the script we
wrote for http://thelinuxlink.net. This could speak the list the podcasts and show title/
summary if available of any show that has released since the last HPR show.
>
> So the makeup of a show might be
> <optional important announcement><blip><show summary><intro>< main
show><blip><promo><blip><recent podcast releases><outro><optional pokey segment>
>
> -------------------------------------->
> That was a brain dump, so forgive the crudeness of the message. Again that was my personal
opinion so take it with a grain of salt.
>
> Ken.
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________

> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
-Kevin B. O'Brien
zwilnik@zwilnik.com
"A damsel with a dulcimer in a vision once I saw."

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Kevin O'Brien <zwilnik@zwilnik.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 09:42:43 -0400
Reply-To: zwilnik@zwilnik.com
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64;
rv:16.0) Gecko/20121010 Thunderbird/16.0.1
Organization: Boskone
On 10/11/2012 8:32 AM, Stephen Ward wrote:
> If nothing else the activity on the mailing list has prompted me to
> knuckle down and finish scripting some shows. One is ready to record
> (about The Doctor Who Restoration Team) and I'm sure I can get another
> ready this week.
Due, I am so looking forward to this.
>
> It's been just over a year since my first submitted show, the first
> went on the feed immediately as I was new and the second went out the
> day after I submitted as the queue was empty. The third took 2 and a
> half months to get on the feed which was great because it showed how
> much more content there was, but it did knock the enthusiasm back a bit.
>
>
I just listened to one of my own shows a few days ago which I recorded
months ago. So much time had elapsed that I could no longer remember
what I had said, so it was like a brand new show! It's all good, really,
though the plug at the end for the Call for Talks at OLF was seriously
out-of-date.<g>
Regards,
-Kevin B. O'Brien
zwilnik@zwilnik.com
"A damsel with a dulcimer in a vision once I saw."
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: zwilnik@zwilnik.com
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 16:03:33 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Hi All,
I want to thank everyone for providing feedback on the current state
of affairs, this discussion has been fantastic to watch and
participate in. I wanted to take the time to summarise the situation
as I see it and I'd appreciate people commenting on whither this is
correct or not from your point of view.
Summary:
HPR releases shows on a very regular schedule and ideally the flow of
shows in would match the flow of shows out.
Fact:
HPR can only control the release rate and has no control over the
rate at which shows are submitted.
Sometimes there are very few shows in the queue resulting in problems
for the admins in getting shows to air.
Other times there are a lot of shows in the queue resulting in hosts
waiting a long time for their show to air.
The issue that needs to be solved:
We need a way to regulate the queue.
The current solution:
We have used syndicated content to reduce the amount of shows released.
This has failed as it has not regulated the queue.
The Solution (Too many shows in the queue):
Release HPR shows at a rate of five shows a week.
We have seen that a rate of 3 shows a week will fill up the queue and
5 shows a week will empty it.
The Solution (Too few shows in the queue):
Increase the number of backup shows in the queue.
If these shows start playing then the admins will have some time to
muster new shows.
---------------------------------------With that in mind I propose changing the scheduling rules to:
Time critical:
A show contains newsworthy information of importance to the community
in general.
Reserved Show Number:
Where a host has reserved a special show number (eg HPR1000).
Reserved Date:
Where a host has reserved a special date ( eg April 1 ).
Reserved Block:
Where a host has attended a festival and can reserve up to 5 slots
within two weeks of the event.
New Hosts:

In order to encourage new hosts we will prioritize their first show.
Shows From the High Priority Queue:
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
Shows From the Normal Priority Queue:
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
Shows From the Low Priority Queue:
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
Shows From the Procrastination Queue:
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
Anyone known to procrastinate will have the option of uploading an
embarrassing show to this queue.
So long as the queue remains filled then the show will never be played.
Play the HPR Last Show Episode:
If this show is played, then the community has no desire for HPR to continue.
Sync with Archive.org and Shutdown HPR.
Notes:
Reservations should be made well in advance.
Allocation of regular slots will need to be approved by the mailing list.
---------------------------------------OK What do you think ?
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 13:44:31 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: KMail/4.9.2 (Linux/3.6.0-1-ARCH; KDE/4.9.2; x86_64; ; )
> With that in mind I propose changing the scheduling rules to:
>
> Time critical:
[...]
> Reserved Show Number:
[...]
> Reserved Date:
[...]
> Reserved Block:
[...]
> New Hosts:
[...]
> Shows From the High Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
>
> Shows From the Normal Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
>
> Shows From the Low Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
To be clear, the high/normal/low priority queue is self-selected (i.e. submitter decides
which queue to put their submission into? I was just about to ask what defined these when
I remembered you had previously mentioned that...)
> Shows From the Procrastination Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
>
Anyone known to procrastinate will have the option of uploading an
>
embarrassing show to this queue.
>
>
So long as the queue remains filled then the show will never be
>
played.
This idea is sick, perverted, wrong, and borderline extortionistic, and I endorse
it wholeheartedly. Ways to encourage people to contribute to this queue ought
to be a good topic for discussion (as is the general subject of what sorts of
shows would be appropriate for it).
>
> Play the HPR Last Show Episode:
>
If this show is played, then the community has no desire for HPR to
>
continue.
>
Sync with Archive.org and Shutdown HPR.
>
[...]
The HPR Doomsday Device! In other words, if the queue ever completely runs out,
the show automatically offs itself? That's pretty hardcore. I imagine nobody wants
to be the one who killed HPR by being lazy...
I actually like all of this. The only thing I think is missing is some incentive for
regular (more frequent) contributors of HPR-exclusive shows (and an incentive to
join the "procrastination queue). Any ideas? One thought that comes to mind
(thought it would further complicate the queue-priority calculation a bit) might
be an optional "+1 slot" boost (i.e. after the time-critical/new host/etc. shows,
the submission gets moved to one day earlier regardless of "last submission date)
for anyone currently maintaining a "regular contributor of HPR-exclusive material"
status (how this would be defined is debatable, but could be some number of shows
in the last three months, or some number or percentage of shows in the current queue),
and perhaps another for having a "certified embarassing" show in the procrastination queue.

("certified" as I imagine there ought to be some sort of evaluation as to whether a show
really counts as "embarassing". A show on the subject like "perverted acts with electronic
equipment" might still not qualify if it's been submitted by someone calling themselves
"FaxHumper"
who runs a well-known office-equipment-themed porn site, for example...).
I was thinking slot-boost for frequent contributors as a way of keeping them from dominating
the queue by getting them through it more quickly rather than discouraging them by holding
shows back. Just a random thought though I'm not sure if it's worth the trouble.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 20:47:39 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Fri, 12 Oct 2012 13:44:31 -0400
epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
Thanks for the feedback .
> To be clear, the high/normal/low priority queue is self-selected
> (i.e. submitter decides which queue to put their submission into? I
> was just about to ask what defined these when I remembered you had
> previously mentioned that...)
Yes the hosts would select the priority, and they can probably also
change the priority if they want - although that is more difficult to
code.
> The only thing I think is missing is some incentive for regular (more
> frequent) contributors of HPR-exclusive shows (and an incentive to
> join the "procrastination queue). Any ideas?
There is no need to ask people to use the procrastination queue at all.
If you procrastinate and you think that having an embarrassing show
acting as a Damocles sword will motivate you, then fine by me. So long
as you submit shows or get others to submit shows then grand. What you
consider embarrassing is entirely personal so if "I had a crush on my
school teacher" was enough to motivate you then good. The only fear is
that people might avoid filling the queue just to hear the shows :)
I think I'm missing the point of the "frequent contributors" thing. If
you want to put out a regular show like LiTS, then you can mail the
list to get permission for a slot. If you want your show to come out
sooner move it to the higher queue. I work from the viewpoint that ever
contributer is equal as any other, so I have a problem with
prioritizing on that basis. From a practical point of view how do you
define "frequent contributors" anyway. Do we count the amount of shows,
if so klaatu would win hands down but his last show was released last
year. I class Dave Morriss as having contributed massive amounts to the
network behind the scenes and he only has one show out.
Whatever we pick, it has to be fair and seen to be fair.
Ken.

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 21:13:26 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Fri, 12 Oct 2012 13:44:31 -0400
epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
(to the list this time :) )
Thanks for the feedback .
> To be clear, the high/normal/low priority queue is self-selected
> (i.e. submitter decides which queue to put their submission into? I
> was just about to ask what defined these when I remembered you had
> previously mentioned that...)
Yes the hosts would select the priority, and they can probably also
change the priority if they want - although that is more difficult to
code.
> The only thing I think is missing is some incentive for regular
> (more frequent) contributors of HPR-exclusive shows (and an
> incentive to join the "procrastination queue). Any ideas?
There is no need to ask people to use the procrastination queue at
all. If you procrastinate and you think that having an embarrassing
show acting as a Damocles sword will motivate you, then fine by me.
So long as you submit shows or get others to submit shows then grand.
What you consider embarrassing is entirely personal so if "I had a
crush on my school teacher" was enough to motivate you then good. The
only fear is that people might avoid filling the queue just to hear
the shows :)
I think I'm missing the point of the "frequent contributors" thing. If
you want to put out a regular show like LiTS, then you can mail the
list to get permission for a slot. If you want your show to come out
sooner move it to the higher queue. I work from the viewpoint that
ever contributer is equal as any other, so I have a problem with
prioritizing on that basis. From a practical point of view how do you
define "frequent contributors" anyway. Do we count the amount of
shows, if so klaatu would win hands down but his last show was
released last year. I class Dave Morriss as having contributed
massive amounts to the network behind the scenes and he only has one
show out.
Whatever we pick, it has to be fair and seen to be fair.
Ken.

From: Kevin O'Brien <zwilnik@zwilnik.com>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 15:43:39 -0400
Reply-To: zwilnik@zwilnik.com
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64;
rv:16.0) Gecko/20121010 Thunderbird/16.0.1
Organization: Boskone
This seems reasonable to me.
On 10/12/2012 10:03 AM, Ken Fallon wrote:
> Hi All,
>
> I want to thank everyone for providing feedback on the current state
> of affairs, this discussion has been fantastic to watch and
> participate in. I wanted to take the time to summarise the situation
> as I see it and I'd appreciate people commenting on whither this is
> correct or not from your point of view.
>
> Summary:
>
HPR releases shows on a very regular schedule and ideally the flow of
> shows in would match the flow of shows out.
>
> Fact:
>
HPR can only control the release rate and has no control over the
> rate at which shows are submitted.
>
Sometimes there are very few shows in the queue resulting in problems
> for the admins in getting shows to air.
>
Other times there are a lot of shows in the queue resulting in hosts
> waiting a long time for their show to air.
>
> The issue that needs to be solved:
>
We need a way to regulate the queue.
>
> The current solution:
>
We have used syndicated content to reduce the amount of shows released.
>
This has failed as it has not regulated the queue.
>
> The Solution (Too many shows in the queue):
>
Release HPR shows at a rate of five shows a week.
>
We have seen that a rate of 3 shows a week will fill up the queue and
> 5 shows a week will empty it.
>
> The Solution (Too few shows in the queue):
>
Increase the number of backup shows in the queue.
>
If these shows start playing then the admins will have some time to
> muster new shows.
>
> --------------------------------------->
> With that in mind I propose changing the scheduling rules to:
>
> Time critical:
>
A show contains newsworthy information of importance to the community
> in general.
>
> Reserved Show Number:
>
Where a host has reserved a special show number (eg HPR1000).
>
> Reserved Date:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Where a host has reserved a special date ( eg April 1 ).
Reserved Block:
Where a host has attended a festival and can reserve up to 5 slots
within two weeks of the event.
New Hosts:
In order to encourage new hosts we will prioritize their first show.
Shows From the High Priority Queue:
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
Shows From the Normal Priority Queue:
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
Shows From the Low Priority Queue:
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
Shows From the Procrastination Queue:
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
Anyone known to procrastinate will have the option of uploading an
embarrassing show to this queue.
So long as the queue remains filled then the show will never be played.
Play the HPR Last Show Episode:
If this show is played, then the community has no desire for HPR to continue.
Sync with Archive.org and Shutdown HPR.
Notes:
Reservations should be made well in advance.
Allocation of regular slots will need to be approved by the mailing list.
---------------------------------------OK What do you think ?
Ken.

-Kevin B. O'Brien
zwilnik@zwilnik.com
"A damsel with a dulcimer in a vision once I saw."
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Embarrassing queue, and Nuclear Option
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 15:43:54 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Well, I for one already have a show in the "only if we have nothing else to
play" queue. It's been there for months. If we run out of episodes, you
guys have to listen to how I cook eggs. They're good eggs, so I'm not
embarrassed of the episode. It's more of a punishment/shaming, like
"*this*is what we have to resort to because
*you* did not participate like you should have. Now all your friends will
know it too."
I can't say that I like the Mutually Assured Destruction option though.
Mostly because if we ever get that close to the end, I'm going to loose a
lot of sleep staying up late to produce shows to keep it from happening.
And I can name four or five (probably a dozen if I thought about it longer)
other guys (and guy-ettes) who would do the same. I don't think there ought
to be a vote that could potentially condemn a handful of us to that via the
greater community's inaction.
pokey
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 21:13:42 +0100
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:15.0) Gecko/20120912 Thunderbird/15.0.1
On 12/10/12 15:03, Ken Fallon wrote:
> Summary:
>
HPR releases shows on a very regular schedule and ideally the flow of
>
shows in would match the flow of shows out.
I recently started reading some rudimentary stuff about Queueing Theory
wondering if it would help. It doesn't really, but it has a few concepts
I found useful. I'm no mathematician, so I can't go very far down this
road anyway.
> Fact:
>
HPR can only control the release rate and has no control over the rate
>
at which shows are submitted. Sometimes there are very few shows in
>
the queue resulting in problems for the admins in getting shows to
>
air. Other times there are a lot of shows in the queue resulting in
>
hosts waiting a long time for their show to air.
Well put!
> The issue that needs to be solved:
>
We need a way to regulate the queue.
Not easy since the arrival frequency of shows is probably random (a
Poisson distribution?)
> The current solution:
>
We have used syndicated content to reduce the amount of shows released.
>
This has failed as it has not regulated the queue.
When the community contributed show count is getting low this is a hedge
against running out of shows. However, when the cc count is higher it
throttles the release time ( apparently this is "sojourn time" in
Queueing Theory - OK, I'll stop this now :-)
> The Solution (Too many shows in the queue):
>
Release HPR shows at a rate of five shows a week. We have seen that
>
a rate of 3 shows a week will fill up the queue and 5 shows a week
>
will empty it.
Without the syndicated shows blocking HPR show throughput the rate will
increase. You could still hit problems if a sudden plethora of shows
arrived though. If that ever happened you could release on weekends
(assuming [1] the release system is heavily automated and [2] there are
other admins who can cover for weekends and other downtime).
> The Solution (Too few shows in the queue):
>
Increase the number of backup shows in the queue. If these shows
>
start playing then the admins will have some time to muster new shows.
Yup. Will syndicated show providers be OK with this I wonder?
> --------------------------------------->
> With that in mind I propose changing the scheduling rules to:
>
> Time critical:

>
>

A show contains newsworthy information of importance to the community
in general.

I have been building a "rules engine"; a thing similar in concept to "if
this then that" (https://ifttt.com/wtf). I was assuming it would be
callable via REST or similar. It currently caters for time-critical shows.
Real life has kept me away from it since OggCamp. Also I've been trying
to talk it over with Ken to see where it'll fit in his plans, but we've
both been elusive.
> Reserved Show Number:
>
Where a host has reserved a special show number (eg HPR1000).
Yes, the engine can do this too.
> Reserved Date:
>
Where a host has reserved a special date ( eg April 1 ).
And this.
> Reserved Block:
>
Where a host has attended a festival and can reserve up to 5 slots
>
within two weeks of the event.
Probably. Not in my test suite at the moment.
> New Hosts:
>
In order to encourage new hosts we will prioritize their first show.
Can be done.
> Shows From the High Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
The engine doesn't have a priority mechanism at present, but I'm sure
it's doable.
> Shows From the Normal Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
I'd suggest maybe just adding a priority value to every show in the same
queue (so the priority queues are "virtual" in effect).
> Shows From the Low Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
You might also want to compute a weighting factor based on stuff like
number of shows submitted, time since last submitted show, and use that
as another prioritisation criterion.
> Shows From the Procrastination Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
>
Anyone known to procrastinate will have the option of uploading an
>
embarrassing show to this queue. So long as the queue remains filled
>
then the show will never be played.
Sword of Damocles queue?
I only found out about the dev mailing list this week, so I guess I
should begin writing notes to it about the code I'm writing. The
original concept code and the partly-written Object Oriented version is
on Gitorious. I plan to release an update in the next week or so.

Dave
-Dave Morriss, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 22:33:57 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
Hi Dave,
You only sent this to me
I want to comment about "> Yup. Will syndicated show providers be OK
with this I wonder?" and between you and me I think TGTM has to stop.
It's taking up 20% of the slots and the content is not for hpr. I've
been asked to syndicate about 7 or 8 other shows now and can't. I don't
want to say this on the list.
Ken.
On Fri, 12 Oct 2012 21:13:42 +0100
Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

On 12/10/12 15:03, Ken Fallon wrote:
> Summary:
>
HPR releases shows on a very regular schedule and ideally
> the flow of shows in would match the flow of shows out.
I recently started reading some rudimentary stuff about Queueing
Theory wondering if it would help. It doesn't really, but it has a
few concepts I found useful. I'm no mathematician, so I can't go very
far down this road anyway.
>
>
>
>
>
>

Fact:
HPR can only control the release rate and has no control
over the rate at which shows are submitted. Sometimes there are
very few shows in the queue resulting in problems for the admins in
getting shows to air. Other times there are a lot of shows in the
queue resulting in hosts waiting a long time for their show to air.

Well put!
> The issue that needs to be solved:
>
We need a way to regulate the queue.
Not easy since the arrival frequency of shows is probably random (a
Poisson distribution?)
> The current solution:
>
We have used syndicated content to reduce the amount of
> shows released. This has failed as it has not regulated the queue.
When the community contributed show count is getting low this is a
hedge against running out of shows. However, when the cc count is
higher it throttles the release time ( apparently this is "sojourn
time" in Queueing Theory - OK, I'll stop this now :-)
> The Solution (Too many shows in the queue):
>
Release HPR shows at a rate of five shows a week. We have
> seen that a rate of 3 shows a week will fill up the queue and 5
> shows a week will empty it.
Without the syndicated shows blocking HPR show throughput the rate
will increase. You could still hit problems if a sudden plethora of

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

shows arrived though. If that ever happened you could release on
weekends (assuming [1] the release system is heavily automated and
[2] there are other admins who can cover for weekends and other
downtime).
> The Solution (Too few shows in the queue):
>
Increase the number of backup shows in the queue. If these
> shows start playing then the admins will have some time to muster
> new shows.
Yup. Will syndicated show providers be OK with this I wonder?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

---------------------------------------With that in mind I propose changing the scheduling rules to:
Time critical:
A show contains newsworthy information of importance to the
community in general.

I have been building a "rules engine"; a thing similar in concept to
"if this then that" (https://ifttt.com/wtf). I was assuming it would
be callable via REST or similar. It currently caters for
time-critical shows.
Real life has kept me away from it since OggCamp. Also I've been
trying to talk it over with Ken to see where it'll fit in his plans,
but we've both been elusive.
> Reserved Show Number:
>
Where a host has reserved a special show number (eg
> HPR1000).
Yes, the engine can do this too.
> Reserved Date:
>
Where a host has reserved a special date ( eg April 1 ).
And this.
> Reserved Block:
>
Where a host has attended a festival and can reserve up to
> 5 slots within two weeks of the event.
Probably. Not in my test suite at the moment.
> New Hosts:
>
In order to encourage new hosts we will prioritize their
> first show.
Can be done.
> Shows From the High Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous
> release date.
The engine doesn't have a priority mechanism at present, but I'm sure
it's doable.
> Shows From the Normal Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous
> release date.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'd suggest maybe just adding a priority value to every show in the
same queue (so the priority queues are "virtual" in effect).
> Shows From the Low Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous
> release date.
You might also want to compute a weighting factor based on stuff like
number of shows submitted, time since last submitted show, and use
that as another prioritisation criterion.
>
>
>
>
>

Shows From the Procrastination Queue:
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous
release date. Anyone known to procrastinate will have the option of
uploading an embarrassing show to this queue. So long as the queue
remains filled then the show will never be played.

Sword of Damocles queue?
I only found out about the dev mailing list this week, so I guess I
should begin writing notes to it about the code I'm writing. The
original concept code and the partly-written Object Oriented version
is on Gitorious. I plan to release an update in the next week or so.
Dave

From: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 21:37:50 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64;
rv:15.0) Gecko/20120912 Thunderbird/15.0.1
On 12/10/12 15:03, Ken Fallon wrote:
> Summary:
>
HPR releases shows on a very regular schedule and ideally the flow of
>
shows in would match the flow of shows out.
I recently started reading some rudimentary stuff about Queueing Theory
wondering if it would help. It doesn't really, but it has a few concepts
I found useful. I'm no mathematician, so I can't go very far down this
road anyway.
> Fact:
>
HPR can only control the release rate and has no control over the rate
>
at which shows are submitted. Sometimes there are very few shows in
>
the queue resulting in problems for the admins in getting shows to
>
air. Other times there are a lot of shows in the queue resulting in
>
hosts waiting a long time for their show to air.
Well put!
> The issue that needs to be solved:
>
We need a way to regulate the queue.
Not easy since the arrival frequency of shows is probably random (a
Poisson distribution?)
> The current solution:
>
We have used syndicated content to reduce the amount of shows released.
>
This has failed as it has not regulated the queue.
When the community contributed show count is getting low this is a hedge
against running out of shows. However, when the cc count is higher it
throttles the release time ( apparently this is "sojourn time" in
Queueing Theory - OK, I'll stop this now :-)
> The Solution (Too many shows in the queue):
>
Release HPR shows at a rate of five shows a week. We have seen that
>
a rate of 3 shows a week will fill up the queue and 5 shows a week
>
will empty it.
Without the syndicated shows blocking HPR show throughput the rate will
increase. You could still hit problems if a sudden plethora of shows
arrived though. If that ever happened you could release on weekends
(assuming [1] the release system is heavily automated and [2] there are
other admins who can cover for weekends and other downtime).
> The Solution (Too few shows in the queue):
>
Increase the number of backup shows in the queue. If these shows
>
start playing then the admins will have some time to muster new shows.
Yup. Will syndicated show providers be OK with this I wonder?
> --------------------------------------->
> With that in mind I propose changing the scheduling rules to:

>
> Time critical:
>
A show contains newsworthy information of importance to the community
>
in general.
I have been building a "rules engine"; a thing similar in concept to "if
this then that" (https://ifttt.com/wtf). I was assuming it would be
callable via REST or similar. It currently caters for time-critical shows.
Real life has kept me away from it since OggCamp. Also I've been trying
to talk it over with Ken to see where it'll fit in his plans, but we've
both been elusive.
> Reserved Show Number:
>
Where a host has reserved a special show number (eg HPR1000).
Yes, the engine can do this too.
> Reserved Date:
>
Where a host has reserved a special date ( eg April 1 ).
And this.
> Reserved Block:
>
Where a host has attended a festival and can reserve up to 5 slots
>
within two weeks of the event.
Probably. Not in my test suite at the moment.
> New Hosts:
>
In order to encourage new hosts we will prioritize their first show.
Can be done.
> Shows From the High Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
The engine doesn't have a priority mechanism at present, but I'm sure
it's doable.
> Shows From the Normal Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
I'd suggest maybe just adding a priority value to every show in the same
queue (so the priority queues are "virtual" in effect).
> Shows From the Low Priority Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
You might also want to compute a weighting factor based on stuff like
number of shows submitted, time since last submitted show, and use that
as another prioritisation criterion.
> Shows From the Procrastination Queue:
>
HPR Content based on the host with the oldest previous release date.
>
Anyone known to procrastinate will have the option of uploading an
>
embarrassing show to this queue. So long as the queue remains filled
>
then the show will never be played.
Sword of Damocles queue?
I only found out about the dev mailing list this week, so I guess I
should begin writing notes to it about the code I'm writing. The

original concept code and the partly-written Object Oriented version is
on Gitorious. I plan to release an update in the next week or so.
Dave
-Dave Morriss, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Embarrassing queue, and Nuclear Option
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 22:45:47 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Fri, 12 Oct 2012 15:43:54 -0400
Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com> wrote:
> Well, I for one already have a show in the "only if we have nothing
> else to play" queue. It's been there for months. If we run out of
> episodes, you guys have to listen to how I cook eggs. They're good
> eggs, so I'm not embarrassed of the episode. It's more of a
> punishment/shaming, like "*this*is what we have to resort to because
> *you* did not participate like you should have. Now all your friends
> will know it too."
Yip that's where I got the idea and I'm very tempted to listen to your
show as well.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I can't say that I like the Mutually Assured Destruction option
though. Mostly because if we ever get that close to the end, I'm
going to loose a lot of sleep staying up late to produce shows to
keep it from happening. And I can name four or five (probably a dozen
if I thought about it longer) other guys (and guy-ettes) who would do
the same. I don't think there ought to be a vote that could
potentially condemn a handful of us to that via the greater
community's inaction.

Well that's exactly how I feel every time the queue goes low.
Back on 2010-08-02 lostnbronx released "hpr0560 :: Old soldiers"
http://hackerpublicradio.org/eps.php?id=0560 where he suggested that
any podcast owed it to their listers to finish with dignity and not just
podfade. At the time the HPR releases were sporadic and that prompted
me to open my big mouth and ask the question "Is HPR dead and if so
let's put it away with dignity - if not let's revive the sucker." Well
you all revived it and that was the hard part. Now all we have to do is
keep it ticking over. I want HPR to continue but nothing lasts forever.
Personally I think it would be nice to have shows in the dead queue
ready to go.
With that in mind can I suggest that we record the "Last HPR show"
during the New Year event. We could make it a bit of a tradition that
we record another last show every year. That way the last episodes, when
the come, will be of friends chatting and having a good time.
I was also thinking of recording HPR0000 then to put at the beginning of
the queue. We would ask people who are mad enough to go back and listen
to all the shows to help us with show notes and making tags.
Ken.

From: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 21:45:57 +0100
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:15.0) Gecko/20120912 Thunderbird/15.0.1
On 12/10/12 21:33, Ken Fallon wrote:
> You only sent this to me
Aaagh! What an idiot!
That's what comes of trying to multi-task with only enough wits to
50%-task :-)
I re-sent it to the list.
>
>
>
>
>

I want to comment about "> Yup. Will syndicated show providers be OK
with this I wonder?" and between you and me I think TGTM has to stop.
It's taking up 20% of the slots and the content is not for hpr. I've
been asked to syndicate about 7 or 8 other shows now and can't. I don't
want to say this on the list.

No, of course not.
I was wondering (potentially aloud) whether a policy of "dipping in" to
syndicated feeds might act as the back-stop we need to cover the show
shortfall problem. I didn't know if any other feeds would be happy if
HPR occasionally brought on "guest" episodes to give the listeners a
feel for the other options out there. I think you have more of a feel
for this than I do.
Dave
-Dave Morriss, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 23:11:51 +0200
On Fri, 12 Oct 2012 21:45:57 +0100
Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

I was wondering (potentially aloud) whether a policy of "dipping in"
to syndicated feeds might act as the back-stop we need to cover the
show shortfall problem. I didn't know if any other feeds would be
happy if HPR occasionally brought on "guest" episodes to give the
listeners a feel for the other options out there. I think you have
more of a feel for this than I do.

There's nothing to stop someone submitting other shows. Not a problem.
The problem is if they want every show they ever produce listed.

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 23:11:53 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Fri, 12 Oct 2012 21:45:57 +0100
Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

I was wondering (potentially aloud) whether a policy of "dipping in"
to syndicated feeds might act as the back-stop we need to cover the
show shortfall problem. I didn't know if any other feeds would be
happy if HPR occasionally brought on "guest" episodes to give the
listeners a feel for the other options out there. I think you have
more of a feel for this than I do.

There's nothing to stop someone submitting other shows. Not a problem.
The problem is if they want every show they ever produce listed.

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 23:14:35 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Fri, 12 Oct 2012 21:37:50 +0100
Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
People this is why you can't judge contribution by number of shows
alone !
> Without the syndicated shows blocking HPR show throughput the rate
> will increase. You could still hit problems if a sudden plethora of
> shows arrived though. If that ever happened you could release on
> weekends (assuming [1] the release system is heavily automated and
> [2] there are other admins who can cover for weekends and other
> downtime).
NO WEEKENDS !!!! You'll mess up the numbering system ;-)
>
>
>
>
>
>

> The Solution (Too few shows in the queue):
>
Increase the number of backup shows in the queue. If these
> shows start playing then the admins will have some time to muster
> new shows.
Yup. Will syndicated show providers be OK with this I wonder?

OK it sucks but the fact is I have had requests from 7 or 8 other shows
to join the HPR syndication and I've had to say no. TGTM News was
different as dg was and still is a HPR host but the fact is that it's
not HPR content and it's consuming nearly 20% of the available slots.
In fairness I think our listnership is capable of adding his main feed
to their list. In any event nothing is agreed, this is a discussion
after all, but if we do then we will need to allow time for the move.
What I said to epicanis about "frequent contributors" applies equally
to "fellow podcasts". How do we decide which show is used and which is
not. Just look at the list that we gathered when we asked for shows we
should promote at OggCamp http://gitorious.org/hpr-scheduling-system/hpr-scheduling-system/
blobs/master/thelinuxlink/podcast-master.yml
In fact I was contacted by Knight Wise today about adding new KnightCast
episodes to the queue. I explained the situation and said that we would
continue to promote other shows on the site, in the shows via promos
but also announcing their releases (we are a daily show after all). He
had the idea that we could provide a combined feed of all shows in that
list on our site.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I only found out about the dev mailing list this week, so I guess I
should begin writing notes to it about the code I'm writing. The
original concept code and the partly-written Object Oriented version
is on Gitorious. I plan to release an update in the next week or so.
Dave

I was just told on IRC that the redirects
http://hackerpublicradio.org/maillist isn't working so I asked Josh
(the real admin) to have a look. I also reminded him that the archives
stopped working as well.
Ken.

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 23:31:24 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Fri, 12 Oct 2012 21:45:57 +0100
Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

On 12/10/12 21:33, Ken Fallon wrote:
> You only sent this to me
Aaagh! What an idiot!
That's what comes of trying to multi-task with only enough wits to
50%-task :-)
I re-sent it to the list.
>
>
>
>
>

I want to comment about "> Yup. Will syndicated show providers be OK
with this I wonder?" and between you and me I think TGTM has to
stop. It's taking up 20% of the slots and the content is not for
hpr. I've been asked to syndicate about 7 or 8 other shows now and
can't. I don't want to say this on the list.

No, of course not.
I was wondering (potentially aloud) whether a policy of "dipping in"
to syndicated feeds might act as the back-stop we need to cover the
show shortfall problem. I didn't know if any other feeds would be
happy if HPR occasionally brought on "guest" episodes to give the
listeners a feel for the other options out there. I think you have
more of a feel for this than I do.
Dave

Thanks for asking that question. Now the answer is out in the open and
we can let dg decide what he wants to do.
I'm going to bed. !
Ken.

From: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 22:42:22 +0100
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:15.0) Gecko/20120912 Thunderbird/15.0.1
On 12/10/12 22:31, Ken Fallon wrote:
> Thanks for asking that question. Now the answer is out in the open and
> we can let dg decide what he wants to do.
You didn't have to answer it of course :-)
You deserve respect for having done so though.
> I'm going to bed. !
Catch you later,
Dave
-Dave Morriss, Edinburgh, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com

From: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 23:09:46 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64;
rv:15.0) Gecko/20120912 Thunderbird/15.0.1
On 12/10/12 22:14, Ken Fallon wrote:
> I was just told on IRC that the redirects
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/maillist isn't working so I asked Josh
> (the real admin) to have a look. I also reminded him that the archives
> stopped working as well.
Oh right, there's meant to be a link :-)
I deduced and used the Mailman subscription URL when you mentioned the
dev list's existence yesterday. I used to run a Mailman service at my
last job (where I wrote a bunch of Perl scripts to drive the Python
interface :)
Dave
-David Morriss, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Josh Knapp <jknapp85@gmail.com>
To: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
Cc: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Fri, 12 Oct 2012 16:35:54 -0700
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: iPhone Mail (10A403)
As some of you may or may not know, I have been working to physically move about 3000ish live
servers from AIS in sd to Latisys in Irvine. As of October 18, we will have most the servers
moved, we will take a break from moving and I can start being a human again and get caught up
on other projects I have let slip, like stuff for HPR. I have had a few ideas for episodes as
well, hopefully I can squeeze some in before we ramp up to do the remaining servers.
--josh
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 12, 2012, at 3:09 PM, Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
> On 12/10/12 22:14, Ken Fallon wrote:
>> I was just told on IRC that the redirects
>> http://hackerpublicradio.org/maillist isn't working so I asked Josh
>> (the real admin) to have a look. I also reminded him that the archives
>> stopped working as well.
>
> Oh right, there's meant to be a link :-)
>
> I deduced and used the Mailman subscription URL when you mentioned the
> dev list's existence yesterday. I used to run a Mailman service at my
> last job (where I wrote a bunch of Perl scripts to drive the Python
> interface :)
>
> Dave
>
> -> David Morriss, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com
>
> _______________________________________________
> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 08:38:36 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: KMail/4.9.2 (Linux/3.6.0-1-ARCH; KDE/4.9.2; x86_64; ; )
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

There is no need to ask people to use the procrastination queue at
all. If you procrastinate and you think that having an embarrassing
show acting as a Damocles sword will motivate you, then fine by me.
So long as you submit shows or get others to submit shows then grand.
What you consider embarrassing is entirely personal so if "I had a
crush on my school teacher" was enough to motivate you then good. The
only fear is that people might avoid filling the queue just to hear
the shows :)

It's not really that important, I just liked the idea enough that I
was wondering how to encourage people to join in...
(Actually, all of this is just idle speculation on my part
rather than any real concern over the way things are going I think the proposed setup is just fine).
>
>
>
>

I think I'm
you want to
list to get
sooner move

missing the point of the "frequent contributors" thing. If
put out a regular show like LiTS, then you can mail the
permission for a slot. If you want your show to come out
it to the higher queue.

All I meant there was people who contribute often (but not on
a regular schedule). Someone being who's gotten "on a roll"
and churning out multiple episodes for HPR will help fill
the queue, I'm just wondering how to encourage that, that's all.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Vote on removing non HPR shows.
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 15:27:27 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Sat, 13 Oct 2012 08:38:36 -0400
epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
>
>
>
>

All I meant there was people who contribute often (but not on
a regular schedule). Someone being who's gotten "on a roll"
and churning out multiple episodes for HPR will help fill
the queue, I'm just wondering how to encourage that, that's all.

Hi epicanis,
Shouldn't be an issue if we go back to pumping out 20-25 shows a month,
but to be honest I don't know. It's a valid concern and we will need to
see how it pans out. Switching from the current "first come first
served" to "last published date" will prevent a bunch of shows from the
same host coming out at the one time. Hopefully it will encourage
dormant hosts to come forward.
Right now we need everyone including myself to start pumping in shows,
especially backup or low priority shows, procrastination shows are
optional.
Ken.

From: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Embarrassing queue, and Nuclear Option
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 18:16:39 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
On Fri, Oct 12, 2012 at 9:45 PM, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> With that in mind can I suggest that we record the "Last HPR show"
> during the New Year event. We could make it a bit of a tradition that
> we record another last show every year. That way the last episodes, when
> the come, will be of friends chatting and having a good time.
>
>
I think this is a lovely idea, and hopefully by the act of actually
recording a "last" show, it will kick-start the community into contributing
more during the next year. Philip and I will be there for the NYE recording
- hopefully it won't be our last NYE recording! :)
Cheers
Becky
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: sigflup synasloble <pantsbutt@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] images
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 18:11:31 -0500
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
What's the best way to include images in show notes?
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] images
Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 00:19:04 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64;
rv:16.0) Gecko/20121011 Thunderbird/16.0.1
On 14/10/12 00:11, sigflup synasloble wrote:
> What's the best way to include images in show notes?
I used txt2tags (http://txt2tags.org/) at Ken's recommendation. I then
created images and their thumbnails and included them thus:
[[./thumb.NERDTree.png] ./NERDTree.png]
Dave
-David Morriss, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Please send in more shows
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 19:43:49 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
In addition to what Ken said here, I'll add that collaborative shows are a
great way to participate. If your sound system is working well enough for
you to record your voice into Audacity, then it's very likely that Mumble
will just work for you. The very cool people over at Linux Basix (
www.linuxbasix.com ) have made their mumble server available to us, and
even have a dedicated HPR room on there. Look for the section titled
"Mumble settings" in the lower right hand part of the page for the server
details.
You could do a show with a friend regardless of where in the world either
of you are, and there are probably dozens of experienced HPR hosts who
would be willing to do a collaborative show with a first time host. I know
I'm always up for doing a show that I don't have to edit. For me podcasting
is a lot of fun, but it's always more fun when I'm sharing it.
---------- Forwarded message --------->
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Cc:
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 09:01:02 +0200
Subject: [Hpr] Please send in more shows
Hi All,
Speaking with Pokey, I think the message has been diluted so let me ask
again.
"PLEASE SEND IN MORE SHOWS"
We need you to send in 'regular' priority shows.
We need you to send in 'backup' shows that we can put out when we are
low. Just add the priority you're happy with in the show notes.
Anyone that can't think of a show topic, contact us via the links
on the main page and we'll find something for you to talk about.
Ken.

-Thank You,
Patrick Dailey
Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
hipster device.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 20:59:11 -0400
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686; rv:16.0) Gecko/20121012 Thunderbird/16.0.1
-----BEGIN PGP SIGNED MESSAGE----Hash: SHA1
On 10/09/12 01:24, Ken Fallon wrote:
> Hi All,
>
> If you have been procrastinating about whither to send in a show to
> HPR, then now is the time to press record.
>
> Thanks.
>
> Ken.
>
> _______________________________________________
> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>
Heh, as you sent this email I was lining up a show. But, one of the guys
was going on vacation. He is back, we recorded, its in the
queue. :)
"The Way Back Machine"
b
-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE----Version: GnuPG v2.0.19 (GNU/Linux)
Comment: Using GnuPG with Mozilla - http://www.enigmail.net/
iQEcBAEBAgAGBQJQeg5eAAoJEItI30RR73VOUJcH/jY/o5gdQ8c+s9gDeYrQ51Q4
eam4tvG8dFRYdS6HXD++2QJZxGMe3wf+gBbz8Qu8bpKqbEpbFqwX2o6ok3c6gNMA
/0KU6AcJhnl9r72ASu2633TBAMfUtgFB16TCosTb0bTAis3Li0w6HCD7UFS67RFc
SEObdbWRQGW42IzL9pijbC9rtCZ0hMiWFH2q3G5ZPxa66bbv+MukRA/cC8juKXkm
xdaKMKMCGgAPewvWk3//XnWBwiKuoDZqlXVQdbiJcbyN2CJmfoyJl9NJ0h/d2ZZH
0pIVlFiCFnkt90OMMBf6X9etqFWTvB0C0TehqZ1c0VtM5KLOQqeVJFt/s8hvTwY=
=f2p1
-----END PGP SIGNATURE-----

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 08:39:14 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Sat, 13 Oct 2012 20:59:11 -0400
NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net> wrote:
Thanks a million - What's the priority ?
Ken.

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] images
Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 09:43:54 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Sun, 14 Oct 2012 00:19:04 +0100
Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
> On 14/10/12 00:11, sigflup synasloble wrote:
> > What's the best way to include images in show notes?
The goal is to have everyone supply the show notes in Atom format.
------------------------------(http://www.atomenabled.org/developers/syndication/)
<title>, <summary>, <content>, and <rights> contain human-readable
text, usually in small quantities. The type attribute determines how
this information is encoded (default="text")
If type="text", then this element contains plain text with no entity
escaped html.
<title type="text">AT&amp;T bought by SBC!</title>
If type="html", then this element contains entity escaped html.
<title type="html">
AT&amp;amp;T bought &lt;b&gt;by SBC&lt;/b&gt;!
</title>
If type="xhtml", then this element contains inline xhtml, wrapped in a
div element.
<title type="xhtml">
<div xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
AT&amp;T bought <b>by SBC</b>!
</div>
</title>
------------------------------So depending on the one type you pick for the summary element, the
encoding will change. However it should be a regular html image link.
http://www.tizag.com/htmlT/images.php
Keep the images in the same directory and don't use any path.
<img src="big-xyz.jpg" alt="Photo of XYZ" title="XYZ">
Although optional, skipping the "alt" tag is not advised or teams of
Accessibility ninjas will descend on you. Just saying.
Whither you attach thumbnails or not is up to you. Probably best to
send in the highest quality original and let downstream systems handle
the thumbnails.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I used txt2tags (http://txt2tags.org/) at Ken's recommendation. I then
created images and their thumbnails and included them thus:
[[./thumb.NERDTree.png] ./NERDTree.png]
Dave

Ahh yes I've been meaning to talk to you about that :)
txt2tags is fine if you don't know html, but it will add an additional

processing step and that means a delay in getting it processed. So if
you know basic (x)html use that. If you're only using one link then use
TXT and the link tag. Avoid using javascript as that will definitely put
you in the "this will need to be checked" corner.
Ken.

From: NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 09:26:18 -0400
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.9.1.16) Gecko/20120726 Icedove/3.0.11
-----BEGIN PGP SIGNED MESSAGE----Hash: SHA1
On 14/10/12 02:39, Ken Fallon wrote:
> On Sat, 13 Oct 2012 20:59:11 -0400
> NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net> wrote:
>
> Thanks a million - What's the priority ?
>
> Ken.
>
Its nothing time sensitive. Heck, we're talking
about a system/network thats been around since 1987. ;)
No rush,
b
-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE----Version: GnuPG v1.4.10 (GNU/Linux)
Comment: Using GnuPG with Mozilla - http://enigmail.mozdev.org/
iQEcBAEBAgAGBQJQer16AAoJEItI30RR73VOPZEIAJN1hNflHvK/2EF2tMBlrA9n
sICMVR26a2nbzNDmF2lcqioOgUnEPkaARUVe7K3oLzfp+1/fVlWAVjnph7SSy8Ay
U8n+eUHYw7uDmaB6I542rr4j/bICC3QftBa4v7d7Eac4VkhMCNkgPbIekpvsjISV
BfMkEir4tJB1tZnw2hQtCXnt87lMem2lBniyLy8uIDIhC5+r5l0NaLbY2dkPRycl
igQ7hsu7fCjq1Keba2VAsUywoNzUEI1gdOMolCLbKEN1nGUTYjAJvULee9PP1RY1
W3QRr4D04K+s87s4x26ST31qvVwqnM3pyFj6ND8NO7tTJWR7oVtyZghOi1THs6o=
=3X6w
-----END PGP SIGNATURE-----

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] More Shows
Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 15:52:19 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Sun, 14 Oct 2012 09:26:18 -0400
NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

Its nothing time sensitive. Heck, we're talking
about a system/network thats been around since 1987. ;)
No rush,
b

OK Great to hear. If it's ok then I'll put it in the "Low" priority
queue so if there are a lot of shows it could be a while before it's
aired.
Give me a shout if you get tired of waiting and I'll pop it back up :)
Ken.

From: Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 13:22:16 -0500
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Since I am partially responsible for starting the debate on the list on how
to revise scheduling, I didn't want to weigh in until I thought I could
propose a simple solution. There has been a lot of great thought put into
what's been proposed but some of it has seemed unnecessarily convoluted to
me.
What I would put forward instead is a goal (not a hard and fast rule, to
give us flexibility) that in a given four week period, at least ten shows
should be draw from the regular queue. The window wouldn't have to be
sliding, that is to say if the last two weeks in July are dominated by
interviews and talks from SELF, and the first two weeks of August is all
stuff from Oggcamp,that would be OK as long as the first two weeks of July
and the last two of August had a "normal" amount of shows from the
"regular" feed, and I'm not arguing to bump LItS or TGTM to make it
happen. (For a while, it seemed we were lucky if shows in the regular feed
moved up once a week.) Ten shows doesn't even have to be a hard and fast
rule, especially if we have syndicated content waiting and the contributor
queue is getting short. I think this will also promote variety in the feed.
Second, on Atom format for the show notes. I think asking for manual HTML
encoding in the show notes (as opposed to "save as html") may discourage
some contributors with only basic web development skills (is there an
WYSIWYG edit that saves in that format?) or who might skip notes altogether
when they are short on time. I think this is something I could learn, if
only someone could record a tutorial :)
On Sun, Oct 14, 2012 at 2:00 PM, <hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Send Hpr mailing list submissions to
hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org
You can reach the person managing the list at
hpr-owner@hackerpublicradio.org
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of Hpr digest..."
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

images (sigflup synasloble)
Re: images (Dave Morriss)
Re: Please send in more shows (Patrick Dailey)
Re: images (Ken Fallon)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 18:11:31 -0500

> From: sigflup synasloble <pantsbutt@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: [Hpr] images
> Message-ID:
>
<CAMpyD0=
> VAmDbR3pUccazF2F_+9wYJFTfCvrHX34RA4dYQ25dLw@mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
> What's the best way to include images in show notes?
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/attachments/20121013/
d6624e85/attachment-0001.html
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 2
> Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 00:19:04 +0100
> From: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] images
> Message-ID: <5079F6E8.8050605@gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
>
> On 14/10/12 00:11, sigflup synasloble wrote:
> > What's the best way to include images in show notes?
>
> I used txt2tags (http://txt2tags.org/) at Ken's recommendation. I then
> created images and their thumbnails and included them thus:
>
> [[./thumb.NERDTree.png] ./NERDTree.png]
>
> Dave
>
> -> David Morriss, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com
>
>
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 3
> Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 19:43:49 -0400
> From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] Please send in more shows
> Message-ID:
>
<CAHHhTUxQMewMFTr1fvLufkB3A-pwvX2YsTV2MBi0OPQa7F3=
> hw@mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
> In addition to what Ken said here, I'll add that collaborative shows are a
> great way to participate. If your sound system is working well enough for
> you to record your voice into Audacity, then it's very likely that Mumble
> will just work for you. The very cool people over at Linux Basix (
> www.linuxbasix.com ) have made their mumble server available to us, and
> even have a dedicated HPR room on there. Look for the section titled
> "Mumble settings" in the lower right hand part of the page for the server
> details.
>
> You could do a show with a friend regardless of where in the world either

> of you are, and there are probably dozens of experienced HPR hosts who
> would be willing to do a collaborative show with a first time host. I know
> I'm always up for doing a show that I don't have to edit. For me podcasting
> is a lot of fun, but it's always more fun when I'm sharing it.
>
>
> ---------- Forwarded message --------->
> > From: Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie>
> > To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> > Cc:
> > Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 09:01:02 +0200
> > Subject: [Hpr] Please send in more shows
> > Hi All,
> >
> > Speaking with Pokey, I think the message has been diluted so let me ask
> > again.
> >
> > "PLEASE SEND IN MORE SHOWS"
> >
> > We need you to send in 'regular' priority shows.
> >
> > We need you to send in 'backup' shows that we can put out when we are
> > low. Just add the priority you're happy with in the show notes.
> >
> > Anyone that can't think of a show topic, contact us via the links
> > on the main page and we'll find something for you to talk about.
> >
> > Ken.
> >
>
>
> -> Thank You,
> Patrick Dailey
>
> Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
> hipster device.
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/
attachments/20121013/12da4d60/attachment-0001.html
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 4
> Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 09:43:54 +0200
> From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] images
> Message-ID: <20121014094354.18ef1855@dell>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
>
> On Sun, 14 Oct 2012 00:19:04 +0100
> Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > On 14/10/12 00:11, sigflup synasloble wrote:
> > > What's the best way to include images in show notes?
>
> The goal is to have everyone supply the show notes in Atom format.
> -------------------------------
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(http://www.atomenabled.org/developers/syndication/)
<title>, <summary>, <content>, and <rights> contain human-readable
text, usually in small quantities. The type attribute determines how
this information is encoded (default="text")
If type="text", then this element contains plain text with no entity
escaped html.
<title type="text">AT&amp;T bought by SBC!</title>
If type="html", then this element contains entity escaped html.
<title type="html">
AT&amp;amp;T bought &lt;b&gt;by SBC&lt;/b&gt;!
</title>
If type="xhtml", then this element contains inline xhtml, wrapped in a
div element.
<title type="xhtml">
<div xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
AT&amp;T bought <b>by SBC</b>!
</div>
</title>
------------------------------So depending on the one type you pick for the summary element, the
encoding will change. However it should be a regular html image link.
http://www.tizag.com/htmlT/images.php
Keep the images in the same directory and don't use any path.
<img src="big-xyz.jpg" alt="Photo of XYZ" title="XYZ">
Although optional, skipping the "alt" tag is not advised or teams of
Accessibility ninjas will descend on you. Just saying.
Whither you attach thumbnails or not is up to you. Probably best to
send in the highest quality original and let downstream systems handle
the thumbnails.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I used txt2tags (http://txt2tags.org/) at Ken's recommendation. I then
created images and their thumbnails and included them thus:
[[./thumb.NERDTree.png] ./NERDTree.png]
Dave

Ahh yes I've been meaning to talk to you about that :)
txt2tags is fine if you don't know html, but it will add an additional
processing step and that means a delay in getting it processed. So if
you know basic (x)html use that. If you're only using one link then use
TXT and the link tag. Avoid using javascript as that will definitely put
you in the "this will need to be checked" corner.
Ken.
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>
>

-----------------------------_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
End of Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
***********************************

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 13:22:16 -0500
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Since I am partially responsible for starting the debate on the list on how
to revise scheduling, I didn't want to weigh in until I thought I could
propose a simple solution. There has been a lot of great thought put into
what's been proposed but some of it has seemed unnecessarily convoluted to
me.
What I would put forward instead is a goal (not a hard and fast rule, to
give us flexibility) that in a given four week period, at least ten shows
should be draw from the regular queue. The window wouldn't have to be
sliding, that is to say if the last two weeks in July are dominated by
interviews and talks from SELF, and the first two weeks of August is all
stuff from Oggcamp,that would be OK as long as the first two weeks of July
and the last two of August had a "normal" amount of shows from the
"regular" feed, and I'm not arguing to bump LItS or TGTM to make it
happen. (For a while, it seemed we were lucky if shows in the regular feed
moved up once a week.) Ten shows doesn't even have to be a hard and fast
rule, especially if we have syndicated content waiting and the contributor
queue is getting short. I think this will also promote variety in the feed.
Second, on Atom format for the show notes. I think asking for manual HTML
encoding in the show notes (as opposed to "save as html") may discourage
some contributors with only basic web development skills (is there an
WYSIWYG edit that saves in that format?) or who might skip notes altogether
when they are short on time. I think this is something I could learn, if
only someone could record a tutorial :)
On Sun, Oct 14, 2012 at 2:00 PM, <hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org> wrote:
>
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>

Send Hpr mailing list submissions to
hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org
You can reach the person managing the list at
hpr-owner@hackerpublicradio.org
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of Hpr digest..."
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

images (sigflup synasloble)
Re: images (Dave Morriss)
Re: Please send in more shows (Patrick Dailey)
Re: images (Ken Fallon)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 18:11:31 -0500

> From: sigflup synasloble <pantsbutt@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: [Hpr] images
> Message-ID:
>
<CAMpyD0=
> VAmDbR3pUccazF2F_+9wYJFTfCvrHX34RA4dYQ25dLw@mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
> What's the best way to include images in show notes?
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/attachments/20121013/
d6624e85/attachment-0001.html
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 2
> Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 00:19:04 +0100
> From: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] images
> Message-ID: <5079F6E8.8050605@gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
>
> On 14/10/12 00:11, sigflup synasloble wrote:
> > What's the best way to include images in show notes?
>
> I used txt2tags (http://txt2tags.org/) at Ken's recommendation. I then
> created images and their thumbnails and included them thus:
>
> [[./thumb.NERDTree.png] ./NERDTree.png]
>
> Dave
>
> -> David Morriss, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com
>
>
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 3
> Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 19:43:49 -0400
> From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] Please send in more shows
> Message-ID:
>
<CAHHhTUxQMewMFTr1fvLufkB3A-pwvX2YsTV2MBi0OPQa7F3=
> hw@mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
> In addition to what Ken said here, I'll add that collaborative shows are a
> great way to participate. If your sound system is working well enough for
> you to record your voice into Audacity, then it's very likely that Mumble
> will just work for you. The very cool people over at Linux Basix (
> www.linuxbasix.com ) have made their mumble server available to us, and
> even have a dedicated HPR room on there. Look for the section titled
> "Mumble settings" in the lower right hand part of the page for the server
> details.
>
> You could do a show with a friend regardless of where in the world either

> of you are, and there are probably dozens of experienced HPR hosts who
> would be willing to do a collaborative show with a first time host. I know
> I'm always up for doing a show that I don't have to edit. For me podcasting
> is a lot of fun, but it's always more fun when I'm sharing it.
>
>
> ---------- Forwarded message --------->
> > From: Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie>
> > To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> > Cc:
> > Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 09:01:02 +0200
> > Subject: [Hpr] Please send in more shows
> > Hi All,
> >
> > Speaking with Pokey, I think the message has been diluted so let me ask
> > again.
> >
> > "PLEASE SEND IN MORE SHOWS"
> >
> > We need you to send in 'regular' priority shows.
> >
> > We need you to send in 'backup' shows that we can put out when we are
> > low. Just add the priority you're happy with in the show notes.
> >
> > Anyone that can't think of a show topic, contact us via the links
> > on the main page and we'll find something for you to talk about.
> >
> > Ken.
> >
>
>
> -> Thank You,
> Patrick Dailey
>
> Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
> hipster device.
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/
attachments/20121013/12da4d60/attachment-0001.html
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 4
> Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 09:43:54 +0200
> From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] images
> Message-ID: <20121014094354.18ef1855@dell>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
>
> On Sun, 14 Oct 2012 00:19:04 +0100
> Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > On 14/10/12 00:11, sigflup synasloble wrote:
> > > What's the best way to include images in show notes?
>
> The goal is to have everyone supply the show notes in Atom format.
> -------------------------------
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(http://www.atomenabled.org/developers/syndication/)
<title>, <summary>, <content>, and <rights> contain human-readable
text, usually in small quantities. The type attribute determines how
this information is encoded (default="text")
If type="text", then this element contains plain text with no entity
escaped html.
<title type="text">AT&amp;T bought by SBC!</title>
If type="html", then this element contains entity escaped html.
<title type="html">
AT&amp;amp;T bought &lt;b&gt;by SBC&lt;/b&gt;!
</title>
If type="xhtml", then this element contains inline xhtml, wrapped in a
div element.
<title type="xhtml">
<div xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
AT&amp;T bought <b>by SBC</b>!
</div>
</title>
------------------------------So depending on the one type you pick for the summary element, the
encoding will change. However it should be a regular html image link.
http://www.tizag.com/htmlT/images.php
Keep the images in the same directory and don't use any path.
<img src="big-xyz.jpg" alt="Photo of XYZ" title="XYZ">
Although optional, skipping the "alt" tag is not advised or teams of
Accessibility ninjas will descend on you. Just saying.
Whither you attach thumbnails or not is up to you. Probably best to
send in the highest quality original and let downstream systems handle
the thumbnails.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I used txt2tags (http://txt2tags.org/) at Ken's recommendation. I then
created images and their thumbnails and included them thus:
[[./thumb.NERDTree.png] ./NERDTree.png]
Dave

Ahh yes I've been meaning to talk to you about that :)
txt2tags is fine if you don't know html, but it will add an additional
processing step and that means a delay in getting it processed. So if
you know basic (x)html use that. If you're only using one link then use
TXT and the link tag. Avoid using javascript as that will definitely put
you in the "this will need to be checked" corner.
Ken.
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-----------------------------_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
End of Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
***********************************

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com>
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 22:59:56 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Hi 5150,
This is not the first time and definitely wont be the last time that
this topic has been discussed. I am very glad that you have pointed
out a failing of the currently agreed rules for posting shows. No less
than three shows posted in the last week made mention of "upcoming
events" that had well and truly passed. These hosts had a reasonable
expectation of when their show would be posted and we missed that by
several months in some cases. So the rules as agreed on this list and
described here http://hackerpublicradio.org/calendar.php are not
working in their current form.
On Mon, Oct 15, 2012 at 8:22 PM, Fifty OneFifty
<fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com> wrote:
> Since I am partially responsible for starting the debate on the list on how
> to revise scheduling, I didn't want to weigh in until I thought I could
> propose a simple solution. There has been a lot of great thought put into
> what's been proposed but some of it has seemed unnecessarily convoluted to
> me.
We could also release shows as we get them but that will result in a
feast and famine situation, that in my opinion, doesn't build trust in
the network. So if we are going to regulate the release of shows then
we need rules not guidelines. Hacker Public Radio is a peer network
where every member has the same say as anyone else. It's important
therefore that the shows are released based on a transparent set of
rules that are documented and that are not seen to be favouring
anyone. So two years ago we decided on a set of fair rules and we
documented that and we post according to those rules. That way no
matter who posts the next show (human or machine) it is posted because
of a queueing order decided by the HPR community and not by personal
preference.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

What I would put forward instead is a goal (not a hard and fast rule, to
give us flexibility) that in a given four week period, at least ten shows
should be draw from the regular queue. The window wouldn't have to be
sliding, that is to say if the last two weeks in July are dominated by
interviews and talks from SELF, and the first two weeks of August is all
stuff from Oggcamp,that would be OK as long as the first two weeks of July
and the last two of August had a "normal" amount of shows from the "regular"
feed, and I'm not arguing to bump LItS or TGTM to make it happen. (For a
while, it seemed we were lucky if shows in the regular feed moved up once a
week.) Ten shows doesn't even have to be a hard and fast rule, especially
if we have syndicated content waiting and the contributor queue is getting
short. I think this will also promote variety in the feed.

I would like to hear everyones suggestion on how we can improve the
scheduling rules but remember that when you formulate them, that given
the same set of input, the output should be identical no matter who or
what processed it.
>
>
>
>
>

Second, on Atom format for the show notes. I think asking for manual HTML
encoding in the show notes (as opposed to "save as html") may discourage
some contributors with only basic web development skills (is there an
WYSIWYG edit that saves in that format?) or who might skip notes altogether

> when they are short on time. I think this is something I could learn, if
> only someone could record a tutorial :)
The atom format will only be used by people wanting to submit their
own custom atom feed. The intention is to have a html form on the
website, and it is this form that would fill in the atom xml. You
should be able to paste in your html shownotes in there and have it
convert it to atom xml.
>
> On Sun, Oct 14, 2012 at 2:00 PM, <hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org> wrote:
>>
>> Send Hpr mailing list submissions to
>>
hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>>
>> To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
>>
>> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>>
>> or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
>>
hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org
>>
>> You can reach the person managing the list at
>>
hpr-owner@hackerpublicradio.org
>>
>> When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
>> than "Re: Contents of Hpr digest..."
>>
>>
>> Today's Topics:
>>
>>
1. images (sigflup synasloble)
>>
2. Re: images (Dave Morriss)
>>
3. Re: Please send in more shows (Patrick Dailey)
>>
4. Re: images (Ken Fallon)
>>
>>
>> --------------------------------------------------------------------->>
>> Message: 1
>> Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 18:11:31 -0500
>> From: sigflup synasloble <pantsbutt@gmail.com>
>> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>> Subject: [Hpr] images
>> Message-ID:
>>
>> <CAMpyD0=VAmDbR3pUccazF2F_+9wYJFTfCvrHX34RA4dYQ25dLw@mail.gmail.com>
>> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>>
>> What's the best way to include images in show notes?
>> -------------- next part ------------->> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>> URL:
>> <http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/attachments/20121013/
d6624e85/attachment-0001.html>
>>
>> ----------------------------->>
>> Message: 2
>> Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 00:19:04 +0100
>> From: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
>> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>> Subject: Re: [Hpr] images
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>>
>>
>>

Message-ID: <5079F6E8.8050605@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
On 14/10/12 00:11, sigflup synasloble wrote:
> What's the best way to include images in show notes?
I used txt2tags (http://txt2tags.org/) at Ken's recommendation. I then
created images and their thumbnails and included them thus:
[[./thumb.NERDTree.png] ./NERDTree.png]
Dave
-David Morriss, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 19:43:49 -0400
From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Please send in more shows
Message-ID:
<CAHHhTUxQMewMFTr1fvLufkB3A-pwvX2YsTV2MBi0OPQa7F3=hw@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
In addition to what Ken said here, I'll add that collaborative shows are a
great way to participate. If your sound system is working well enough for
you to record your voice into Audacity, then it's very likely that Mumble
will just work for you. The very cool people over at Linux Basix (
www.linuxbasix.com ) have made their mumble server available to us, and
even have a dedicated HPR room on there. Look for the section titled
"Mumble settings" in the lower right hand part of the page for the server
details.
You could do a show with a friend regardless of where in the world either
of you are, and there are probably dozens of experienced HPR hosts who
would be willing to do a collaborative show with a first time host. I know
I'm always up for doing a show that I don't have to edit. For me
podcasting
is a lot of fun, but it's always more fun when I'm sharing it.
---------- Forwarded message --------->
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Cc:
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 09:01:02 +0200
Subject: [Hpr] Please send in more shows
Hi All,
Speaking with Pokey, I think the message has been diluted so let me ask
again.
"PLEASE SEND IN MORE SHOWS"
We need you to send in 'regular' priority shows.

>> > We need you to send in 'backup' shows that we can put out when we are
>> > low. Just add the priority you're happy with in the show notes.
>> >
>> > Anyone that can't think of a show topic, contact us via the links
>> > on the main page and we'll find something for you to talk about.
>> >
>> > Ken.
>> >
>>
>>
>> ->> Thank You,
>> Patrick Dailey
>>
>> Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
>> hipster device.
>> -------------- next part ------------->> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>> URL:
>> <http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/
attachments/20121013/12da4d60/attachment-0001.html>
>>
>> ----------------------------->>
>> Message: 4
>> Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 09:43:54 +0200
>> From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
>> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>> Subject: Re: [Hpr] images
>> Message-ID: <20121014094354.18ef1855@dell>
>> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
>>
>> On Sun, 14 Oct 2012 00:19:04 +0100
>> Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> > On 14/10/12 00:11, sigflup synasloble wrote:
>> > > What's the best way to include images in show notes?
>>
>> The goal is to have everyone supply the show notes in Atom format.
>> ------------------------------>> (http://www.atomenabled.org/developers/syndication/)
>> <title>, <summary>, <content>, and <rights> contain human-readable
>> text, usually in small quantities. The type attribute determines how
>> this information is encoded (default="text")
>>
>> If type="text", then this element contains plain text with no entity
>> escaped html.
>>
>> <title type="text">AT&amp;T bought by SBC!</title>
>> If type="html", then this element contains entity escaped html.
>>
>> <title type="html">
>>
AT&amp;amp;T bought &lt;b&gt;by SBC&lt;/b&gt;!
>> </title>
>> If type="xhtml", then this element contains inline xhtml, wrapped in a
>> div element.
>>
>> <title type="xhtml">
>>
<div xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
>>
AT&amp;T bought <b>by SBC</b>!
>>
</div>
>> </title>
>> -------------------------------

>>
>> So depending on the one type you pick for the summary element, the
>> encoding will change. However it should be a regular html image link.
>> http://www.tizag.com/htmlT/images.php
>>
>> Keep the images in the same directory and don't use any path.
>> <img src="big-xyz.jpg" alt="Photo of XYZ" title="XYZ">
>>
>> Although optional, skipping the "alt" tag is not advised or teams of
>> Accessibility ninjas will descend on you. Just saying.
>>
>> Whither you attach thumbnails or not is up to you. Probably best to
>> send in the highest quality original and let downstream systems handle
>> the thumbnails.
>>
>> >
>> > I used txt2tags (http://txt2tags.org/) at Ken's recommendation. I then
>> > created images and their thumbnails and included them thus:
>> >
>> > [[./thumb.NERDTree.png] ./NERDTree.png]
>> >
>> > Dave
>> >
>>
>> Ahh yes I've been meaning to talk to you about that :)
>> txt2tags is fine if you don't know html, but it will add an additional
>> processing step and that means a delay in getting it processed. So if
>> you know basic (x)html use that. If you're only using one link then use
>> TXT and the link tag. Avoid using javascript as that will definitely put
>> you in the "this will need to be checked" corner.
>>
>> Ken.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->>
>> _______________________________________________
>> Hpr mailing list
>> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>>
>>
>> End of Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
>> ***********************************
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org

http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com>
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 22:59:56 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Hi 5150,
This is not the first time and definitely wont be the last time that
this topic has been discussed. I am very glad that you have pointed
out a failing of the currently agreed rules for posting shows. No less
than three shows posted in the last week made mention of "upcoming
events" that had well and truly passed. These hosts had a reasonable
expectation of when their show would be posted and we missed that by
several months in some cases. So the rules as agreed on this list and
described here http://hackerpublicradio.org/calendar.php are not
working in their current form.
On Mon, Oct 15, 2012 at 8:22 PM, Fifty OneFifty
<fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com> wrote:
> Since I am partially responsible for starting the debate on the list on how
> to revise scheduling, I didn't want to weigh in until I thought I could
> propose a simple solution. There has been a lot of great thought put into
> what's been proposed but some of it has seemed unnecessarily convoluted to
> me.
We could also release shows as we get them but that will result in a
feast and famine situation, that in my opinion, doesn't build trust in
the network. So if we are going to regulate the release of shows then
we need rules not guidelines. Hacker Public Radio is a peer network
where every member has the same say as anyone else. It's important
therefore that the shows are released based on a transparent set of
rules that are documented and that are not seen to be favouring
anyone. So two years ago we decided on a set of fair rules and we
documented that and we post according to those rules. That way no
matter who posts the next show (human or machine) it is posted because
of a queueing order decided by the HPR community and not by personal
preference.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

What I would put forward instead is a goal (not a hard and fast rule, to
give us flexibility) that in a given four week period, at least ten shows
should be draw from the regular queue. The window wouldn't have to be
sliding, that is to say if the last two weeks in July are dominated by
interviews and talks from SELF, and the first two weeks of August is all
stuff from Oggcamp,that would be OK as long as the first two weeks of July
and the last two of August had a "normal" amount of shows from the "regular"
feed, and I'm not arguing to bump LItS or TGTM to make it happen. (For a
while, it seemed we were lucky if shows in the regular feed moved up once a
week.) Ten shows doesn't even have to be a hard and fast rule, especially
if we have syndicated content waiting and the contributor queue is getting
short. I think this will also promote variety in the feed.

I would like to hear everyones suggestion on how we can improve the
scheduling rules but remember that when you formulate them, that given
the same set of input, the output should be identical no matter who or
what processed it.
>
>
>
>
>

Second, on Atom format for the show notes. I think asking for manual HTML
encoding in the show notes (as opposed to "save as html") may discourage
some contributors with only basic web development skills (is there an
WYSIWYG edit that saves in that format?) or who might skip notes altogether

> when they are short on time. I think this is something I could learn, if
> only someone could record a tutorial :)
The atom format will only be used by people wanting to submit their
own custom atom feed. The intention is to have a html form on the
website, and it is this form that would fill in the atom xml. You
should be able to paste in your html shownotes in there and have it
convert it to atom xml.
>
> On Sun, Oct 14, 2012 at 2:00 PM, <hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org> wrote:
>>
>> Send Hpr mailing list submissions to
>>
hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>>
>> To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
>>
>> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>>
>> or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
>>
hpr-request@hackerpublicradio.org
>>
>> You can reach the person managing the list at
>>
hpr-owner@hackerpublicradio.org
>>
>> When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
>> than "Re: Contents of Hpr digest..."
>>
>>
>> Today's Topics:
>>
>>
1. images (sigflup synasloble)
>>
2. Re: images (Dave Morriss)
>>
3. Re: Please send in more shows (Patrick Dailey)
>>
4. Re: images (Ken Fallon)
>>
>>
>> --------------------------------------------------------------------->>
>> Message: 1
>> Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 18:11:31 -0500
>> From: sigflup synasloble <pantsbutt@gmail.com>
>> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>> Subject: [Hpr] images
>> Message-ID:
>>
>> <CAMpyD0=VAmDbR3pUccazF2F_+9wYJFTfCvrHX34RA4dYQ25dLw@mail.gmail.com>
>> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>>
>> What's the best way to include images in show notes?
>> -------------- next part ------------->> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>> URL:
>> <http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/attachments/20121013/
d6624e85/attachment-0001.html>
>>
>> ----------------------------->>
>> Message: 2
>> Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 00:19:04 +0100
>> From: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
>> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>> Subject: Re: [Hpr] images

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Message-ID: <5079F6E8.8050605@gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
On 14/10/12 00:11, sigflup synasloble wrote:
> What's the best way to include images in show notes?
I used txt2tags (http://txt2tags.org/) at Ken's recommendation. I then
created images and their thumbnails and included them thus:
[[./thumb.NERDTree.png] ./NERDTree.png]
Dave
-David Morriss, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 19:43:49 -0400
From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Please send in more shows
Message-ID:
<CAHHhTUxQMewMFTr1fvLufkB3A-pwvX2YsTV2MBi0OPQa7F3=hw@mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
In addition to what Ken said here, I'll add that collaborative shows are a
great way to participate. If your sound system is working well enough for
you to record your voice into Audacity, then it's very likely that Mumble
will just work for you. The very cool people over at Linux Basix (
www.linuxbasix.com ) have made their mumble server available to us, and
even have a dedicated HPR room on there. Look for the section titled
"Mumble settings" in the lower right hand part of the page for the server
details.
You could do a show with a friend regardless of where in the world either
of you are, and there are probably dozens of experienced HPR hosts who
would be willing to do a collaborative show with a first time host. I know
I'm always up for doing a show that I don't have to edit. For me
podcasting
is a lot of fun, but it's always more fun when I'm sharing it.
---------- Forwarded message --------->
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Cc:
Date: Sat, 13 Oct 2012 09:01:02 +0200
Subject: [Hpr] Please send in more shows
Hi All,
Speaking with Pokey, I think the message has been diluted so let me ask
again.
"PLEASE SEND IN MORE SHOWS"
We need you to send in 'regular' priority shows.

>> > We need you to send in 'backup' shows that we can put out when we are
>> > low. Just add the priority you're happy with in the show notes.
>> >
>> > Anyone that can't think of a show topic, contact us via the links
>> > on the main page and we'll find something for you to talk about.
>> >
>> > Ken.
>> >
>>
>>
>> ->> Thank You,
>> Patrick Dailey
>>
>> Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
>> hipster device.
>> -------------- next part ------------->> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>> URL:
>> <http://hackerpublicradio.org/pipermail/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org/
attachments/20121013/12da4d60/attachment-0001.html>
>>
>> ----------------------------->>
>> Message: 4
>> Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 09:43:54 +0200
>> From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
>> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>> Subject: Re: [Hpr] images
>> Message-ID: <20121014094354.18ef1855@dell>
>> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
>>
>> On Sun, 14 Oct 2012 00:19:04 +0100
>> Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> > On 14/10/12 00:11, sigflup synasloble wrote:
>> > > What's the best way to include images in show notes?
>>
>> The goal is to have everyone supply the show notes in Atom format.
>> ------------------------------>> (http://www.atomenabled.org/developers/syndication/)
>> <title>, <summary>, <content>, and <rights> contain human-readable
>> text, usually in small quantities. The type attribute determines how
>> this information is encoded (default="text")
>>
>> If type="text", then this element contains plain text with no entity
>> escaped html.
>>
>> <title type="text">AT&amp;T bought by SBC!</title>
>> If type="html", then this element contains entity escaped html.
>>
>> <title type="html">
>>
AT&amp;amp;T bought &lt;b&gt;by SBC&lt;/b&gt;!
>> </title>
>> If type="xhtml", then this element contains inline xhtml, wrapped in a
>> div element.
>>
>> <title type="xhtml">
>>
<div xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
>>
AT&amp;T bought <b>by SBC</b>!
>>
</div>
>> </title>
>> -------------------------------

>>
>> So depending on the one type you pick for the summary element, the
>> encoding will change. However it should be a regular html image link.
>> http://www.tizag.com/htmlT/images.php
>>
>> Keep the images in the same directory and don't use any path.
>> <img src="big-xyz.jpg" alt="Photo of XYZ" title="XYZ">
>>
>> Although optional, skipping the "alt" tag is not advised or teams of
>> Accessibility ninjas will descend on you. Just saying.
>>
>> Whither you attach thumbnails or not is up to you. Probably best to
>> send in the highest quality original and let downstream systems handle
>> the thumbnails.
>>
>> >
>> > I used txt2tags (http://txt2tags.org/) at Ken's recommendation. I then
>> > created images and their thumbnails and included them thus:
>> >
>> > [[./thumb.NERDTree.png] ./NERDTree.png]
>> >
>> > Dave
>> >
>>
>> Ahh yes I've been meaning to talk to you about that :)
>> txt2tags is fine if you don't know html, but it will add an additional
>> processing step and that means a delay in getting it processed. So if
>> you know basic (x)html use that. If you're only using one link then use
>> TXT and the link tag. Avoid using javascript as that will definitely put
>> you in the "this will need to be checked" corner.
>>
>> Ken.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ----------------------------->>
>> _______________________________________________
>> Hpr mailing list
>> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>>
>>
>> End of Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
>> ***********************************
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org

http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org, Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 22:22:33 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
On Mon, Oct 15, 2012 at 9:59 PM, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > Second, on Atom format for the show notes. I think asking for manual HTML
> > encoding in the show notes (as opposed to "save as html") may discourage
> > some contributors with only basic web development skills (is there an
> > WYSIWYG edit that saves in that format?) or who might skip notes
> altogether
> > when they are short on time. I think this is something I could learn, if
> > only someone could record a tutorial :)
>
> The atom format will only be used by people wanting to submit their
> own custom atom feed. The intention is to have a html form on the
> website, and it is this form that would fill in the atom xml. You
> should be able to paste in your html shownotes in there and have it
> convert it to atom xml.
>
>
Hi guys
I'm a great believer in the KISS philosophy (Keep It Simple Stupid!) so why
are we putting barriers in the way when it comes show notes? ATOM format?
XML? Excuse me - what are you talking about! If you are trying to attract
new contributors like me, then we need to keep it simple. Speaking from
experience, it's not obvious how I should go about putting show notes
together and getting them to HPR (unless of course I have missed a very
obvious link on the HPR contribute pages!). I just want to be able to write
my notes in a simple format and be able to upload/attach them to an email
as a doc or txt file.
I have the format/idea/outline for a show, and home-life permitting I
should be able to get it recorded tomorrow. If you think that I have
procrastinated long and hard over what to record as an episode, then that's
nothing compared to trying to work out how to upload show notes with my
episode. :(
Cheers
Becky Newborough
_______________________________________________
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From: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org, Fifty OneFifty <fiftyonefifty@linuxbasement.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 22:22:33 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
On Mon, Oct 15, 2012 at 9:59 PM, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > Second, on Atom format for the show notes. I think asking for manual HTML
> > encoding in the show notes (as opposed to "save as html") may discourage
> > some contributors with only basic web development skills (is there an
> > WYSIWYG edit that saves in that format?) or who might skip notes
> altogether
> > when they are short on time. I think this is something I could learn, if
> > only someone could record a tutorial :)
>
> The atom format will only be used by people wanting to submit their
> own custom atom feed. The intention is to have a html form on the
> website, and it is this form that would fill in the atom xml. You
> should be able to paste in your html shownotes in there and have it
> convert it to atom xml.
>
>
Hi guys
I'm a great believer in the KISS philosophy (Keep It Simple Stupid!) so why
are we putting barriers in the way when it comes show notes? ATOM format?
XML? Excuse me - what are you talking about! If you are trying to attract
new contributors like me, then we need to keep it simple. Speaking from
experience, it's not obvious how I should go about putting show notes
together and getting them to HPR (unless of course I have missed a very
obvious link on the HPR contribute pages!). I just want to be able to write
my notes in a simple format and be able to upload/attach them to an email
as a doc or txt file.
I have the format/idea/outline for a show, and home-life permitting I
should be able to get it recorded tomorrow. If you think that I have
procrastinated long and hard over what to record as an episode, then that's
nothing compared to trying to work out how to upload show notes with my
episode. :(
Cheers
Becky Newborough
_______________________________________________
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From: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] Atom feed/show submission
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 18:14:09 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: KMail/4.9.2 (Linux/3.6.2-1-ARCH; KDE/4.9.2; x86_64; ; )
DISCLAIMER: I've only submitted twice now, so I could be completely full of crap
here, in which case somebody please correct me. Meanwhile though...
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'm a great believer in the KISS philosophy (Keep It Simple Stupid!) so why
are we putting barriers in the way when it comes show notes? ATOM format?
XML? Excuse me - what are you talking about! If you are trying to attract
new contributors like me, then we need to keep it simple. Speaking from
experience, it's not obvious how I should go about putting show notes
together and getting them to HPR (unless of course I have missed a very
obvious link on the HPR contribute pages!). I just want to be able to write
my notes in a simple format and be able to upload/attach them to an email
as a doc or txt file.

I think you may be mixing up the development discussion relating to HPR's
server with what contributors actually have to do - we definitely DO want to
make it simpler! What we're talking about in this case is something we
want to have that will provide a simple web-based form that will guide
a submitter to what information HPR needs, so that it can then automatically
turn that information into the well-structured format that the feed needs to be
in for all the feed readers.
All the Atom/XML stuff relates to what the server end will be doing, not
what contributors have to directly deal with (except me, since I foolhardily
volunteered!). For now, the show notes should still just be a plain text file
like this (quoted from the README hidden on the ftp site...I thought it was
just buried in an inobvious part of the website but I can't find it, so maybe
not...)
(quoted part follows)
-----------------FILENAME:
The format for your files can be anything you like but
please try and keep the same filename the same and change
the extensions of the audio and shownotes. In general a
good naming convention is your name or handle followed
by the show title and then extension.
Eg:
my-name_this-show-is-about.wav
my-name_this-show-is-about.html
METADATA TAGS:
The format of the ID3/OGG tags should be:
TITLE
{Your show title}
ALBUM
"Hacker Public Radio"
ARTIST {Your name/handle}
GENRE
"Podcast"
COMMENT "http://hackerpublicradio.org"
{Then the shownotes}
SHOWNOTES:
To make life easier for us when we are posting could you
please upload a file with your show. We will use this
information to fill out the website. The file can be
a txt or a very basic html page:
o It should have the same name as your show but

with the ".txt" or ".html" extension
o The first line should contain your name or handle. If
you have released a show before this should be
*exactly* the same as on:
http://hackerpublicradio.org/correspondents.php
o The second line should contain a the title of your show.
o The third line should be the series name or just leave
it blank. If you have released a show before this should
be *exactly* the same as on:
http://hackerpublicradio.org/series.php
o The remaining text can be any other text you like and
may include html markup.
o If you have additional slides or attachments we will
try and facilitate hosting those as well.
-----------------------------(end of quoted part)
As an example, I'll attach the text file I uploaded with my own recent submission.
The HTML markup I'm using is entirely optional, it's just that a lot of people like
to take advantage of it. Plain text should be just fine, too. I think the "metadata tags"
stuff is still optional too - someone on the HPR end can handle that while encoding
the files for the feed, I think (and if not, I'll volunteer).
>
>
>
>
>

I have the format/idea/outline for a show, and home-life permitting I
should be able to get it recorded tomorrow. If you think that I have
procrastinated long and hard over what to record as an episode, then that's
nothing compared to trying to work out how to upload show notes with my
episode. :(

Right now, the process is more or less "send an email saying you've got it recorded
and asking for the ftp server login and password, then use that to upload the audio
and the text file", which ends up being pretty simple once you've gone thorugh it,
but isn't necessarily obvious.
I believe the goal is to turn the whole submission process into
a web based form where you can enter the relevant information, shownotes, etc.
and upload the original audio file to be processed for the queue - at least, that's one
of the things I'm trying to work on myself.
[Epicanis_In-Defense-of-Media-Freetardation.txt

text/plain (1780 bytes)]

_______________________________________________
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From: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] Atom feed/show submission
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 18:14:09 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: KMail/4.9.2 (Linux/3.6.2-1-ARCH; KDE/4.9.2; x86_64; ; )
DISCLAIMER: I've only submitted twice now, so I could be completely full of crap
here, in which case somebody please correct me. Meanwhile though...
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'm a great believer in the KISS philosophy (Keep It Simple Stupid!) so why
are we putting barriers in the way when it comes show notes? ATOM format?
XML? Excuse me - what are you talking about! If you are trying to attract
new contributors like me, then we need to keep it simple. Speaking from
experience, it's not obvious how I should go about putting show notes
together and getting them to HPR (unless of course I have missed a very
obvious link on the HPR contribute pages!). I just want to be able to write
my notes in a simple format and be able to upload/attach them to an email
as a doc or txt file.

I think you may be mixing up the development discussion relating to HPR's
server with what contributors actually have to do - we definitely DO want to
make it simpler! What we're talking about in this case is something we
want to have that will provide a simple web-based form that will guide
a submitter to what information HPR needs, so that it can then automatically
turn that information into the well-structured format that the feed needs to be
in for all the feed readers.
All the Atom/XML stuff relates to what the server end will be doing, not
what contributors have to directly deal with (except me, since I foolhardily
volunteered!). For now, the show notes should still just be a plain text file
like this (quoted from the README hidden on the ftp site...I thought it was
just buried in an inobvious part of the website but I can't find it, so maybe
not...)
(quoted part follows)
-----------------FILENAME:
The format for your files can be anything you like but
please try and keep the same filename the same and change
the extensions of the audio and shownotes. In general a
good naming convention is your name or handle followed
by the show title and then extension.
Eg:
my-name_this-show-is-about.wav
my-name_this-show-is-about.html
METADATA TAGS:
The format of the ID3/OGG tags should be:
TITLE
{Your show title}
ALBUM
"Hacker Public Radio"
ARTIST {Your name/handle}
GENRE
"Podcast"
COMMENT "http://hackerpublicradio.org"
{Then the shownotes}
SHOWNOTES:
To make life easier for us when we are posting could you
please upload a file with your show. We will use this
information to fill out the website. The file can be
a txt or a very basic html page:
o It should have the same name as your show but

with the ".txt" or ".html" extension
o The first line should contain your name or handle. If
you have released a show before this should be
*exactly* the same as on:
http://hackerpublicradio.org/correspondents.php
o The second line should contain a the title of your show.
o The third line should be the series name or just leave
it blank. If you have released a show before this should
be *exactly* the same as on:
http://hackerpublicradio.org/series.php
o The remaining text can be any other text you like and
may include html markup.
o If you have additional slides or attachments we will
try and facilitate hosting those as well.
-----------------------------(end of quoted part)
As an example, I'll attach the text file I uploaded with my own recent submission.
The HTML markup I'm using is entirely optional, it's just that a lot of people like
to take advantage of it. Plain text should be just fine, too. I think the "metadata tags"
stuff is still optional too - someone on the HPR end can handle that while encoding
the files for the feed, I think (and if not, I'll volunteer).
>
>
>
>
>

I have the format/idea/outline for a show, and home-life permitting I
should be able to get it recorded tomorrow. If you think that I have
procrastinated long and hard over what to record as an episode, then that's
nothing compared to trying to work out how to upload show notes with my
episode. :(

Right now, the process is more or less "send an email saying you've got it recorded
and asking for the ftp server login and password, then use that to upload the audio
and the text file", which ends up being pretty simple once you've gone thorugh it,
but isn't necessarily obvious.
I believe the goal is to turn the whole submission process into
a web based form where you can enter the relevant information, shownotes, etc.
and upload the original audio file to be processed for the queue - at least, that's one
of the things I'm trying to work on myself.
[Epicanis_In-Defense-of-Media-Freetardation.txt

text/plain (1780 bytes)]

_______________________________________________
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http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Atom feed/show submission
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 23:56:56 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64;
rv:16.0) Gecko/20121011 Thunderbird/16.0.1
On 15/10/12 23:14, epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
> I think you may be mixing up the development discussion relating to HPR's
> server with what contributors actually have to do - we definitely DO want to
> make it simpler! What we're talking about in this case is something we
> want to have that will provide a simple web-based form that will guide
> a submitter to what information HPR needs, so that it can then automatically
> turn that information into the well-structured format that the feed needs to be
> in for all the feed readers.
I must admit that I was surprised that Ken seemed to be asking
contributors to hand-craft Atom/XML. Using it in the background is a
fine idea, but this must be internal to the submission/scheduling system
in my view.
When I asked for advice on how to prepare show notes for my first show,
saying that I didn't want to hand-craft HTML, Ken suggested txt2tags
(http://txt2tags.org/). This lets you write very simple mark-up and
generates very clean HTML. It does need post-processing (proper "alt"
tags being one requirement), but not much I think.
I take the view that the simpler the mechanism the less error-prone it
is. Nobody should have to hand-craft HTML, any more than they should be
hand-crafting Postscript or PDF :-)
I submitted the audio, txt2tags input, HTML output and image files. I
put them together in a tar file for simplicity. I wish I'd seen the
README you cited beforehand, though I was fairly close.
Dave
-David Morriss, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com
_______________________________________________
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in my view.
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saying that I didn't want to hand-craft HTML, Ken suggested txt2tags
(http://txt2tags.org/). This lets you write very simple mark-up and
generates very clean HTML. It does need post-processing (proper "alt"
tags being one requirement), but not much I think.
I take the view that the simpler the mechanism the less error-prone it
is. Nobody should have to hand-craft HTML, any more than they should be
hand-crafting Postscript or PDF :-)
I submitted the audio, txt2tags input, HTML output and image files. I
put them together in a tar file for simplicity. I wish I'd seen the
README you cited beforehand, though I was fairly close.
Dave
-David Morriss, Scotland, UK | Dave.Morriss@gmail.com
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From: Klaatu <klaatu@straightedgelinux.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Atom feed/show submission
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 19:51:06 -0400
Reply-To: klaatu@straightedgelinux.com
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

On 15/10/12 23:14, epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
> I think you may be mixing up the development discussion relating to HPR's
> server with what contributors actually have to do - we definitely DO want
> to make it simpler! What we're talking about in this case is something
> we want to have that will provide a simple web-based form that will
> guide a submitter to what information HPR needs, so that it can then
> automatically turn that information into the well-structured format that
> the feed needs to be in for all the feed readers.
I must admit that I was surprised that Ken seemed to be asking
contributors to hand-craft Atom/XML. Using it in the background is a
fine idea, but this must be internal to the submission/scheduling system
in my view.
When I asked for advice on how to prepare show notes for my first show,
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(http://txt2tags.org/). This lets you write very simple mark-up and
generates very clean HTML. It does need post-processing (proper "alt"
tags being one requirement), but not much I think.
I take the view that the simpler the mechanism the less error-prone it
is. Nobody should have to hand-craft HTML, any more than they should be
hand-crafting Postscript or PDF :-)
I submitted the audio, txt2tags input, HTML output and image files. I
put them together in a tar file for simplicity. I wish I'd seen the
README you cited beforehand, though I was fairly close.
Dave

Hey everyone.
So, I was an admin for a while back when Enigma was doing an amazing job of
starting HPR out as a fledgling show. At that time, we suffered from exactly
what Ken has described: a feast and famine situation where for a week we had
more shows than we knew what to do with, and then nothing at all.
Ken's current solution, while possibly imperfect, has resulted in the most
consistent and steady output of HPR it has *ever* seen, ever. That's not just
a point of pride for HPR, it's also the way a podcast builds trust in an
audience, and keeps them coming back for more.
I don't mean to be the carmudgeonly old conservative here. Just relating my
experience, and what I think has worked best.
tldr:
My [humble] vote is to continue with Ken's current solution because it, unlike
previous models, has worked really well.
- klaatu
_______________________________________________
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From: Kevin O'Brien <zwilnik@zwilnik.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 21:52:11 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64;
rv:16.0) Gecko/20121011 Thunderbird/16.0.1
On 10/15/2012 04:59 PM, Ken Fallon wrote:
> Hi 5150,
>
> This is not the first time and definitely wont be the last time that
> this topic has been discussed. I am very glad that you have pointed
> out a failing of the currently agreed rules for posting shows. No less
> than three shows posted in the last week made mention of "upcoming
> events" that had well and truly passed. These hosts had a reasonable
> expectation of when their show would be posted and we missed that by
> several months in some cases. So the rules as agreed on this list and
> described here http://hackerpublicradio.org/calendar.php are not
> working in their current form.
>
I was one of the hosts, and it didn't really bother me. You might want
to keep in mind that no algorithm is always going to work, and there is
probably an 80/20 rule here. 20% of the good rules you can come up with
will get you 80% of the results you want, and adding more rules takes
more and more effort for less and less result. Since I don't think you
want to turn this int a full-time unpaid job, I'd be happy for this to
come out as "It mostly works, and when it doesn't, it's amusing."
Regards,
-Kevin B. O'Brien
zwilnik@zwilnik.com
http://google.me/+kevinobrien
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From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 15
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 07:04:12 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Mon, 15 Oct 2012 22:22:33 +0100
Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have the format/idea/outline for a show, and home-life permitting I
should be able to get it recorded tomorrow. If you think that I have
procrastinated long and hard over what to record as an episode, then
that's nothing compared to trying to work out how to upload show
notes with my episode. :(
Cheers
Becky Newborough

Just email the show as an attachment to admin@hackerpublicradio.org or
just pick up the phone and call 0203-432-5879 (that's a UK number) and
talk your show. Press the "#" when you are finished.
If you have shownotes write them in the email, if not I will listen to the
show and add them.
Ken.

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Atom feed/show submission
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 07:15:24 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Mon, 15 Oct 2012 23:56:56 +0100
Dave Morriss <dave.morriss@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>

I must admit that I was surprised that Ken seemed to be asking
contributors to hand-craft Atom/XML. Using it in the background is a
fine idea, but this must be internal to the submission/scheduling
system in my view.

We aim to make the contributions as accessible as possible to all our
community. For some it may be calling the phone numbers, of others
it's sending an email, more it's ftp, scp or even git. Whatever the
comfort level it's the job of the admins to make it as easy as possible
to accept shows.
I completely understand that Becky doesn't want to mess with Atom feeds
and she doen't have to but I can guarantee you that some people reading
this will want to.
Ken.
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and she doen't have to but I can guarantee you that some people reading
this will want to.
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From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Atom feed/show submission
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 10:48:29 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Mon, 15 Oct 2012 19:51:06 -0400, Klaatu <klaatu@straightedgelinux.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Ken's current solution, while possibly imperfect, has resulted in the
most
consistent and steady output of HPR it has *ever* seen, ever. That's
not just
a point of pride for HPR, it's also the way a podcast builds trust in an
audience, and keeps them coming back for more.

On the general issue of the scheduling rules, I am quite satisfied with
the current practice. Note that doesn't mean I'm always *happy* with it,
but it seems to be working.
I doubt that, in a volunteer community such as this, there is any system
that will keep everyone happy or will work perfectly all the time.
And Ken's guidance brought HPR back from what could have been its death
bed.
On Tue, 16 Oct 2012 01:15:24 -0400, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
wrote:
> I completely understand that Becky doesn't want to mess with Atom feeds
> and she doen't have to but I can guarantee you that some people reading
> this will want to.
I agree with Becky. I think the ATOM format could be a request, but
certainly should not be a requirement.
And I agree with Ken. I would be quite willing to submit show notes in
Atom format, because I would view it as a chance to learn something about
XML. But that's because I enjoy this stuff.
I know that Ken and the other admins do a tremendous amount of work behind
the scenes; if I can take some of the load off, I'm happy to.
What I would like to see, if we are making that a request (rather than a
*requirement*), is a nice sample document prepared by someone who knows
XML that could be used as a template, showing title, text, images,
quotations, and any other field that might appear in typical show notes.
Then producing ATOM show notes could become a simple drag-and-replace
editing process.
I recorded a little piece today. I will edit it and send it off tomorrow,
if all goes well (I think I do a better job of editing when I take a
break).
-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
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And I agree with Ken. I would be quite willing to submit show notes in
Atom format, because I would view it as a chance to learn something about
XML. But that's because I enjoy this stuff.
I know that Ken and the other admins do a tremendous amount of work behind
the scenes; if I can take some of the load off, I'm happy to.
What I would like to see, if we are making that a request (rather than a
*requirement*), is a nice sample document prepared by someone who knows
XML that could be used as a template, showing title, text, images,
quotations, and any other field that might appear in typical show notes.
Then producing ATOM show notes could become a simple drag-and-replace
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From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Atom feed/show submission
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 17:17:01 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Tue, 16 Oct 2012 10:48:29 -0400
"Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net> wrote:
> On the general issue of the scheduling rules, I am quite satisfied
> with the current practice. Note that doesn't mean I'm always *happy*
> with it, but it seems to be working.
I'm not happy with it which is why I'm proposing some changes that I
think will make a difference for the better.
I need to hear about it when people are unhappy otherwise we assume all
is well.
>
> I doubt that, in a volunteer community such as this, there is any
> system that will keep everyone happy or will work perfectly all the
> time.
As I just read on the Razor-qt mail list, the fact that this is a
volunteer community should have no bearing on the quality. I will
strive for perfection and not be satisfied with anything less.
> And I agree with Ken. I would be quite willing to submit show notes
> in Atom format, because I would view it as a chance to learn
> something about XML. But that's because I enjoy this stuff.
Exactly join the dev list.
> I recorded a little piece today. I will edit it and send it off
> tomorrow, if all goes well (I think I do a better job of editing when
> I take a break).
That is the best news I've heard - keep the shows coming and please add
the priority you would like to them
Ken.
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From: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Cc: Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Atom feed/show submission
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 21:59:13 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
On Tue, Oct 16, 2012 at 4:17 PM, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> That is the best news I've heard - keep the shows coming and please add
> the priority you would like to them
>
> Ken.
>
> My show has now been recorded and my slave monkey (commonly also known as
my husband, Philip!) is just doing the editing of it to add the intro &
outro clips in. Show notes are being written by me in html, and all files
will be sent to HPR via email.
I was really nervous recording the episode - I hope that doesn't come out
too much on the recording! :)
Cheers
Becky
_______________________________________________
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From: Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] My first brush with FLOSS
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 00:04:04 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
I've just uploaded another episode, "My First Brush with FLOSS: Doom" about
the open source engine behind the game Doom.
I really liked the punny title but as I was prepping it for upload I
thought maybe others could use the "First Brush with FLOSS" line for their
own shows. Talk about projects which introduced them to Free Software which
are maybe not so obvious or common.
My wife is in hospital this week waiting for the birth of our first child
so I've got a bit more free time on my hands. Got a couple more ideas for
shows and I feel better for making them than I do sitting watching the
telly on my own.
Be seeing you!
-Stephen Ward (AukonDK)
Admin - aukondk.com
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From: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
To: NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net>, Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Atom feed/show submission
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 23:12:00 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
On Tue, Oct 16, 2012 at 10:59 PM, NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Ha, you recorded one! Looking forward to hearing it! Your show might be
too large for an email attachment though. There is a FTP server. I could
give you the details... But, I don't want to step on any toes. Ask ken
he'll give you the contact info and password.
I just recorded and episode with Theru and Navigium. I think that will
put me up to around 5-6 HPR's. I'm not too sure I'm good at this. But,
its fun, and no one is stopping me. ;)
I'll keep an eye out for your episode,
b

It was only a little show of 11 mins (7mb) so went up via email ok my end
(i.e. it's not bounced back as undelivered)
I've told Philip that it is his turn to record one now - no pressure then!
Cheers
Becky
P.S Give our love to Windigo & MrsNYBill xx
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Atom feed/show submission
Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2012 22:32:41 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Tue, 16 Oct 2012 16:59:13 -0400, Rebecca Newborough
<bobobex@bobobex.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>

My show has now been recorded and my slave monkey (commonly also known
as my husband, Philip!) is just doing the editing of it to add the intro
& outro clips in. Show notes are being written by me in html, and all
files will be sent to HPR via email.

Congratulations.
It's a cinch you did better than I did my first time out.
-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: bobobex@bobobex.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Atom feed/show submission
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 06:35:29 +0200
On Tue, 16 Oct 2012 23:12:00 +0100
Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org> wrote:
> It was only a little show of 11 mins (7mb) so went up via email ok my
> end (i.e. it's not bounced back as undelivered)
Off List
I didn't get it yet. Can you ftp it to the server
ftp server: ftp.hackerpublicr
username: shows@hackerpublicradio.org
password: shows

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] FYI: Tuesday is Thursday this week
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 06:50:00 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Apparently my brain decided to release the Thursday show on Tuesday.
So rather than admit my mistake, I have officially declared that for
this week only Thursday will fall on a Tuesday. It's probably not
worth getting the ISO involved but I would appreciate it if you could
make the mental adjustment that is needed to accommodate that.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] FYI: Tuesday is Thursday this week
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 06:50:00 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Apparently my brain decided to release the Thursday show on Tuesday.
So rather than admit my mistake, I have officially declared that for
this week only Thursday will fall on a Tuesday. It's probably not
worth getting the ISO involved but I would appreciate it if you could
make the mental adjustment that is needed to accommodate that.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] FYI: Tuesday is Thursday this week
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 05:54:53 +0100
Sender: becky.newborough@gmail.com
On Oct 17, 2012 5:50 AM, "Ken Fallon" <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Apparently my brain decided to release the Thursday show on Tuesday.
>
> So rather than admit my mistake, I have officially declared that for
> this week only Thursday will fall on a Tuesday. It's probably not
> worth getting the ISO involved but I would appreciate it if you could
> make the mental adjustment that is needed to accommodate that.
>
Ha ha, now that is hilarious.
Nice one Ken! :-)
Becky

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] My first brush with FLOSS
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 11:18:20 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 00:04:04 +0200
Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com> wrote:
> I've just uploaded another episode, "My First Brush with FLOSS: Doom"
> about the open source engine behind the game Doom.
> I really liked the punny title but as I was prepping it for upload I
> thought maybe others could use the "First Brush with FLOSS" line for
> their own shows. Talk about projects which introduced them to Free
> Software which are maybe not so obvious or common.
We did have a series last year on the theme of "How I got into Linux"
but this is broader - I like it. If more people do it we'll add it as
a tag and if it becomes a bigger thing we move it to a series.
> My wife is in hospital this week waiting for the birth of our first
> child so I've got a bit more free time on my hands.
I feel I can represent the entire HPR community when we wish you all
the best of luck.
Ken.

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] My first brush with FLOSS
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 11:18:20 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 00:04:04 +0200
Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com> wrote:
> I've just uploaded another episode, "My First Brush with FLOSS: Doom"
> about the open source engine behind the game Doom.
> I really liked the punny title but as I was prepping it for upload I
> thought maybe others could use the "First Brush with FLOSS" line for
> their own shows. Talk about projects which introduced them to Free
> Software which are maybe not so obvious or common.
We did have a series last year on the theme of "How I got into Linux"
but this is broader - I like it. If more people do it we'll add it as
a tag and if it becomes a bigger thing we move it to a series.
> My wife is in hospital this week waiting for the birth of our first
> child so I've got a bit more free time on my hands.
I feel I can represent the entire HPR community when we wish you all
the best of luck.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 13:53:21 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
I see the shows are not being posted in *.mp3, *.ogg, and *.spx.
Once I have a show ready in *.mp3, it seems a simple matter to export it
to the other formats (though I don't seem to have *.spx in my Audacity--at
least not yet!). For those who wish to supply two or more of the formats,
would it be okay to export them, then pop them into a tarball with the
shownotes, and upload that single file?
If so, what settings should be used for the other two formats?
-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org, "Ken Fallon" <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] FYI: Tuesday is Thursday this week
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 14:02:07 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 00:50:00 -0400, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
wrote:
> Apparently my brain decided to release the Thursday show on Tuesday.
Thank you.
You have just given me back two days of my life (grin).
I didn't think I'd had that much to drink last night!
Badda-bing!
In other words, no worries.
-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie>
To: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
Cc: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 21:03:16 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 13:53:21 -0400
"Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I see the shows are not being posted in *.mp3, *.ogg, and *.spx.
Once I have a show ready in *.mp3, it seems a simple matter to export
it to the other formats (though I don't seem to have *.spx in my
Audacity--at least not yet!). For those who wish to supply two or
more of the formats, would it be okay to export them, then pop them
into a tarball with the shownotes, and upload that single file?
If so, what settings should be used for the other two formats?

Hi Frank,
It is easier for us if we get one (1) high quality version of the file.
Ideally in a lossless format like flac or wav, failing that a high
quality ogg file.
>>> We will still accept any format ! <<<<
Logic:
- It works better if the loss full formats (ogg, mp3 and spx) are
transcoded *from a lossless format*. We often have issues with the
uploaded shows from people and end up having to re-encode one of the
formats from the other. With each transcode we lose more quality in
the process. (thanks pokey) I have a directory containing 10 shows
that failed in the last four months alone. This can often mean
editing manually in Audacity. We have had issues with chipmunking due
to sample rate problems, id3tags containing extended characters,
embedded art issues with ogg files. The list goes on and on.
- mp3 and spx enoding are not installed out of the box. Writing howtos
and troubleshooting issues is a waste of effort. Just export the flac
or wav and upload it. Job done. If you want to learn about this
stuff then subscribe to the dev maillist and check out the gitorious
repo of the scripts we use.
- We have the ability to promote other projects, shows, events, news
items, using text to speech or automated additions much like
cchits.net does. To do that we need to have the original in a know
good format.
- If we change advertiser, all the shows in the queue will need to be
re-edited.
- I want to send the original to archive.org who also do their own
transcoding.
So just put the files up there with the same name and different
extensions. If you have more files like images for shownotes then by
all means put them in a zip/tar file. Remember to add your name to the
filename - that helps a lot.
Ken.

From: Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie>
To: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
Cc: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 21:03:16 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 13:53:21 -0400
"Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I see the shows are not being posted in *.mp3, *.ogg, and *.spx.
Once I have a show ready in *.mp3, it seems a simple matter to export
it to the other formats (though I don't seem to have *.spx in my
Audacity--at least not yet!). For those who wish to supply two or
more of the formats, would it be okay to export them, then pop them
into a tarball with the shownotes, and upload that single file?
If so, what settings should be used for the other two formats?

Hi Frank,
It is easier for us if we get one (1) high quality version of the file.
Ideally in a lossless format like flac or wav, failing that a high
quality ogg file.
>>> We will still accept any format ! <<<<
Logic:
- It works better if the loss full formats (ogg, mp3 and spx) are
transcoded *from a lossless format*. We often have issues with the
uploaded shows from people and end up having to re-encode one of the
formats from the other. With each transcode we lose more quality in
the process. (thanks pokey) I have a directory containing 10 shows
that failed in the last four months alone. This can often mean
editing manually in Audacity. We have had issues with chipmunking due
to sample rate problems, id3tags containing extended characters,
embedded art issues with ogg files. The list goes on and on.
- mp3 and spx enoding are not installed out of the box. Writing howtos
and troubleshooting issues is a waste of effort. Just export the flac
or wav and upload it. Job done. If you want to learn about this
stuff then subscribe to the dev maillist and check out the gitorious
repo of the scripts we use.
- We have the ability to promote other projects, shows, events, news
items, using text to speech or automated additions much like
cchits.net does. To do that we need to have the original in a know
good format.
- If we change advertiser, all the shows in the queue will need to be
re-edited.
- I want to send the original to archive.org who also do their own
transcoding.
So just put the files up there with the same name and different
extensions. If you have more files like images for shownotes then by
all means put them in a zip/tar file. Remember to add your name to the
filename - that helps a lot.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list

Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie>
Cc: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>, "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 21:24:40 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 21:03:16 +0200
Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie> wrote:
> On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 13:53:21 -0400
> "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net> wrote:
>
> > I see the shows are not being posted in *.mp3, *.ogg, and *.spx.
> It is easier for us if we get one (1) high quality version of the
> file. Ideally in a lossless format like flac or wav, failing that a
> high quality ogg file.
>
Forgot to mention - Don't include the intro or outro either for the
same reasons.
Ken.

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie>
Cc: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>, "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 21:24:40 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 21:03:16 +0200
Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie> wrote:
> On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 13:53:21 -0400
> "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net> wrote:
>
> > I see the shows are not being posted in *.mp3, *.ogg, and *.spx.
> It is easier for us if we get one (1) high quality version of the
> file. Ideally in a lossless format like flac or wav, failing that a
> high quality ogg file.
>
Forgot to mention - Don't include the intro or outro either for the
same reasons.
Ken.

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: "Ken Fallon" <ken@fallon.ie>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 16:44:19 -0400
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 15:03:16 -0400, Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie> wrote:
> It is easier for us if we get one (1) high quality version of the file.
> Ideally in a lossless format like flac or wav, failing that a high
> quality ogg file.
Thanks, Ken.

I'll note that for the future.

For this time, I already have the *.mp3 set up with the intro, outro, and
my contact information, so I'll just go with that if that's okay.
-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.

From: Klaatu <klaatu@straightedgelinux.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 18:45:51 -0400
Reply-To: klaatu@straightedgelinux.com
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: KMail/1.13.6 (Linux/2.6.38.4; KDE/4.5.5; x86_64; ; )

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 21:03:16 +0200
Ken Fallon <ken@fallon.ie> wrote:
> On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 13:53:21 -0400
>
> "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net> wrote:
> > I see the shows are not being posted in *.mp3, *.ogg, and *.spx.
>
> It is easier for us if we get one (1) high quality version of the
> file. Ideally in a lossless format like flac or wav, failing that a
> high quality ogg file.
Forgot to mention - Don't include the intro or outro either for the
same reasons.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

This is actually news to me, I'm ashamed to admit. In my own defense, and
probably something we need to fix, the /contribute.php page on
hackerpublicradio.org does not say this at all. In fact it says exactly the
opposite: splice on the intro and outro and export at mid-quality ogg or mp3
and upload.
- klaatu
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 21:04:42 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: KMail/4.9.2 (Linux/3.6.2-1-ARCH; KDE/4.9.2; x86_64; ; )
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> It is easier for us if we get one (1) high quality version of the
> file. Ideally in a lossless format like flac or wav, failing that a
> high quality ogg file.
Forgot to mention - Don't include the intro or outro either for the
same reasons.
Ken.

This is actually news to me, I'm ashamed to admit. In my own defense, and
probably something we need to fix, the /contribute.php page on
hackerpublicradio.org does not say this at all. In fact it says exactly the
opposite: splice on the intro and outro and export at mid-quality ogg or mp3
and upload.
- klaatu

I've been assuming we can optionally do the editing/splicing/encoding
ourselves, so for my submissions I've so far been handling it on my end,
partly to save labor at the HPR side and partly to indulge the schtick of
having a couple of seconds of "prologue" and "epilogue" audio before and
after the rest of the recording (including the HPR intro and outro).
(If that's frowned upon, somebody tell me and I'll stop doing it...I've
got several episode concepts I'm planning to work on soon.)
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 10:21:10 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 21:04:42 -0400
epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> It is easier for us if we get one (1) high quality version of
> the file. Ideally in a lossless format like flac or wav,
> failing that a high quality ogg file.
Forgot to mention - Don't include the intro or outro either for
the same reasons.
Ken.

This is actually news to me, I'm ashamed to admit. In my own
defense, and probably something we need to fix, the /contribute.php
page on hackerpublicradio.org does not say this at all. In fact it
says exactly the opposite: splice on the intro and outro and export
at mid-quality ogg or mp3 and upload.
- klaatu

I've been assuming we can optionally do the editing/splicing/encoding
ourselves, so for my submissions I've so far been handling it on my
end, partly to save labor at the HPR side and partly to indulge the
schtick of having a couple of seconds of "prologue" and "epilogue"
audio before and after the rest of the recording (including the HPR
intro and outro).
(If that's frowned upon, somebody tell me and I'll stop doing
it...I've got several episode concepts I'm planning to work on soon.)

Again I forgot to mention that this is a discussion point not "VERILY I
HAVE SPOKEN AND IT SHALL BE SO HENCE FORTH". If you all disagree
then we won't change. I know I have said that before.
You all make valid points so let's break it down:
ISSUE 1
For the reasons in the
current policy on show
from: asking the hosts
to: sending in the one

original post, I think we should change our
formats:
to send in multiple encoded files
file in the highest quality available

ISSUE 1A
If you agree to that then, I propose that where the host has a choice,
we should use the FLAC format as we just love Freedom. I defer to
Klaatu to supply technical details on what that should be.
Obviously if you have recording on a device that only records in a
lossfull format like mp3 then of course you should send that file in.
ISSUE 2
Do we endorse the idea of using HPR as a way to promote other shows ?
If so do you think it's a good idea to:
ISSUE 2A:
Add one or two promos to the end of the shows, in the same way as

TLLTS does.
ISSUE 2B
Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen to
the topic now or later.
This has been one of the most requested features when I talk to listeners.
ISSUE 2C
Do we add a text-to-speech narration of announcements sent via
Identi.ca or Twitter regarding topics and news that the community would
like added to the next show.
ISSUE 2D
Do we extract the advertisement from the Outro so that we can allow
hosts to be creative with it's use of the intro and outro. Some people
add it and some don't and some get creative with it and I personaly
like that a lot.
ISSUE 2D1
I think that the sponsor slot should be configurable depending on where
we are hosting our material. So that we end up thanking the correct
people. For example one for "Lunarpages" for the normal feed and another
for "Archive.org" for the shows over there.
Ken.

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 10:21:10 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 21:04:42 -0400
epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> It is easier for us if we get one (1) high quality version of
> the file. Ideally in a lossless format like flac or wav,
> failing that a high quality ogg file.
Forgot to mention - Don't include the intro or outro either for
the same reasons.
Ken.

This is actually news to me, I'm ashamed to admit. In my own
defense, and probably something we need to fix, the /contribute.php
page on hackerpublicradio.org does not say this at all. In fact it
says exactly the opposite: splice on the intro and outro and export
at mid-quality ogg or mp3 and upload.
- klaatu

I've been assuming we can optionally do the editing/splicing/encoding
ourselves, so for my submissions I've so far been handling it on my
end, partly to save labor at the HPR side and partly to indulge the
schtick of having a couple of seconds of "prologue" and "epilogue"
audio before and after the rest of the recording (including the HPR
intro and outro).
(If that's frowned upon, somebody tell me and I'll stop doing
it...I've got several episode concepts I'm planning to work on soon.)

Again I forgot to mention that this is a discussion point not "VERILY I
HAVE SPOKEN AND IT SHALL BE SO HENCE FORTH". If you all disagree
then we won't change. I know I have said that before.
You all make valid points so let's break it down:
ISSUE 1
For the reasons in the
current policy on show
from: asking the hosts
to: sending in the one

original post, I think we should change our
formats:
to send in multiple encoded files
file in the highest quality available

ISSUE 1A
If you agree to that then, I propose that where the host has a choice,
we should use the FLAC format as we just love Freedom. I defer to
Klaatu to supply technical details on what that should be.
Obviously if you have recording on a device that only records in a
lossfull format like mp3 then of course you should send that file in.
ISSUE 2
Do we endorse the idea of using HPR as a way to promote other shows ?
If so do you think it's a good idea to:
ISSUE 2A:

Add one or two promos to the end of the shows, in the same way as
TLLTS does.
ISSUE 2B
Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen to
the topic now or later.
This has been one of the most requested features when I talk to listeners.
ISSUE 2C
Do we add a text-to-speech narration of announcements sent via
Identi.ca or Twitter regarding topics and news that the community would
like added to the next show.
ISSUE 2D
Do we extract the advertisement from the Outro so that we can allow
hosts to be creative with it's use of the intro and outro. Some people
add it and some don't and some get creative with it and I personaly
like that a lot.
ISSUE 2D1
I think that the sponsor slot should be configurable depending on where
we are hosting our material. So that we end up thanking the correct
people. For example one for "Lunarpages" for the normal feed and another
for "Archive.org" for the shows over there.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 19
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 12:18:50 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
>
>
> Message: 6
> Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 11:18:20 +0200
> From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] My first brush with FLOSS
> Message-ID: <20121017111820.4683cab7@dell>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
>
> On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 00:04:04 +0200
> Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com> wrote:
>
> > I've just uploaded another episode, "My First Brush with FLOSS: Doom"
> > about the open source engine behind the game Doom.
> > I really liked the punny title but as I was prepping it for upload I
> > thought maybe others could use the "First Brush with FLOSS" line for
> > their own shows. Talk about projects which introduced them to Free
> > Software which are maybe not so obvious or common.
> We did have a series last year on the theme of "How I got into Linux"
> but this is broader - I like it. If more people do it we'll add it as
> a tag and if it becomes a bigger thing we move it to a series.
>
> > My wife is in hospital this week waiting for the birth of our first
> > child so I've got a bit more free time on my hands.
>
> I feel I can represent the entire HPR community when we wish you all
> the best of luck.
>
> Ken.
>
>
>
Thanks Ken, my daughter Dorothy was born this morning, 3kg and mother and
baby doing fine. I cried and said a very rude word when they handed her to
me. She hasn't got a middle name but I will tease her with "Dorothy Matrix
Ward, put that down at once!"
-Stephen Ward
Admin - aukondk.com
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 19
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 12:18:50 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
>
>
> Message: 6
> Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 11:18:20 +0200
> From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> Subject: Re: [Hpr] My first brush with FLOSS
> Message-ID: <20121017111820.4683cab7@dell>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
>
> On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 00:04:04 +0200
> Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com> wrote:
>
> > I've just uploaded another episode, "My First Brush with FLOSS: Doom"
> > about the open source engine behind the game Doom.
> > I really liked the punny title but as I was prepping it for upload I
> > thought maybe others could use the "First Brush with FLOSS" line for
> > their own shows. Talk about projects which introduced them to Free
> > Software which are maybe not so obvious or common.
> We did have a series last year on the theme of "How I got into Linux"
> but this is broader - I like it. If more people do it we'll add it as
> a tag and if it becomes a bigger thing we move it to a series.
>
> > My wife is in hospital this week waiting for the birth of our first
> > child so I've got a bit more free time on my hands.
>
> I feel I can represent the entire HPR community when we wish you all
> the best of luck.
>
> Ken.
>
>
>
Thanks Ken, my daughter Dorothy was born this morning, 3kg and mother and
baby doing fine. I cried and said a very rude word when they handed her to
me. She hasn't got a middle name but I will tease her with "Dorothy Matrix
Ward, put that down at once!"
-Stephen Ward
Admin - aukondk.com
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 19
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 14:06:48 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 12:18:50 +0200
Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > My wife is in hospital this week waiting for the birth of our
> > first child so I've got a bit more free time on my hands.
>
> I feel I can represent the entire HPR community when we wish you all
> the best of luck.
>
> Ken.
>
Thanks Ken, my daughter Dorothy was born this morning, 3kg and mother
and baby doing fine. I cried and said a very rude word when they
handed her to me. She hasn't got a middle name but I will tease her
with "Dorothy Matrix Ward, put that down at once!"

Congratulations to you all and well done.
I cried at the birth
wuss. I can offer no
and sleep as much as
that sometime in the
the bath.
Ken.

of all our children as well but then I'm a big
advice other than to say enjoy the time and try
possible. That and prepare yourself for the fact
next 12 months you *will* be scooping poop out of

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 19
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 14:06:48 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 12:18:50 +0200
Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > My wife is in hospital this week waiting for the birth of our
> > first child so I've got a bit more free time on my hands.
>
> I feel I can represent the entire HPR community when we wish you all
> the best of luck.
>
> Ken.
>
Thanks Ken, my daughter Dorothy was born this morning, 3kg and mother
and baby doing fine. I cried and said a very rude word when they
handed her to me. She hasn't got a middle name but I will tease her
with "Dorothy Matrix Ward, put that down at once!"

Congratulations to you all and well done.
I cried at the birth
wuss. I can offer no
and sleep as much as
that sometime in the
the bath.

of all our children as well but then I'm a big
advice other than to say enjoy the time and try
possible. That and prepare yourself for the fact
next 12 months you *will* be scooping poop out of

Ken.
_______________________________________________
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Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Klaatu <klaatu@straightedgelinux.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 08:32:28 -0400
Reply-To: klaatu@straightedgelinux.com
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: KMail/1.13.6 (Linux/2.6.38.4; KDE/4.5.5; x86_64; ; )
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 21:04:42 -0400
epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net wrote:
> > > > It is easier for us if we get one (1) high quality version of
> > > > the file. Ideally in a lossless format like flac or wav,
> > > > failing that a high quality ogg file.
> > >
> > > Forgot to mention - Don't include the intro or outro either for
> > > the same reasons.
> > >
> > > Ken.
> >
> > This is actually news to me, I'm ashamed to admit. In my own
> > defense, and probably something we need to fix, the /contribute.php
> > page on hackerpublicradio.org does not say this at all. In fact it
> > says exactly the opposite: splice on the intro and outro and export
> > at mid-quality ogg or mp3 and upload.
> >
> > - klaatu
>
> I've been assuming we can optionally do the editing/splicing/encoding
> ourselves, so for my submissions I've so far been handling it on my
> end, partly to save labor at the HPR side and partly to indulge the
> schtick of having a couple of seconds of "prologue" and "epilogue"
> audio before and after the rest of the recording (including the HPR
> intro and outro).
>
> (If that's frowned upon, somebody tell me and I'll stop doing
> it...I've got several episode concepts I'm planning to work on soon.)
Again I forgot to mention that this is a discussion point not "VERILY I
HAVE SPOKEN AND IT SHALL BE SO HENCE FORTH". If you all disagree
then we won't change. I know I have said that before.
You all make valid points so let's break it down:
ISSUE 1
For the reasons in the
current policy on show
from: asking the hosts
to: sending in the one

original post, I think we should change our
formats:
to send in multiple encoded files
file in the highest quality available

ISSUE 1A
If you agree to that then, I propose that where the host has a choice,
we should use the FLAC format as we just love Freedom. I defer to
Klaatu to supply technical details on what that should be.
Obviously if you have recording on a device that only records in a
lossfull format like mp3 then of course you should send that file in.
ISSUE 2
Do we endorse the idea of using HPR as a way to promote other shows ?
If so do you think it's a good idea to:
ISSUE 2A:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Add one or two promos to the end of the shows, in the same way as
TLLTS does.
ISSUE 2B
Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen to
the topic now or later.
This has been one of the most requested features when I talk to listeners.
ISSUE 2C
Do we add a text-to-speech narration of announcements sent via
Identi.ca or Twitter regarding topics and news that the community would
like added to the next show.
ISSUE 2D
Do we extract the advertisement from the Outro so that we can allow
hosts to be creative with it's use of the intro and outro. Some people
add it and some don't and some get creative with it and I personaly
like that a lot.
ISSUE 2D1
I think that the sponsor slot should be configurable depending on where
we are hosting our material. So that we end up thanking the correct
people. For example one for "Lunarpages" for the normal feed and another
for "Archive.org" for the shows over there.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

ISSUE 1
Agreed. One high qual file makes sense.
ISSUE 1A
- 1st choice = flac.
- No-brainer lowest-common-denominator = zipped .wav
- Alternatives: ogg -q 10 or mp3 or whatever the heck you have
ISSUE 2: HPR Endorsing Other Shows
I see no reason why HPR should not promote other shows at the end of an HPR
episode.
> ISSUE 2A: adding promos
Yes sure. Solidarity!
> ISSUE 2B: tts summary
> ISSUE 2C: tts announcements
It runs the risk of turning each episode into a variety show... here's a tts
summary. here's a tts news item. here's the show. here's some promos.
But who knows? maybe that's actually a good thing. It could help create an
active community feel.
> ISSUE 2D: modularize outro advertisement
I should think we'd need to make it clear that Lunarhosting's ad is definitely
included in an unmodified form. I mean, they're providing hosting, so I think
we need to make sure they get credit for that (and are probably obligated to
do so, anyway) but otherwise, it seems that modularity is a good thing.

That said, as someone who does like to screw around with the outro music, I
can usually work around the ad.
> ISSUE 2D1: configurable outro ad
Agreed.
- klaatu
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 08:54:04 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 04:21:10 -0400, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 1
For the reasons in the
current policy on show
from: asking the hosts
to: sending in the one

original post, I think we should change our
formats:
to send in multiple encoded files
file in the highest quality available

It adding this does not increase the labor of the admins, it's fine with
me. It's less work for me to not have to add the intro and outro.
Probably save me three or four minutes per episode.
Seriously, posing something like this as a request, rather than a
requirement, seems to me to be a non-issue. It will not inhibit anyone.
>
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 1A
If you agree to that then, I propose that where the host has a choice,
we should use the FLAC format as we just love Freedom. I defer to
Klaatu to supply technical details on what that should be.
Obviously if you have recording on a device that only records in a
lossfull format like mp3 then of course you should send that file in.

Again, as a request, non-issue.
>
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2
Do we endorse the idea of using HPR as a way to promote other shows ?
If so do you think it's a good idea to:
ISSUE 2A:
Add one or two promos to the end of the shows, in the same way as
TLLTS does.

My only concern here is the schedule.
time-related promos.

There might be issues with

For example, Ahuka had a show posted recently which he clearly expected to
appear before OLF, but which did not appear until at least a week
afterwards.
Otherwise, as long as the promos are Linux/Hacker related, and not for
causes I don't like or people I can't stand (grin), go for it.
Joking aside, I'd recommend that any promos be Linux or hacker related, in
keeping with the theme of HPR.
>
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2B
Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen to
the topic now or later.
This has been one of the most requested features when I talk to
listeners.

If the summary is going to be written by the author, could an alternative
be asking the author to put the summary at the beginning of the podcast?

>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2C
Do we add a text-to-speech narration of announcements sent via
Identi.ca or Twitter regarding topics and news that the community would
like added to the next show.

I don't know enough to comment, as I use neither service. Frankly, I'm
social media-ed to death and can't take any more. My first impression is
that that would be redundant, as persons who need text-to-speech may
already have it. Perhaps someone could approach Jonathan Nadeau for an
informed opinion.
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2D
Do we extract the advertisement from the Outro so that we can allow
hosts to be creative with it's use of the intro and outro. Some people
add it and some don't and some get creative with it and I personaly
like that a lot.

I kind of like the ad, but, if forced to choose, I'd have to go "I don't
have an opinion." Shortening it would be good.
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2D1
I think that the sponsor slot should be configurable depending on where
we are hosting our material. So that we end up thanking the correct
people. For example one for "Lunarpages" for the normal feed and another
for "Archive.org" for the shows over there.

I think sharing some love with archive.org would be good, subject to my
comment above.
-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
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Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 08:54:04 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 04:21:10 -0400, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 1
For the reasons in the
current policy on show
from: asking the hosts
to: sending in the one

original post, I think we should change our
formats:
to send in multiple encoded files
file in the highest quality available

It adding this does not increase the labor of the admins, it's fine with
me. It's less work for me to not have to add the intro and outro.
Probably save me three or four minutes per episode.
Seriously, posing something like this as a request, rather than a
requirement, seems to me to be a non-issue. It will not inhibit anyone.
>
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 1A
If you agree to that then, I propose that where the host has a choice,
we should use the FLAC format as we just love Freedom. I defer to
Klaatu to supply technical details on what that should be.
Obviously if you have recording on a device that only records in a
lossfull format like mp3 then of course you should send that file in.

Again, as a request, non-issue.
>
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2
Do we endorse the idea of using HPR as a way to promote other shows ?
If so do you think it's a good idea to:
ISSUE 2A:
Add one or two promos to the end of the shows, in the same way as
TLLTS does.

My only concern here is the schedule.
time-related promos.

There might be issues with

For example, Ahuka had a show posted recently which he clearly expected to
appear before OLF, but which did not appear until at least a week
afterwards.
Otherwise, as long as the promos are Linux/Hacker related, and not for
causes I don't like or people I can't stand (grin), go for it.
Joking aside, I'd recommend that any promos be Linux or hacker related, in
keeping with the theme of HPR.
>
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2B
Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen to
the topic now or later.
This has been one of the most requested features when I talk to
listeners.

If the summary is going to be written by the author, could an alternative
be asking the author to put the summary at the beginning of the podcast?

>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2C
Do we add a text-to-speech narration of announcements sent via
Identi.ca or Twitter regarding topics and news that the community would
like added to the next show.

I don't know enough to comment, as I use neither service. Frankly, I'm
social media-ed to death and can't take any more. My first impression is
that that would be redundant, as persons who need text-to-speech may
already have it. Perhaps someone could approach Jonathan Nadeau for an
informed opinion.
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2D
Do we extract the advertisement from the Outro so that we can allow
hosts to be creative with it's use of the intro and outro. Some people
add it and some don't and some get creative with it and I personaly
like that a lot.

I kind of like the ad, but, if forced to choose, I'd have to go "I don't
have an opinion." Shortening it would be good.
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2D1
I think that the sponsor slot should be configurable depending on where
we are hosting our material. So that we end up thanking the correct
people. For example one for "Lunarpages" for the normal feed and another
for "Archive.org" for the shows over there.

I think sharing some love with archive.org would be good, subject to my
comment above.
-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 08:54:04 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 04:21:10 -0400, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 1
For the reasons in the
current policy on show
from: asking the hosts
to: sending in the one

original post, I think we should change our
formats:
to send in multiple encoded files
file in the highest quality available

It adding this does not increase the labor of the admins, it's fine with
me. It's less work for me to not have to add the intro and outro.
Probably save me three or four minutes per episode.
Seriously, posing something like this as a request, rather than a
requirement, seems to me to be a non-issue. It will not inhibit anyone.
>
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 1A
If you agree to that then, I propose that where the host has a choice,
we should use the FLAC format as we just love Freedom. I defer to
Klaatu to supply technical details on what that should be.
Obviously if you have recording on a device that only records in a
lossfull format like mp3 then of course you should send that file in.

Again, as a request, non-issue.
>
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2
Do we endorse the idea of using HPR as a way to promote other shows ?
If so do you think it's a good idea to:
ISSUE 2A:
Add one or two promos to the end of the shows, in the same way as
TLLTS does.

My only concern here is the schedule.
time-related promos.

There might be issues with

For example, Ahuka had a show posted recently which he clearly expected to
appear before OLF, but which did not appear until at least a week
afterwards.
Otherwise, as long as the promos are Linux/Hacker related, and not for
causes I don't like or people I can't stand (grin), go for it.
Joking aside, I'd recommend that any promos be Linux or hacker related, in
keeping with the theme of HPR.
>
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2B
Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen to
the topic now or later.
This has been one of the most requested features when I talk to
listeners.

If the summary is going to be written by the author, could an alternative
be asking the author to put the summary at the beginning of the podcast?

>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2C
Do we add a text-to-speech narration of announcements sent via
Identi.ca or Twitter regarding topics and news that the community would
like added to the next show.

I don't know enough to comment, as I use neither service. Frankly, I'm
social media-ed to death and can't take any more. My first impression is
that that would be redundant, as persons who need text-to-speech may
already have it. Perhaps someone could approach Jonathan Nadeau for an
informed opinion.
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2D
Do we extract the advertisement from the Outro so that we can allow
hosts to be creative with it's use of the intro and outro. Some people
add it and some don't and some get creative with it and I personaly
like that a lot.

I kind of like the ad, but, if forced to choose, I'd have to go "I don't
have an opinion." Shortening it would be good.
>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2D1
I think that the sponsor slot should be configurable depending on where
we are hosting our material. So that we end up thanking the correct
people. For example one for "Lunarpages" for the normal feed and another
for "Archive.org" for the shows over there.

I think sharing some love with archive.org would be good, subject to my
comment above.
-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
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Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 16:21:22 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 08:54:04 -0400
"Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net> wrote:
> On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 04:21:10 -0400, Ken Fallon
> <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > ISSUE 2A:
> > Add one or two promos to the end of the shows, in the same way as
> > TLLTS does.
>
> My only concern here is the schedule. There might be issues with
> time-related promos.
The point is that all these promos and other messages would be added
automatically just before the show is posted. That means that the
messages would always be current.
> > ISSUE 2B
> > Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
> > the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen to
> > the topic now or later.
> If the summary is going to be written by the author, could an
> alternative be asking the author to put the summary at the beginning
> of the podcast?
Yes it could and some will add it but some won't for whatever reason.
If we agree to the suggestion to have a summary in the input form, then
that will always be filled out. If it isn't filled out by the host then
the admins will fill it out. It's also proposed that that field will be
used to announce the new show.
> > ISSUE 2C
> > Do we add a text-to-speech narration of announcements sent via
> > Identi.ca or Twitter regarding topics and news that the community
> > would like added to the next show.
>
> I don't know enough to comment, as I use neither service. Frankly,
> I'm social media-ed to death and can't take any more. My first
> impression is that that would be redundant, as persons who need
> text-to-speech may already have it. Perhaps someone could approach
> Jonathan Nadeau for an informed opinion.
I was more thinking that it would also be used to give feedback on the
previous days show or for the host to add additional information that
they may have missed. The use of Identi.ca/Twitter could also be a
short email or a cell/mobile sms message.
It's not about accessibility for blind users, but accessibility for our
off line listeners. Many people listen to the shows while doing other
activities when they are not able to access a Internet device.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2D
Do we extract the advertisement from the Outro so that we can allow
hosts to be creative with it's use of the intro and outro. Some
people add it and some don't and some get creative with it and I
personaly like that a lot.

I kind of like the ad, but, if forced to choose, I'd have to go "I
don't have an opinion." Shortening it would be good.

There is not a question of removing or shortening the advertisement.
That is not an option, nor would it be fair or just to do so. We are
indebted to lunarpages and archive.org for providing their services to
us.
What we are talking about is moving the message to the front of the
show. Something like:
SPONSOR MESSAGE:
"This show has been provided to you using the resources of
${sponsor_name}. ${sponsor_promotional_message}"
EMERGENCY ANNOUNCEMENTS:
I don't know what would constitute an emergency but it would be nice to
have the option available. Perhaps when we are running low on shows :)
HPR SHOW
The main show itself with the intro and outro added if not already in
the uploaded show.
HPR ANNOUNCEMENTS
Short messages from the community to the community
PROMOS
Upcoming events that HPR will be attending getting priority and if none
then play a random promo based on a fair rotation.
---Again if we agree to all this then the order of where what goes would
need to be decided. We could also try out the play order for a while and
see if it works.
Ken.

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 16:21:22 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 08:54:04 -0400
"Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net> wrote:
> On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 04:21:10 -0400, Ken Fallon
> <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
>
> > ISSUE 2A:
> > Add one or two promos to the end of the shows, in the same way as
> > TLLTS does.
>
> My only concern here is the schedule. There might be issues with
> time-related promos.
The point is that all these promos and other messages would be added
automatically just before the show is posted. That means that the
messages would always be current.
> > ISSUE 2B
> > Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
> > the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen to
> > the topic now or later.
> If the summary is going to be written by the author, could an
> alternative be asking the author to put the summary at the beginning
> of the podcast?
Yes it could and some will add it but some won't for whatever reason.
If we agree to the suggestion to have a summary in the input form, then
that will always be filled out. If it isn't filled out by the host then
the admins will fill it out. It's also proposed that that field will be
used to announce the new show.
> > ISSUE 2C
> > Do we add a text-to-speech narration of announcements sent via
> > Identi.ca or Twitter regarding topics and news that the community
> > would like added to the next show.
>
> I don't know enough to comment, as I use neither service. Frankly,
> I'm social media-ed to death and can't take any more. My first
> impression is that that would be redundant, as persons who need
> text-to-speech may already have it. Perhaps someone could approach
> Jonathan Nadeau for an informed opinion.
I was more thinking that it would also be used to give feedback on the
previous days show or for the host to add additional information that
they may have missed. The use of Identi.ca/Twitter could also be a
short email or a cell/mobile sms message.
It's not about accessibility for blind users, but accessibility for our
off line listeners. Many people listen to the shows while doing other
activities when they are not able to access a Internet device.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

ISSUE 2D
Do we extract the advertisement from the Outro so that we can allow
hosts to be creative with it's use of the intro and outro. Some
people add it and some don't and some get creative with it and I
personaly like that a lot.

I kind of like the ad, but, if forced to choose, I'd have to go "I
don't have an opinion." Shortening it would be good.

There is not a question of removing or shortening the advertisement.
That is not an option, nor would it be fair or just to do so. We are
indebted to lunarpages and archive.org for providing their services to
us.
What we are talking about is moving the message to the front of the
show. Something like:
SPONSOR MESSAGE:
"This show has been provided to you using the resources of
${sponsor_name}. ${sponsor_promotional_message}"
EMERGENCY ANNOUNCEMENTS:
I don't know what would constitute an emergency but it would be nice to
have the option available. Perhaps when we are running low on shows :)
HPR SHOW
The main show itself with the intro and outro added if not already in
the uploaded show.
HPR ANNOUNCEMENTS
Short messages from the community to the community
PROMOS
Upcoming events that HPR will be attending getting priority and if none
then play a random promo based on a fair rotation.
---Again if we agree to all this then the order of where what goes would
need to be decided. We could also try out the play order for a while and
see if it works.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Submission question, *.ogg and *.spx
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 11:31:31 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 10:21:22 -0400, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
wrote:
> The point is that all these promos and other messages would be added
> automatically just before the show is posted. That means that the
> messages would always be current.
Works for me.
>
>
>
>

I was more thinking that it would also be used to give feedback on the
previous days show or for the host to add additional information that
they may have missed. The use of Identi.ca/Twitter could also be a
short email or a cell/mobile sms message.

I would support anything that could generate feedback.
And I think your point about off-line listeners helps account for the lack
of comments to HPR posts. I suspect that many persons do as I do--listen
on an MP3 player or mobile device as if it were a portable radio as they
do other stuff.
Given the size of the HPR community and the obvious commitment of many to
HPR's mission, it does tend to be pretty much a one-way medium, except for
those who participate in the lists and IRC (and you won't see me in
IRC--I'm just not an IRC kind of guy; I know, I've tried).
> What we are talking about is moving the message to the front of the
> show. Something like:
> SPONSOR MESSAGE:
Going Linux puts its messages at the beginning, as does Geek News
Central. I think that would work fine.
Note that I did not to intend to imply that the references to Lunar Pages
&c. should be omitted by any means, just perhaps be addressed more
concisely. Just a thought.
> "This show has been provided to you using the resources of
> ${sponsor_name}. ${sponsor_promotional_message}"
Here's a thought: split the announcement into two parts, some in the
intro and some in the outro.
Voice over intro:
"Welcome to another episode of Hacker Public Radio. HPR is a community
podcasting network. All shows are contributed by members of the
community. HPR is funded by . . . (Bin Rev and Lunar Pages promo). Here
is a summary of this episode.
Voice over outro:
"Thank you for listening to another episode from HPR. If you would like
to contribute an episode, please visit our website at etc. Hacker Public
Radio was founded by etc."

I think short updates and announcements at the beginning of episodes is an
excellent way to push news to the community; they would be much more
likely to be noticed than if they were at the end. I know I seldom visit
the website--I just turn my podcatcher loose at 4 a. m. every morning, and
I suspect I'm not alone.
Example:
"HPR has updated the 'suggested topics for a podcast' list.
the 'Contribute' page at the website for details."

Please visit

"HPR is now posting shows in Ogg and Speex, as well as MP3. Please visit
the Contribute page at the website to see how you can facilitate this
process when you post an episode."

-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: StankDawg <stankdawg@stankdawg.com>
To: Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com>
Cc: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] Hpr Digest, Vol 49, Issue 19
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 12:36:20 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: iPhone Mail (10A405)
Congratulations!
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 18, 2012, at 6:18 AM, Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com> wrote:
>>
>> Message: 6
>> Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 11:18:20 +0200
>> From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
>> To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>> Subject: Re: [Hpr] My first brush with FLOSS
>> Message-ID: <20121017111820.4683cab7@dell>
>> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=US-ASCII
>>
>> On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 00:04:04 +0200
>> Stephen Ward <aukondk@aukondk.com> wrote:
>>
>> > I've just uploaded another episode, "My First Brush with FLOSS: Doom"
>> > about the open source engine behind the game Doom.
>> > I really liked the punny title but as I was prepping it for upload I
>> > thought maybe others could use the "First Brush with FLOSS" line for
>> > their own shows. Talk about projects which introduced them to Free
>> > Software which are maybe not so obvious or common.
>> We did have a series last year on the theme of "How I got into Linux"
>> but this is broader - I like it. If more people do it we'll add it as
>> a tag and if it becomes a bigger thing we move it to a series.
>>
>> > My wife is in hospital this week waiting for the birth of our first
>> > child so I've got a bit more free time on my hands.
>>
>> I feel I can represent the entire HPR community when we wish you all
>> the best of luck.
>>
>> Ken.
>>
>>
>
> Thanks Ken, my daughter Dorothy was born this morning, 3kg and mother and baby doing fine. I
cried and said a very rude word when they handed her to me. She hasn't got a middle name but I
will tease her with "Dorothy Matrix Ward, put that down at once!"
>
> -> Stephen Ward
> Admin - aukondk.com
> _______________________________________________
> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] voting
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 14:34:09 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
>
>
>
>
>
>
I

ISSUE 1
For the reasons in the
current policy on show
from: asking the hosts
to: sending in the one

original post, I think we should change our
formats:
to send in multiple encoded files
file in the highest quality available

agree

>
> ISSUE 1A
> If you agree to that then, I propose that where the host has a choice,
> we should use the FLAC format as we just love Freedom. I defer to
> Klaatu to supply technical details on what that should be.
>
> Obviously if you have recording on a device that only records in a
> lossfull format like mp3 then of course you should send that file in.
>
I agree and also vote FLAC as a first choice, and also agree that we should
try to take whatever people have the ability to send.
>
> ISSUE 2
> Do we endorse the idea of using HPR as a way to promote other shows ?
>
Yes
>
> If so do you think it's a good idea to:
> ISSUE 2A:
> Add one or two promos to the end of the shows, in the same way as
> TLLTS does.
>
Yes, but I think there should be limitations. Promos can get out of hand,
and can be a turnoff.
I propose we limit promos to no more than two or three a week, no more than
three or four plays per show per year, and I also think that we probably
should not accept financial compensation for playing promos.
>
> ISSUE 2B
> Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
> the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen to
> the topic now or later.
>
> This has been one of the most requested features when I talk to listeners.
>
To clarify: Are you asking about just a show summary, or the entirety of
the shownotes? If the entirety of the shownotes, then I vote "No." If Just
a summary, then my vote is a qualified "Yes."
I don't think I like this idea, only because I find TTS voices grating. But
if people are asking for it, then I must vote "Yes". Perhaps we could get
some help from our friends at the ACF in choosing the voice.
>
> ISSUE 2C
> Do we add a text-to-speech narration of announcements sent via
> Identi.ca or Twitter regarding topics and news that the community would

> like added to the next show.
>
Yes
This is much better than people including such announcements in their show
content and risking it going stale.
If further description is required than what is allowed by the character
limit, then the details should be in an audio promo for the event.
I wonder if it's technically possible to have a whitelist in order to
prevent spam, and if so, and if someone is willing to code it, may we also
vote on the inclusion of a whitelist?
>
> ISSUE 2D
> Do we extract the advertisement from the Outro so that we can allow
> hosts to be creative with it's use of the intro and outro. Some people
> add it and some don't and some get creative with it and I personaly
> like that a lot.
>
No. We currently have two versions of the outro music with the
advertisement included. The community voted (or abstained from voting) to
use these, and afaik our advertiser is happy with them both. I propose that
we leave the door open to further submissions of the outro music, but I
feel that the community should have the chance to vote on each.
I do like the ability to add audio content before and after the music
however, and I like when other people do it too. Perhaps we could have
separate in-boxes (or a checkbox on the eventual web form) depending on
whether or not the uploaded file needs the music added?
>
> ISSUE 2D1
> I think that the sponsor slot should be configurable depending on where
> we are hosting our material. So that we end up thanking the correct
> people. For example one for "Lunarpages" for the normal feed and another
> for "Archive.org" for the shows over there.
>
Yes
These are just my opinions atm, and my mind can be changed with better
ideas.
-Thank You,
Patrick Dailey
aka pokey
Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
hipster device.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] voting
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 21:23:29 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
On Thu, Oct 18, 2012 at 8:34 PM, Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> If so do you think it's a good idea to:
>> ISSUE 2A:
>> Add one or two promos to the end of the shows, in the same way as
>> TLLTS does.
>
> Yes, but I think there should be limitations. Promos can get out of hand,
> and can be a turnoff.
> I propose we limit promos to no more than two or three a week, no more than
> three or four plays per show per year, and I also think that we probably
> should not accept financial compensation for playing promos.
Noted. Never thought of selling promos - ah well to late now (Joking)
>> ISSUE 2B
>> Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
>> the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen to
>> the topic now or later.
>>
>> This has been one of the most requested features when I talk to listeners.
>
> To clarify: Are you asking about just a show summary, or the entirety of the
> shownotes? If the entirety of the shownotes, then I vote "No." If Just a
> summary, then my vote is a qualified "Yes."
Only the summary.
> I don't think I like this idea, only because I find TTS voices grating. But
> if people are asking for it, then I must vote "Yes". Perhaps we could get
> some help from our friends at the ACF in choosing the voice.
You can always read them out and send them in as flac files :)
We can have the voice mention "please help to improve my voice, donate
to the ACF" from time to time.
>> ISSUE 2C
>> Do we add a text-to-speech narration of announcements sent via
>> Identi.ca or Twitter regarding topics and news that the community would
>> like added to the next show.
>
> Yes
> This is much better than people including such announcements in their show
> content and risking it going stale.
> If further description is required than what is allowed by the character
> limit, then the details should be in an audio promo for the event.
> I wonder if it's technically possible to have a whitelist in order to
> prevent spam, and if so, and if someone is willing to code it, may we also
> vote on the inclusion of a whitelist?
I disagree with a white list. If there is a spam problem we can
include a feedback code in the episode that changes from time to time.
But I prefer no moderation except for spam just like the shows and
comments.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

ISSUE 2D
Do we extract the advertisement from the Outro so that we can allow
hosts to be creative with it's use of the intro and outro. Some people
add it and some don't and some get creative with it and I personaly
like that a lot.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

No. We currently have two versions of the outro music with the advertisement
included. The community voted (or abstained from voting) to use these, and
afaik our advertiser is happy with them both. I propose that we leave the
door open to further submissions of the outro music, but I feel that the
community should have the chance to vote on each.
I do like the ability to add audio content before and after the music
however, and I like when other people do it too. Perhaps we could have
separate in-boxes (or a checkbox on the eventual web form) depending on
whether or not the uploaded file needs the music added?

>> ISSUE 2D1
>> I think that the sponsor slot should be configurable depending on where
>> we are hosting our material. So that we end up thanking the correct
>> people. For example one for "Lunarpages" for the normal feed and another
>> for "Archive.org" for the shows over there.
>
> Yes
OK What you are saying is contradictory. You want the outro unmodified
yet it includes the advertisement which the host will edit in and put
in material after. Then you want it configurable. How do you propose
to take the lunar pages audio that is encoded into the ourto, out to
put the archive.org version in ?
What I'm saying in 2D is that if the intro and outro are to remain as
HPR branding, and to allow the hosts to incorporate them into their
work, then they must be generic. The message in them must remain
constant across providers. Or am I missing your point ?
This is the outro text:
1. You have been listening to Hacker Public Radio at hackerpublicradio dot org
2. We are a Community podcast network that releases shows every
weekday Monday through Friday.
3. Today's show, like all our shows, was contributed by a HPR listener
like yourself.
4. If you ever thought of recording a podcast then click on our
contribute link to find out how easy it really is.
5. Hacker Public Radio was founded by the Digital Dawg Pound and the
Infonomicon Computer Club
6. HPR is a part of the Binary Revoution at binrev.com
7. All binrev projects are proudly sponsored by Lunar pages
8. "From shared hosting to custom private clouds go to Lunarpages dot
com for all your hosting needs"
9. Unless otherwise stated today's show is released under a: Creative
Commons, Attribution, ShareAlike, 3.0 License
The line 7 and 8 need to be moved out of the outro to make it generic.
A _possible_ Intro text - read by a human or klaatu.
Voice over intro:
a. Welcome to another episode of Hacker Public Radio.
b. Today's show is proudly sponsored by Lunar pages
c. "From shared hosting to custom private clouds go to Lunarpages dot
com for all your hosting needs"
d. and now a summary of today's show.
Leaving the generic outro as:
1. You have been listening to Hacker Public Radio at hackerpublicradio dot org
2. We are a Community podcast network that releases shows every
weekday Monday through Friday.
3. Today's show, like all our shows, was contributed by a HPR listener

like yourself.
4. If you ever thought of recording a podcast then click on our
contribute link to find out how easy it really is.
5. Hacker Public Radio was founded by the Digital Dawg Pound and the
Infonomicon Computer Club
6. HPR is a part of the Binary Revoution at binrev.com
9. Unless otherwise stated today's show is released under a: Creative
Commons, Attribution, ShareAlike, 3.0 License
> I propose that we leave the
> door open to further submissions of the outro music, but I feel that the
> community should have the chance to vote on each.
Why the votes ? I know there are strong feelings about this and I
agree that for branding purposes we keep the intro as it is given that
it's so recognisable but can't we cut people some slack with the outro
? It's part of the host's work and if they want to remix it or do a
Scottish version (thanks Mr. X) then great. I'd love to hear a dubstep
version.
Although I'm happy with people using a shorter version of the intro.
If someone wants to edit the long flac version down nicely please send
the result to me.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: Frank Bell <frankwbell@cox.net>
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] FYI: Tuesday is Thursday this week
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 21:33:13 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
Hi Frank,
Remember that today is now Tuesday.
Ken.
On Wed, Oct 17, 2012 at 8:02 PM, Frank Bell <frankwbell@cox.net> wrote:
> On Wed, 17 Oct 2012 00:50:00 -0400, Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> Apparently my brain decided to release the Thursday show on Tuesday.
>
>
> Thank you.
>
> You have just given me back two days of my life (grin).
>
> I didn't think I'd had that much to drink last night!
>
> Badda-bing!
>
> In other words, no worries.
>
> ->
> Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
> occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Stephen Kellat <smkellat@yahoo.com>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>, Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
Cc: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] voting
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 16:53:51 -0700 (PDT)
Reply-To: Stephen Kellat <smkellat@yahoo.com>
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: YahooMailWebService/0.8.123.450
I'm speaking as part of The Air Staff of Erie Looking Productions and have not run this past
Madam Producer or Mister Engineer/Owner yet.
Stephen Michael Kellat, Head Writer
[snip]
>>> If so do you think it's a good idea to:
>>> ISSUE 2A:
>>> Add one or two promos to the end of the shows, in the same way as
>>> TLLTS does.
>>
>> Yes, but I think there should be limitations. Promos can get out of hand,
>> and can be a turnoff.
>> I propose we limit promos to no more than two or three a week, no more than
>> three or four plays per show per year, and I also think that we probably
>> should not accept financial compensation for playing promos.
> Noted. Never thought of selling promos - ah well to late now (Joking)
The outro is getting a bit long. For what we're producing routinely our signature close is a
US-ian telephone busy signal followed by a production piece of "Please Hang Up & Try Again".
The outro as recorded sounds a bit muddy.
>
>>> ISSUE 2B
>>> Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
>>> the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen to
>>> the topic now or later.
>>>
>>> This has been one of the most requested features when I talk to
> listeners.
>>
>> To clarify: Are you asking about just a show summary, or the entirety of
> the
>> shownotes? If the entirety of the shownotes, then I vote "No." If
> Just a
>> summary, then my vote is a qualified "Yes."
> Only the summary.
>
>> I don't think I like this idea, only because I find TTS voices grating.
> But
>> if people are asking for it, then I must vote "Yes". Perhaps we
> could get
>> some help from our friends at the ACF in choosing the voice.
> You can always read them out and send them in as flac files :)
> We can have the voice mention "please help to improve my voice, donate
> to the ACF" from time to time.
Please do not use flite or espeak on this. The folks over at TWiT record this themselves. It
sounds better with a human voice. I am far more in favor of not having an opening teaser at
all but that reflects my personal taste in production style more than any overall theoretical
views of production.

>
>>> ISSUE 2C
>>> Do we add a text-to-speech narration of announcements sent via
>>> Identi.ca or Twitter regarding topics and news that the community would
>>> like added to the next show.
>>
>> Yes
>> This is much better than people including such announcements in their show
>> content and risking it going stale.
>> If further description is required than what is allowed by the character
>> limit, then the details should be in an audio promo for the event.
>> I wonder if it's technically possible to have a whitelist in order to
>> prevent spam, and if so, and if someone is willing to code it, may we also
>> vote on the inclusion of a whitelist?
> I disagree with a white list. If there is a spam problem we can
> include a feedback code in the episode that changes from time to time.
> But I prefer no moderation except for spam just like the shows and
> comments.
>
KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS,
KISS, KISS, KISS, KISS...
>>> ISSUE 2D
>>> Do we extract the advertisement from the Outro so that we can allow
>>> hosts to be creative with it's use of the intro and outro. Some
> people
>>> add it and some don't and some get creative with it and I personaly
>>> like that a lot.
>>
>> No. We currently have two versions of the outro music with the
> advertisement
>> included. The community voted (or abstained from voting) to use these, and
>> afaik our advertiser is happy with them both. I propose that we leave the
>> door open to further submissions of the outro music, but I feel that the
>> community should have the chance to vote on each.
>>
>> I do like the ability to add audio content before and after the music
>> however, and I like when other people do it too. Perhaps we could have
>> separate in-boxes (or a checkbox on the eventual web form) depending on
>> whether or not the uploaded file needs the music added?
>
The outro could be shortened and re-recorded perhaps.
>>> ISSUE 2D1
>>> I think that the sponsor slot should be configurable depending on where
>>> we are hosting our material. So that we end up thanking the correct
>>> people. For example one for "Lunarpages" for the normal feed
> and another
>>> for "Archive.org" for the shows over there.
>>
>> Yes
>
> OK What you are saying is contradictory. You want the outro unmodified
> yet it includes the advertisement which the host will edit in and put
> in material after. Then you want it configurable. How do you propose
> to take the lunar pages audio that is encoded into the ourto, out to
> put the archive.org version in ?
>
> What I'm saying in 2D is that if the intro and outro are to remain as

> HPR branding, and to allow the hosts to incorporate them into their
> work, then they must be generic. The message in them must remain
> constant across providers. Or am I missing your point ?
>
> This is the outro text:
> 1. You have been listening to Hacker Public Radio at hackerpublicradio dot org
> 2. We are a Community podcast network that releases shows every
> weekday Monday through Friday.
> 3. Today's show, like all our shows, was contributed by a HPR listener
> like yourself.
> 4. If you ever thought of recording a podcast then click on our
> contribute link to find out how easy it really is.
> 5. Hacker Public Radio was founded by the Digital Dawg Pound and the
> Infonomicon Computer Club
> 6. HPR is a part of the Binary Revoution at binrev.com
> 7. All binrev projects are proudly sponsored by Lunar pages
> 8. "From shared hosting to custom private clouds go to Lunarpages dot
> com for all your hosting needs"
> 9. Unless otherwise stated today's show is released under a: Creative
> Commons, Attribution, ShareAlike, 3.0 License
>
> The line 7 and 8 need to be moved out of the outro to make it generic.
>
> A _possible_ Intro text - read by a human or klaatu.
> Voice over intro:
> a. Welcome to another episode of Hacker Public Radio.
> b. Today's show is proudly sponsored by Lunar pages
> c. "From shared hosting to custom private clouds go to Lunarpages dot
> com for all your hosting needs"
> d. and now a summary of today's show.
>
> Leaving the generic outro as:
> 1. You have been listening to Hacker Public Radio at hackerpublicradio dot org
> 2. We are a Community podcast network that releases shows every
> weekday Monday through Friday.
> 3. Today's show, like all our shows, was contributed by a HPR listener
> like yourself.
> 4. If you ever thought of recording a podcast then click on our
> contribute link to find out how easy it really is.
> 5. Hacker Public Radio was founded by the Digital Dawg Pound and the
> Infonomicon Computer Club
> 6. HPR is a part of the Binary Revoution at binrev.com
> 9. Unless otherwise stated today's show is released under a: Creative
> Commons, Attribution, ShareAlike, 3.0 License
>
>> I propose that we leave the
>> door open to further submissions of the outro music, but I feel that the
>> community should have the chance to vote on each.
>
> Why the votes ? I know there are strong feelings about this and I
> agree that for branding purposes we keep the intro as it is given that
> it's so recognisable but can't we cut people some slack with the outro
> ? It's part of the host's work and if they want to remix it or do a
> Scottish version (thanks Mr. X) then great. I'd love to hear a dubstep
> version.
>
> Although I'm happy with people using a shorter version of the intro.
> If someone wants to edit the long flac version down nicely please send
> the result to me.
>
I'll need to talk to the rest of the Air Staff about doing some new outro recordings with our
wonderful Cleveland accents from Lake Erie's south shores. With luck we might be able to

record something by Monday that I can drop a link on-list to.
[snip]
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: epicanis+hpr@dogphilosophy.net
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] Prologue/Epilogue audio, audio show summary
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 20:32:07 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: KMail/4.9.2 (Linux/3.6.2-1-ARCH; KDE/4.9.2; x86_64; ; )
(Just splitting out two topics from the current thread for the moment...)
> > I don't think I like this idea, only because I find TTS voices grating.
> > But
> > if people are asking for it, then I must vote "Yes". Perhaps we could get
> > some help from our friends at the ACF in choosing the voice.
>
> You can always read them out and send them in as flac files :)
At first this seemed really strange to me, but it hadn't occurred to me
that there'd be many people just downloading the shows without even
looking at the RSS feed to see what they're about (which I assume is why
people would want each show to start with a summary telling you what
it is you're about to hear before you hear what you're about to hear...
I have no problem with this actually (and it would be a nice hedge
against either not having or not seeing the text summary or
show notes in the RSS/Atom feed).
Anyway, the only REAL reason I'm responding here is to say "Yes, actually,
I'd probably like to record the summary myself rather than have it
be auto-mumbled by Festival or whatever.
(tl:dr - vote yes to optional self-recorded summary in lieu of TTS)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> I do like the ability to add audio content before and after the music
> however, and I like when other people do it too. Perhaps we could have
> separate in-boxes (or a checkbox on the eventual web form) depending on
> whether or not the uploaded file needs the music added?
>
>> ISSUE 2D1
>> I think that the sponsor slot should be configurable depending on where
>> we are hosting our material. So that we end up thanking the correct
>> people. For example one for "Lunarpages" for the normal feed and another
>> for "Archive.org" for the shows over there.
>
> Yes
OK What you are saying is contradictory. You want the outro unmodified
yet it includes the advertisement which the host will edit in and put
in material after. Then you want it configurable.[...]

Unless I'm misunderstanding, I don't think he's talking about the
music/advertisement/intro-outro audio, but bits of audio (which
I've been referring to as a "prologue" and "epilogue") before
and after the intro/outro. (I did this way back in my
first submission, and did it again for the submission I have in
the queue, if you want to hear what I'm referring to).
As I derive a certain amount of amusement from doing this,
I'm also in favor of allowing this kind of leeway, though if
the HPR feed process is changing to make it unfeasible I
can cope (it may get difficult to make it work if there is
a variable amount of stuff that that may be tacked on
before or after e.g. news, promos, advertisements, etc.)

_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: "Ken Fallon" <ken.fallon@gmail.com>, "Patrick Dailey" <pdailey03@gmail.com>, "Stephen
Kellat" <smkellat@yahoo.com>
Cc: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] voting
Date: Thu, 18 Oct 2012 21:48:56 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 19:53:51 -0400, Stephen Kellat <smkellat@yahoo.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>

The outro is getting a bit long. For what we're producing routinely our
signature close is a US-ian telephone busy signal followed by a
production piece of "Please Hang Up & Try Again". The outro as recorded
sounds a bit muddy.

I have not noticed any muddiness, but I don't have the best ear in the
world.
>
>
>
>

I'll need to talk to the rest of the Air Staff about doing some new
outro recordings with our wonderful Cleveland accents from Lake Erie's
south shores. With luck we might be able to record something by Monday
that I can drop a link on-list to.

I would love it if we could have Thistleweb record the summaries.
I do not tire of listening to

him.

-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Cc: Jonathan Nadeau <feedback@frostbitemedia.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] voting
Date: Fri, 19 Oct 2012 07:30:39 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 16:53:51 -0700 (PDT)
Stephen Kellat <smkellat@yahoo.com> wrote:
> The outro is getting a bit long. For what we're producing routinely
> our signature close is a US-ian telephone busy signal followed by a
> production piece of "Please Hang Up & Try Again". The outro as
> recorded sounds a bit muddy.
The flac files and more are under http://hackerpublicradio.org/media/
> >>> ISSUE 2B
> >>> Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
> >>> the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen
> >>> to the topic now or later.
[...]
> Please do not use flite or espeak on this. The folks over at TWiT
> record this themselves. It sounds better with a human voice. I am
> far more in favor of not having an opening teaser at all but that
> reflects my personal taste in production style more than any overall
> theoretical views of production.
Sure it will sound better and if people want to record and upload the
summary as a separate flac, then we can accommodate it but .... (cc:ing
in Jonathan of the http://accessiblecomputingfoundation.org/) .... I
think that by using these text-to-speech tools we get to experience
what the "free desktop" sounds like to people that can't see it. Perhaps
by using the tools that blind users rely on we can raise awareness to
how bad the situation is. Perhaps even prompting someone to throw $2 a
month to the ACF to get them to fix the problem. Better yet getting
some hackers working on the issue.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Cc: Stephen Kellat <smkellat@yahoo.com>, "Jonathan Nadeau" <feedback@frostbitemedia.org>,
Subject: Re: [Hpr] voting
Date: Fri, 19 Oct 2012 07:30:39 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Thu, 18 Oct 2012 16:53:51 -0700 (PDT)
Stephen Kellat <smkellat@yahoo.com> wrote:
> The outro is getting a bit long. For what we're producing routinely
> our signature close is a US-ian telephone busy signal followed by a
> production piece of "Please Hang Up & Try Again". The outro as
> recorded sounds a bit muddy.
The flac files and more are under http://hackerpublicradio.org/media/
> >>> ISSUE 2B
> >>> Add a text-to-speech narration of the show summary to the front of
> >>> the episode so that people can decide whither they want to listen
> >>> to the topic now or later.
[...]
> Please do not use flite or espeak on this. The folks over at TWiT
> record this themselves. It sounds better with a human voice. I am
> far more in favor of not having an opening teaser at all but that
> reflects my personal taste in production style more than any overall
> theoretical views of production.
Sure it will sound better and if people want to record and upload the
summary as a separate flac, then we can accommodate it but .... (cc:ing
in Jonathan of the http://accessiblecomputingfoundation.org/) .... I
think that by using these text-to-speech tools we get to experience
what the "free desktop" sounds like to people that can't see it. Perhaps
by using the tools that blind users rely on we can raise awareness to
how bad the situation is. Perhaps even prompting someone to throw $2 a
month to the ACF to get them to fix the problem. Better yet getting
some hackers working on the issue.
Ken.

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: [Hpr] HPR 1100 - keep an ear out please.
Date: Fri, 19 Oct 2012 10:19:54 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.1 (GTK+ 2.24.11; x86_64-redhat-linux-gnu)
I ran into some issues this morning posting the show.
The scheduled show was truncated which I replaced with another show
that also was truncated.
This means that there may be issues with sites that chache like iTunes
and google. Can you contact me if you do *not* hear Mr Gadgets today.
Also I need to check all the shows on the queue so there may be a delay
in getting your show posted. This is due to "technical difficulties"
and not favoritism.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
To: Frank Bell <frankwbell@cox.net>
Cc: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] voting
Date: Fri, 19 Oct 2012 09:58:55 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
I like the idea of the feedback code instead of a whitelist. I think Ken is
right about that.
Allowing for the show to be uploaded with or without the topic summary
seems like creating more work on the back end, but if Ken says it's not a
problem (since he pretty much IS the back end atm) then I'm all for it.
I didn't realize that Ken wanted to just move some of the spoken text to
the beginning of the show. That's fine with me. As long as the words can be
clearly heard, I'm happy.
I don't mean to discourage remixes and covers of the music in any way
whatsoever. I LOVE the idea of people coming up with their own versions of
the intros and outros.
I'm not sure I know enough about branding to speak confidently on the
topic, but it does seem to me that the music (particularly the intro music)
is the only thing that ties all of our shows together. If that's what
branding is, then I think it's just as important to "preserve" the brand as
it is to respect contributor's rights to express themselves artistically
(I'm also 100% in favor of any remix that preserves said brand). If there's
a way to do both at the same time, then I'm all for it. If not, then I
think we either need to find a good balancing point between the two, or
leave the whole topic alone until it becomes a problem, which it may never
do. If it is or has been a problem so far, I'm unaware of it.
Assuming it's something we want to address, here is what I had in mind: We
give the community the final say as to what music may be used as the intro
and/or outro. If I want to produce new intro music, I can email just the
music to the mailing list before publishing the show, and if the mailing
list likes it, then anyone can use that music, or I could use an intro that
the community already approves of, and just include my version somewhere
else in the show. At which point the community may do whatever it likes
with my version. This seems reasonable to me, however I'm not an artist and
I'm incredibly unlikely to create my own version of the music. I'd like to
hear an artist's take on it.
These are just ideas. I'm quite happy to abandon them for better ones.
-Thank You,
Patrick Dailey
Not sent from an iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android or any other such
hipster device.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: "Frank Bell" <frankwbell@cox.net>
To: "Patrick Dailey" <pdailey03@gmail.com>
Cc: "hpr@hackerpublicradio.org" <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] voting
Date: Fri, 19 Oct 2012 12:45:30 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Opera Mail/12.02 (Linux)
On Fri, 19 Oct 2012 09:58:55 -0400, Patrick Dailey <pdailey03@gmail.com>
wrote:
> I'm not sure I know enough about branding to speak confidently on the
> topic, but it does seem to me that the music (particularly the intro
> music) is the only thing that ties all of our shows together.
I agree with this. I like the consistency of the intro; when it starts on
my podplayer, it says to me, "HPR."
I have no objection to revising the intro and outro from time to time;
indeed, I suggested some revisions a couple of days ago, but I would see
them as "network wide" revisions, just as when a television network
updates its logo. It still has just one logo, just a fresher one.
If someone wants to add his or her own music after the intro or before the
outro, as several persons have done and as many of the syndicated shows
feature, that's fine.
I don't particularly like remixes and it's not just because I'm an old
fogey. I like jazz, which is a constant flux of improvisation.
It's that too many remixes are bloody awful.
Just my two cents.
-Blogging From Pine View Farm. Updates daily; worthwhile updates
occasionally. http://www.pineviewfarm.net/weblog.
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net>
To: HPR <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: [Hpr] HPR Euro sticker
Date: Fri, 26 Oct 2012 19:54:53 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686;
rv:16.0) Gecko/20121012 Thunderbird/16.0.1
-----BEGIN PGP SIGNED MESSAGE----Hash: SHA1
Does anyone have one of the oval HPR "Euro" stickers left? Like the one
in the middle of my EEE:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/44249669@N06/7670931396/in/photostream
I'm decking out my new laptop and that was always a favorite of mine. If
not, where did you guys get them printed up? I wouldn't mind ordering a
bunch, sticking one on my laptop, and sending the remainder to who ever
runs the next HPR table at a conference.
NYbill
-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE----Version: GnuPG v2.0.19 (GNU/Linux)
Comment: Using GnuPG with Mozilla - http://www.enigmail.net/
iQEcBAEBAgAGBQJQiyLNAAoJEItI30RR73VO0icH/2+lhF4jivKNoTlgiRDef3C8
+MyZ6/qJ119fOLbugGLZvKcBmHiMXDjbqQVVgd1ilI8cbzYSej9BtjT7m1AzcEVo
aht3Tbd+WsILtV1yb1J6RT3OobTiW3fx5S/P4WV94ES66YKNam0IY04E8rZ85lhw
mxYFtqXd5uYO493bHM6kCUImc4anCd3iqVy4WoX85DgpjmjXikIEqf2lit3EedPB
j8pctMm9p9WBf6zdVLv6LR6+IcKHEIYIXX9qwaZjtd6xk1mULgKKxgryicrN2Z5R
KpWbLEk87FRcXITL5/DeDPGnJ/i2tB5bBaQrLZO/K9s44W213cs5Xk/De90iYZ0=
=/xcn
-----END PGP SIGNATURE----_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Kim Rasmussen <suunto.t6@gmail.com>
To: NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net>
Cc: HPR <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] HPR Euro sticker
Date: Sat, 27 Oct 2012 07:56:00 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mutt/1.5.21 (2010-09-15)
On 26/10/12 at 19:54, NYbill wrote:
>
> Does anyone have one of the oval HPR "Euro" stickers left? Like the one
> in the middle of my EEE:
> http://www.flickr.com/photos/44249669@N06/7670931396/in/photostream
>
> I'm decking out my new laptop and that was always a favorite of mine. If
> not, where did you guys get them printed up? I wouldn't mind ordering a
> bunch, sticking one on my laptop, and sending the remainder to who ever
> runs the next HPR table at a conference.
>
> NYbill
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> Hpr mailing list
> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
Ḯ'll send you one :)
/theru
-Sent from Mutt using Linux
gopher://theru.org:70
_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net>
To: Kim Rasmussen <suunto.t6@gmail.com>
Cc: HPR <hpr@hackerpublicradio.org>
Subject: Re: [Hpr] HPR Euro sticker
Date: Sat, 27 Oct 2012 12:41:39 -0400
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686;
rv:16.0) Gecko/20121012 Thunderbird/16.0.1
-----BEGIN PGP SIGNED MESSAGE----Hash: SHA1
On 10/27/12 01:56, Kim Rasmussen wrote:
> On 26/10/12 at 19:54, NYbill wrote:
>>
>> Does anyone have one of the oval HPR "Euro" stickers left? Like
>> the one in the middle of my EEE:
>> http://www.flickr.com/photos/44249669@N06/7670931396/in/photostream
>>
>>
>>
>>
I'm decking out my new laptop and that was always a favorite of mine. If
>> not, where did you guys get them printed up? I wouldn't mind
>> ordering a bunch, sticking one on my laptop, and sending the
>> remainder to who ever runs the next HPR table at a conference.
>>
>> NYbill
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________ Hpr mailing list
>> Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
>> http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org
>
>>
>>
>
> Ḯ'll send you one :)
>
> /theru
>
Thanks pal!
BTW the offer still stands. If HPR gets low on swag for the conference
booths I'd be happy to order some.
NYbill
-----BEGIN PGP SIGNATURE----Version: GnuPG v2.0.19 (GNU/Linux)
Comment: Using GnuPG with Mozilla - http://www.enigmail.net/
iQEcBAEBAgAGBQJQjA7DAAoJEItI30RR73VOEpQIAJ+jH9jbl6o86HC50pAaHPtq
Kig3Kl6ZzP5VMVvxz+H+HAVAh5oH99gIuIXurIDO3PHGBspJZGYH6BXFKxrvtCTN
pUtHRfXrs6nAP5q87UiSvZ7pBRwkhnOMyxiRmdvurxRHDnT10BlZYj9sjGY4UHpP
aYtLMnUmOtCL/MzTOx53mKqetTAHSo/tE/0TCbOeOw8HEizFPDG8mkj9SVgcQP9N
Tt6FpeSXxYhuI/y411JicVgUTbJ6PLxGl3SMnCyZhNdO6mUwvMLZ0RQiG20L8JfD
wcsq4V3rguhsd9PYcyfMqAl4JV9Lm1xCuA/iOA3YZnzWygdpZ8/wOeIEFHmSQJY=
=1oZv
-----END PGP SIGNATURE----_______________________________________________
Hpr mailing list
Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org

http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] HPR Euro sticker
Date: Sat, 27 Oct 2012 19:49:00 +0200
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Sat, 27 Oct 2012 12:41:39 -0400
NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net> wrote:
>
> BTW the offer still stands. If HPR gets low on swag for the conference
> booths I'd be happy to order some.
>
> NYbill
We're all out. We've got some $$$ for that very purpose and I was
thinking of ordering a book of stickers at moo.com. They are
about the same size and feel as the Intel Inside TM ones. CrunchBang
had them at OggCamp.
I was thinking that some of the these
http://hackerpublicradio.org/media/images/Richard_Querin_02_samples.png
would look very smurfy on a regular rectangle sticker.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
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Hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
http://hackerpublicradio.org/mailman/listinfo/hpr_hackerpublicradio.org

From: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
To: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] HPR Euro sticker
Date: Sat, 27 Oct 2012 19:49:00 +0200
X-Mailer: Claws Mail 3.8.0 (GTK+ 2.24.10; x86_64-pc-linux-gnu)
On Sat, 27 Oct 2012 12:41:39 -0400
NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net> wrote:
>
> BTW the offer still stands. If HPR gets low on swag for the conference
> booths I'd be happy to order some.
>
> NYbill
We're all out. We've got some $$$ for that very purpose and I was
thinking of ordering a book of stickers at moo.com. They are
about the same size and feel as the Intel Inside TM ones. CrunchBang
had them at OggCamp.
I was thinking that some of the these
http://hackerpublicradio.org/media/images/Richard_Querin_02_samples.png
would look very smurfy on a regular rectangle sticker.
Ken.

From: Rebecca Newborough <bobobex@bobobex.org>
To: Ken Fallon <ken.fallon@gmail.com>
Cc: hpr@hackerpublicradio.org
Subject: Re: [Hpr] HPR Euro sticker
Date: Sat, 27 Oct 2012 18:53:39 +0100
Sender: hpr-bounces@hackerpublicradio.org
That Richard Querin gets his images everywhere! Philip and I love these
images.
Becky Newborough
On 27 Oct 2012 18:49, "Ken Fallon" <ken.fallon@gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

On Sat, 27 Oct 2012 12:41:39 -0400
NYbill <nybill@gunmonkeynet.net> wrote:
>
> BTW the offer still stands. If HPR gets low on swag for the conference
> booths I'd be happy to order some.
>
> NYbill
We're all out. We've got some $$$ for that very purpose and I was
thinking of ordering a book of stickers at moo.com. They are
about the same size and feel as the Intel Inside TM ones. CrunchBang
had them at OggCamp.
I was thinking that some of the these
http://hackerpublicradio.org/media/images/Richard_Querin_02_samples.png
would look very smurfy on a regular rectangle sticker.
Ken.
_______________________________________________
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